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COMMITTEES’ PROCESS
The Professional Development & Competence Committee (“PD&C Committee”) and the
Paralegal Standing Committee (“PSC”) met together on January 27 and February 11, 2010.
PD&C Committee members Laurie Pawlitza (Chair), Mary Louise Dickson (Vice-Chair), Alan
Silverstein (Vice-Chair), Larry Banack, Jack Braithwaite, Thomas Conway, Marshall Crowe,
Lawrence Eustace, Susan Hare, Paul Henderson, Daniel Murphy, Judith Potter, Nicholas Pustina,
Jack Rabinovitch, Cathy Strosberg, and Gerald Swaye attended one or both meetings. Paralegal
Standing Committee members Paul Dray (Chair), Susan McGrath (Vice-Chair), Marion Boyd,
James Caskey, Seymour Epstein, Paul Henderson, Brian Lawrie, Doug Lewis, Margaret Louter,
Stephen Parker and Cathy Strosberg attended one or both meetings. Staff members Julia Bass,
Diana Miles and Sophia Sperdakos attended both meetings. Terry Knott and Elliot Spears
attended the meeting on February 11, 2010.
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OVERVIEW
Continuing professional development is a positive tool that benefits lawyers and paralegals and
is an essential component of the commitment they make to the public to practise law or provide
legal services competently and ethically.
The Law Society has an important role to play in supporting lawyer and paralegal efforts to
maintain and enhance that competence. It also has a duty to ensure that all persons who practise
law or provide legal services in Ontario meet standards of learning, professional competence and
professional conduct that are appropriate for the legal services they provide.
Over the last decade in particular, the Law Society has developed numerous competence
enhancing tools for lawyers, and since 2008 for paralegals. It has also developed preventive
monitoring requirements such as the spot audit and practice review programs. While these
requirements have been developed in furtherance of the Law Society’s mandate to regulate
lawyers and paralegals in the public interest, they have at the same time been designed with the
needs of lawyers and paralegals in mind, providing guidance on best practices while ensuring
that deficiencies in quality of service are addressed. This has resulted in favourable comments
from lawyers and paralegals in the course of meeting their regulatory requirements.
In this report, the Professional Development & Competence Committee and the Paralegal
Standing Committee (“the Committees”) recommend that the Law Society introduce a
continuing professional development requirement (“CPD requirement”) to complement and
support the other preventive requirements the Law Society has introduced. In making this
recommendation the Committees have developed an approach that will allow lawyers and
paralegals to meet the CPD requirement in ways that are accessible, affordable and flexible.
Lawyers and paralegals will be able to choose their CPD hours from a wide range of eligible
activities. They will be entitled to select the providers that offer the content most relevant to their
continued learning, both within and outside Ontario, and without a requirement that they obtain
approval from the Law Society. The Law Society will assume primary responsibility for the
delivery of the portion of the requirement addressing ethics, professionalism and practice
management content without charging program registration or materials fees.
The reporting mechanism will be simple and lawyers and paralegals will be provided with
regular notices reminding them how many hours they have left to meet in the reporting year.
There will be a fair and reasonable mechanism to address failure to comply with the requirement
and a mechanism to permit exemptions from the requirement in a given year to address special
circumstances. In the months leading up to the commencement of the program there will be
frequent and straightforward communications with lawyers and paralegals to ensure they
understand their obligations under the program.
The consultation process was helpful to the Committees. They have refined some
recommendations and revised others. They believe the result successfully reconciles the Law
Society’s commitment to lawyer and paralegal competence with the needs of practitioners.
The report that follows details the recommendations and the considerations that underlie them.
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Please note: Convocation made changes to Recommendation 1 and
19 during February Convocation. These changes are also reflected in
paragraph 77. New or revised text is bolded and underlined.

CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (“CPD”)
REQUIREMENT
MOTION
1.

That Convocation approve the introduction of a continuing professional
development (“CPD”) requirement commencing January 1, 2011 for lawyers who
practise law and paralegals who provide legal services (those lawyers and paralegals
in the 100% fee paying category) in accordance with the following:
RECOMMENDED CPD PROGRAM
Recommendation 1
That the Law Society introduce a CPD requirement for lawyers and paralegals who
practise law and provide legal services, respectively, (those in the 100% fee paying
category) commencing on January 1, 2011, with the first reporting of hours due on
December 31, 2011. Lawyers who are excused from paying fees who practise law
will also be subject to the requirement.
Recommendation 2
That for the purposes of the requirement CPD is defined as follows:
Continuing professional development is the maintenance and enhancement
of a lawyer or paralegal’s professional knowledge, skills, attitudes and ethics
throughout the individual’s career.
Recommendation 3
That lawyers and paralegals subject to the requirement be required to fulfill 12
hours of CPD annually, with 3 of the 12 hours to be taken in topics related to ethics,
professionalism and/or practice management.
Recommendation 4
That lawyers or paralegals subject to the requirement may seek an exemption from
the requirement in circumstances coming within the Human Rights Code and/or
such other or additional circumstances as the Director of Professional Development
and Competence, or her designate, deems appropriate.
Recommendation 5
That in calculating the exemption a lawyer or paralegal will be exempted from the
requirement on the basis of one credit hour for each month for which the
exemption is granted.
Recommendation 6
That the activities in paragraph 52 be considered eligible activities for the CPD
requirement. That the activities set out in paragraph 62 be considered ineligible
activities for the CPD requirement.
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Recommendation 7
That lawyers and paralegals fulfill their CPD requirements from the list of eligible
activities and in compliance with the definition of CPD set out at Recommendation
2. Subject to Recommendation 9 and 19 there is no program or provider
accreditation.
Recommendation 8
That the Law Society assume primary responsibility for delivery of the required
ethics, professionalism and practice management content that those subject to the
CPD requirement must meet, without charging program registration or materials
fees.
Recommendation 9
That providers other than the Law Society that wish to provide stand-alone
programs or program content in ethics, professionalism and practice management
must apply for and obtain program approval.
Recommendation 10
That lawyers continue to report annually on the Lawyers Annual Report the
number of self-study hours they complete and that commencing in 2011 paralegals
report annually on the Paralegal Annual Report the number of self-study hours
they complete. The number of hours is not mandatory, but reporting is. This
reporting is not part of the CPD requirement.
Recommendation 11
That lawyers and paralegals who are not otherwise exempted from the CPD
requirement report their CPD activities annually by December 31 on the lawyer
and paralegal portal, commencing December 31, 2011. They may not carry over
credits from one year into the next.
Recommendation 12
That lawyers and paralegals be entitled to report their eligible activities at any time
on or before December 31.
Recommendation 13
That lawyers and paralegals be provided with notices at regular intervals
throughout the calendar year advising them how many credits they have obtained
and how many credits remain outstanding.
Recommendation 14
That if a lawyer or paralegal is exempted from the requirement at any time during
the year compliance will be calculated on a pro rata basis of one hour for each
month in the year during which he or she is not exempted. He or she will be
exempted from the balance of hours and will not be required to make them up
when the exemption ends.
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Recommendation 15
That following the completion of the calendar year the summary suspension
bencher will be provided with the names of the lawyers and paralegals who have
failed to comply with the requirement and who are subject to administrative
suspension from practice. If administratively suspended the lawyer or paralegal
may be re-instated by completing the missing credit hours.
Recommendation 16
That there be provision for random annual CPD audits to monitor compliance with
the CPD requirement, to be undertaken as part of a practice management review
or paralegal practice audit; and by random selection chosen from among all
paralegals and lawyers subject to the requirement.
Recommendation 17
That the randomly selected CPD audits take the form of a written request for proof
of completion.
Recommendation 18
That there be a total of 500 audits of lawyers and 25 audits of paralegals annually
respecting CPD compliance.
Recommendation 19
That beginning in January 2011 new lawyers and paralegals be required to take 12
hours per year (for the equivalent of two full years of practice or providing legal
services, respectively) of programming accredited by the Law Society, 3 hours of
which per year will be in topics of ethics, professionalism, and practice
management and will be integrated within the other 9 12 hours of accredited
programming.
Recommendation 20
That Certified Specialists be required to obtain a total of 12 hours of CPD annually,
with 3 of those hours to be taken in topics related to ethics, professionalism and/or
practice management.
Recommendation 21
That the Law Society further investigate the issue of CPD registration subsidies for
inclusion in discussions of the 2011 Law Society budget.
Recommendation 22
At regular intervals in 2010, the PD&C Committee and the PSC should receive
reports on the implementation process. An annual information report should be
provided to the Committees and Convocation in 2011 and 2012. An assessment
report should be provided to the Committees and Convocation by the end of April
2013 addressing the first two years of operation, including but not limited to the
issues set out in paragraph 96.
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Recommendation 23
That the Law Society implement a communications plan in accordance with
paragraphs 98-101 of this report.
BACKGROUND
2.

In October 2009 Convocation approved the Professional Development & Competence
and Paralegal Standing Committees’ motion for consultation on their joint report
regarding a continuing professional development (CPD) requirement (“the consultation
report”). A copy of the consultation report is set out at Appendix 1.

3.

The consultation period ran from October 30, 2009 to January 15, 2010. Appendix 2
sets out the steps taken to bring the consultation process to the attention of lawyers and
paralegals.

4.

The Committees received 48 responses from individuals and 28 from institutional groups
or organizations. In addition, 72 paralegals and 46 lawyers participated in the
teleseminars and a few sent in e-mail comments. Appendix 3 sets out the names of
individuals and organizations that made submissions.1 At the conclusion of the
consultation period the CPD working group2 and both Committees considered the
submissions.3

5.

This report,
a.

provides the results of the consultation, summarized at Appendix 4;

b.

sets out the Committees’ further consideration of the CPD issue; and

c.

provides their final recommendations to Convocation.

1

The submissions are available on request. Some submissions are anonymous. In a few instances submissions have
not been made public beyond the committee level, at individuals’ requests. A few organizations requested an
extension beyond the January 15 deadline to provide their submissions. All requests were accommodated. One
individual requested an extension, which was granted.
2
The CPD working group members are: Laurie Pawlitza (Chair), Mary Louise Dickson (Vice-Chair), Larry Banack,
Tom Conway, Dow Marmur and Stephen Parker. Diana Miles and Sophia Sperdakos are staff to the working group.
Mr. Marmur was unavailable to participate in the working group’s meetings on January 20 and 21st.
3
The PD&C Committee discussed the CPD issue and established a working group in June 2009 to more fully
analyze the issue and report back. The CPD working group met five times in July, August and September, 2009. The
PD&C Committee and the PSC Committee met jointly on September 25 and October 8, 2009 and presented their
joint proposal to Convocation on October 29, 2009. The CPD working group met on January 20 and 21, 2010 to
review and analyze the submissions. The Committees met jointly on January 27 and February 11, 2010 to consider
their final recommendations to Convocation.
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A CPD REQUIREMENT
The Proposal
6.

In their October 2009 consultation report the Committees recommended the introduction
of an annual CPD requirement of 12 hours for lawyers and paralegals who practise law
or provide legal services, respectively, (those lawyers and paralegals in the 100% fee
paying category) with 3 of the annual 12 hours4 being in topics that address ethics,
professionalism and/or practice management.

The Definition
7.

The Committees developed a proposed definition of CPD for the purposes of the
requirement as follows:
Continuing professional development is the maintenance and
enhancement of a lawyer or paralegal’s professional knowledge,
skills, attitudes and ethics throughout the individual’s career.

8.

The proposed definition attracted minimal comment in the submissions. The Equity and
Aboriginal Issues Committee notes that the definition is sufficiently broad to encompass
a large scope of qualifying activities.

9.

LAWPRO suggests that since providing competent professional service to clients
includes competent law practice management the definition should be expanded to
include this. The Committees’ view of the importance of practice management is
reflected in the requirement that 3 hours of a total of 12 hours (25%) of lawyers’ and
paralegals’ annual requirement should be in topics related to ethics, professionalism
and/or practice management. In the Committees’ view the definition should remain
generic, with the 3 hour requirement addressing specific content issues.

10.

When lawyers and paralegals subject to the CPD requirement consider what annual CPD
activities to undertake, the definition will provide the broad overview to their decisionmaking.

4

25% of the annual 12 hour requirement
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Whether to Introduce CPD – The Merits
11.

Forty-eight individuals responded in writing to the invitation to consult. Of these, close
to half do not comment on whether the requirement should be introduced, but instead ask
questions or make specific suggestions on components of the proposed program. Of the
remaining individuals there is a mixture of those who support the requirement outright,
support it with qualifiers based on implementation concerns, or oppose it. In addition,
those who attended the teleseminars generally did not oppose the requirement, but either
support it or focus on implementation questions.

12.

Twenty-eight organizations responded to the invitation to consult. Of these only one
opposes the introduction of the program. The others either support the introduction
directly or by expressing support for CPD generally and then making suggestions on
implementation issues. These organizations reflect a broad array of groups5 representing
diverse practice areas, geographic locations and size of practices and also representing
perspectives of Aboriginal, Francophone and equity seeking communities.

13.

For example, the County and District Law Presidents’ Association supports the
requirement. The Presidents represent law associations throughout the province, many of
which are in locations remote from large centres where traditional live programming is
most available. The Ontario Bar Association also supports the introduction of the
requirement. It too speaks for lawyers situated throughout the province and includes
representation from a broad membership base. The Law Society’s Equity and Aboriginal
Issues Committee6 considers that the requirement has the potential to reduce isolation of
lawyers and paralegals from Aboriginal, Francophone and equity seeking communities
and to increase mentoring opportunities.

14.

In the Committees’ views the minimal opposition to the introduction of the CPD
requirement can fairly be interpreted as a general acceptance of going forward with the
proposal. This may be reflective of any number of factors, including acceptance that has

5

Only one paralegal organization commented. Given that paralegal regulation is relatively recent, paralegal
organizations may still be developing their approaches to consultation requests.
6
The Committee’s comments also reflect the views of the Equity Advisory Group and the Aboriginal Working
Group.
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resulted from reporting minimum expectations for CLE since 2002 on the Lawyers
Annual Report7, increased accessibility to CPD programming and innovative delivery
over the last decade, or the flexibility of the proposed requirement.
15.

Of the few submissions that oppose a CPD requirement the primary reasons given are
those the Committees raise in their consultation report, namely,

16.

a.

that there is no evidence that the requirement results in a reduction of negligence
actions or complaints; and

b.

that a CPD requirement represents an overly broad regulatory brush, unnecessary
for the vast majority of the profession that is competent, yet not sufficiently
directive to improve the competence of those who are not.

LAWPRO’s submission supports the implementation of a CPD requirement “as it
believes CPD can increase professional competence and reduce malpractice claims.”
LAWPRO notes that it regularly receives personal comments from lawyers who state that
information or resources LAWPRO provides has helped them recognize a potential claim
and how to avoid it or has highlighted a risk of which they had not been previously
aware. Moreover LAWPRO’s submission notes that there is indirect empirical evidence
from the LAWPRO CLE Premium Credit that attendance at CLE programs can reduce
malpractice risks and costs. Data indicates that lawyers who have claimed one or more
LAWPRO CLE Premium Credits have a lower average cost per claim than those who
have not claimed a credit. They also have fewer claims resolved with an indemnity
payment.8

17.

A CPD requirement would constitute only one component of the Law Society’s quality
assurance and quality improvement mosaic of initiatives. The various components
together comprise a regulatory template for lawyer and paralegal competence. The
Committees continue to believe that such a requirement, properly and fairly
implemented, will provide greater opportunity for those subject to it to reflect and act
upon their professional development needs, all in pursuit of better service to the public.

7
8

To date paralegals have not yet been required to report CLE on the PAR.
LAWPRO submission, pp. 14 and 15.
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18.

As noted above, some of the submissions that raise concern about the requirement are in
fact more focused on implementation issues than on the merits of a CPD requirement per
se. In particular, they address concerns about affordability and accessibility. They also
raise the concern that the requirement may have a disproportionate effect on sole
practitioners and small firm lawyers and paralegals.

19.

The Committees agree that these are important considerations. Some of the revised
recommendations reflect a number of the comments made on these issues. In addition,
however, the Committees are of the view that these issues can and should be addressed
as part of the implementation process and of the assessment of the requirement that
should take place after its initial years of operation. These issues are not a reason against
introducing a CPD requirement. This report will comment on these concerns in more
detail in subsequent sections.

To Whom the Requirement Should Apply
20.

The Committees recommend that the CPD requirement apply to lawyers and paralegals
who practise law or provide legal services, respectively (those in the 100% fee paying
category). In some cases these lawyers and paralegals may practise law or provide legal
services on behalf of a single employer, but it is the nature of their activities that
determine which category they are in. Those lawyers and paralegals who do not practise
law or provide legal services, but who are otherwise employed are in the 50% fee paying
category. Depending upon the work they do, for example, lawyers in government or in
corporations may be in either the 100% or 50% fee paying categories. Those in
education will typically be in the 50% fee paying category. Paralegals and lawyers who
do not engage in any remunerative work, are in fulltime attendance at a designated
education institution, college or university or are on pregnancy or parental leave and do
not practise law or provide legal services are in the 25% fee paying category.

21.

Almost no submissions address the issue of to whom the requirement should apply. One
or two disagree with exempting those in the 50% and 25% fee paying category on the
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basis that they need CPD to keep them current in the event they return to the 100% fee
paying category.
22.

A few submissions suggest exemptions for additional categories such as those senior or
other lawyers and paralegals working part-time; women during the 12 months after
giving birth; corporate counsel, on the basis that they do not provide services to the
general public and have narrow expertise not amenable to CPD; research lawyers and
those in litigation support because they have no private clients, retainers or trust funds.
In fact, lawyers and paralegals in these situations might be exempted on the basis of their
fee category.

23.

The Committees have considered whether those in the 50% and 25% fee categories
should be included in the requirement as a condition of continued membership in the
Law Society. In developing the CPD proposal the Committees sought a balanced
approach that would focus the CPD requirement where it could be most effective. Those
who practise law or provide legal services are the focus of the greatest regulatory
attention. There is a heightened public interest in their competence, ethical behaviour
and ability to manage their practices. While all lawyers and paralegals must be
competent and maintain that competence in whatever work they do, the regulatory
imperative for competence is at its highest for those in the 100% category. They have
direction interaction with clients, providing legal advice and opinions upon which those
clients rely. In contrast, those who have chosen to transfer to the 50% or 25% fee paying
category are not practising law or providing legal services; they are not providing legal
advice or opinions.

24.

In the case of lawyers in the 50% category the average number who change their status
annually from the 50% category to the 100% category is between 300 and 350. Most
lawyers, once in the 50% category, tend to remain there. Lawyers in the 25% category
tend to be more transitory, staying in the category for only finite, limited periods of time.
There is as yet insufficient information on paralegals in these categories.
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25.

The Law Society has other quality assurance and quality improvement programs for
those moving from the 50% and 25% categories to the 100% category, particularly
where the absence has been lengthy.9 In addition, the CPD requirement would begin to
apply on a pro rata basis as soon as a lawyer or paralegal enters the 100% category, and
thereafter annually on the basis of the full requirement. The pro rata calculation would
be made on the basis of one credit hour for each month the lawyer or paralegal is in the
100% fee category. The consultation process has not led the Committees to conclude
that, at this time, the scope of the requirement should be expanded beyond the 100% fee
paying category.

26.

The Committees also agree that the level of competence required is the same regardless
of whether the lawyer or paralegal practises full or part time. LawPRO levies
differentiate between part time and full time practice, but this is premised on a risk-based
assessment that provides a link between the number of hours of practice yearly and the
risk of errors. In the Committees’ view there should be no reduction in the yearly hours
of CPD. Maintenance and enhancement of competence are not tied to hours practised.

27.

In addition to the category exemptions for those in the 50% and 25% categories, the
Committees’ proposal recommends exemptions based on individual circumstances. The
purpose of such exemptions is to recognize isolated or individual events or conditions
that preclude a lawyer or paralegal from completing the credits in a particular year. The
Equity and Aboriginal Issues Committee recommends that the basis for exemptions be
those characteristics coming within the Human Rights Code.10 The Committees agree,
but also consider that there may be other relevant circumstances deserving exemption, in
addition to those coming within the Human Rights Code. The Committees are of the
view that the Director of Professional Development and Competence or her designate

9

Lawyer licensees who, for 80 percent or more of the five years immediately preceding the date of their application
to enter private practice were not in private practice, and who intend to practise in firms of five or fewer lawyers are
subject to the re-entry review requirements (the practice management review) within 12 months of their entry into
private practice.
10

race, ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship, creed, sex, sexual orientation, age, marital status,
family status, same-sex partnership status, handicap.
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must have discretion, as she currently does respecting licensing process issues, to
consider additional circumstances for accommodation.11
28.

The onus will be on lawyers and paralegals seeking the individual exemption to apply
for it as soon as they become aware that they will or may be unable to complete the
credit hours. There will be exceptional circumstances in which the request may come at
the end of the reporting period. This is discussed further under the compliance section of
this report, but in general terms the Director should have discretion to consider them.12

The Number of Annually Required Hours and Required Content (professionalism, ethics,
practice management)
29.

The majority of the submissions, from both individuals and organizations, either agree
with a 12 hour annual requirement or make no comment. One or two submissions
suggest, in contradiction to each other, that the hours are too few too make a difference
or too many to introduce all at once.

30.

The Committees reiterate that their proposal seeks to create a balanced program that
mandates a minimum commitment, while recognizing the likelihood that most lawyers
and paralegals will voluntarily pursue CPD over and above the minimum. In addition,
the proposal takes guidance from the experience of many other jurisdictions, both in
Canada and elsewhere, that have CPD requirements and have settled on and maintained
12 hours. This approach also recognizes that cost, time and accessibility issues need to
be taken into account when developing a requirement.

31.

Some submissions query whether those with highly specialized practices (some
paralegals, lawyers with narrow practices), very senior practitioners and those with

11

The Committees recommend that, in the normal course, exemptions should not be granted on the basis that the
lawyer or paralegal does not have the time to complete the requirement. The purpose of the requirement is to
encourage lawyers and paralegals to make time for CPD. At the same time, there may be unusual circumstances in a
given year for which a lawyer or paralegal applies for exemption.
12
Lawyers and paralegals in the 50% or 25% category will be automatically exempted without the requirement to
apply, so long as they remain in these categories. If they return to the 100% fee category during the year they will be
required to complete CPD hours on a pro rata basis of one hour per month during which they are in the 100% fee
paying category If at any time in the future additional fee paying categories become subject to the requirement, the
exemptions will be adjusted accordingly.
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specific needs (eg. requiring Francophone programming; programming for those with
disabilities) will be able to find sufficient content each year. Availability of relevant
programming is, of course very important to making the requirement a meaningful one.
As will be described later in the report, the fact that lawyers and paralegals will be able
to satisfy the requirement through a wide range of eligible activities and programming
that best meet their professional development needs and choose providers within and
outside Ontario, will go a long way to addressing this issue. The Committees consider
this an important implementation issue that should be monitored and reported as part of
the assessment of the requirement following the initial years of operation. The
Committees discuss the assessment process later in this report.
32.

The Committees are reassured by the significant support in the submissions for a
requirement that 25% of the annual 12 hour requirement be taken in topics related to
ethics, professionalism and/or practice management. The Committees agree that it is less
confusing to refer to hours instead of percentages. The requirement should specify that 3
hours of the total 12 required hours of CPD annually should be in topics related to ethics,
professionalism and/or practice management.

33.

Although a few submissions disagree with this component on the basis that ethics cannot
be taught, or that it will be difficult to find sufficient content year after year, the
Committees are satisfied that lawyers and paralegals understand the importance of these
topics and that incorporating them into the CPD requirement is in the public interest. The
Committees reiterate that there is no obligation to take content in all three areas in a
given year. Also, although 3 hours is the requirement, there would be nothing to
preclude a lawyer or paralegal from taking all 12 hours in ethics, professionalism and/or
practice management programs.

34.

The manner in which lawyers and paralegals will fulfill the 3 hour component of ethics,
professionalism and/or practice management will be discussed elsewhere in the report.
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Recommendation 1
That the Law Society introduce a CPD requirement for lawyers and paralegals who practise law
and provide legal services, respectively, (those in the 100% fee paying category) commencing on
January 1, 2011, with the first reporting of hours due on December 31, 2011.
Recommendation 2
That for the purposes of the requirement CPD is defined as follows:
Continuing professional development is the maintenance and enhancement of a lawyer or
paralegal’s professional knowledge, skills, attitudes and ethics throughout the individual’s
career.
Recommendation 3
That lawyers and paralegals subject to the requirement be required to fulfill 12 hours of CPD
annually, with 3 of the 12 hours to be taken in topics related to ethics, professionalism and/or
practice management.
Recommendation 4
That lawyers or paralegals subject to the requirement may seek an exemption from the
requirement in circumstances coming within the Human Rights Code and/or such other or
additional circumstances as the Director of Professional Development and Competence, or her
designate, deems appropriate.
Recommendation 5
That in calculating the exemption a lawyer or paralegal will be exempted from the requirement
on the basis of one credit hour for each month for which the exemption is granted.
ACCREDITATION AND ELIGIBLE ACTIVITIES
Overview of the Consultation Report Approach
35.

In the consultation report the Committees proposed the following approach to
accreditation and eligible activities:
a.

Lawyers and paralegals would satisfy their credit hours through a wide range of
eligible activities that were specified in the consultation report. There was a short
list of activities that the Committees proposed would not be eligible.

b.

Lawyers and paralegals would be responsible for ensuring that they obtained the
required 25% of content (3 hours) in ethics, professionalism or practice
management out of their total 12 hour requirement.

c.

Providers could apply to become accredited providers, but to be eligible to do so
25% of the content (3 hours) in each of their programs must address ethics,
professionalism and/or practice management.
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36.

d.

Lawyer and paralegals would not be required to obtain their CPD hours,
including their 25% of the content (3 hours) of ethics, professionalism and/or
practice management content, from an accredited provider.

e.

Lawyers and paralegals would not have to have any of their activities preapproved by the Law Society, however, if they so wished they could seek
approval from the Law Society for an individual program.

The greatest number of comments the Committees received during the consultation
process arose from these components of the proposal. In particular the submissions
addressed the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
37.

Both individuals and providers raised questions about specific content eligibility.
Would particular courses or activities be eligible?13
Both individuals and providers asked whether courses offered by specific
providers would be eligible.14
Would becoming an accredited provider preclude that provider from offering any
program that did not “embed” content in ethics, professionalism or practice
management? Would this be a pedagogically sound approach?
If lawyers and paralegals were not required to obtain their 12 hours, including
their ethics, professionalism and/or practice management content, through
accredited activities and providers, what purpose would accreditation really
serve?
Would the Law Society ensure sufficient content annually to satisfy the ethics,
professionalism or practice management content requirement?

The Committees found these comments very useful for two reasons. They pointed out
ways in which the proposal needs to be more clearly set out and they caused the
Committees to rethink accreditation, “embedding” and delivery of the ethics,
professionalism and practice management content.

38.

The rationale for proposing that lawyers and paralegals were not required to obtain their
CPD hours, including their 3 hours of ethics, professionalism and/or practice
management content from an accredited provider, was to make the CPD requirement as

13

Submissions referred to specific types of courses and asked whether they would qualify (e.g. Would a course in
tax provided by other than lawyers qualify? Would a course originating outside of Ontario qualify? Would LL.M.
programs qualify?)

14

e.g. Canadian Property Tax Association, Prosecutors Association of Ontario, Canadian National Association of
Real Estate Appraisers, Canadian Tax Foundation, Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountant, American Bar
Association, International Fiscal Association (UK), Legal Aid Ontario clinic programs, and many others.
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flexible as possible and permit a broad range of activities to qualify to assist with issues
such as accessibility and cost.
39.

The rationale for requiring accredited providers to embed the ethics, professionalism
and/or practice management content in all their programming was to emphasize the
importance the Law Society places on this component of the program and to assist
lawyers and paralegals to know that if they did take a program from an accredited
provider it would have at least 25% content in ethics, professionalism or practice
management.

40.

Upon reflection, however, the Committees agree that while both rationales described in
paragraphs 38 and 39 are valid, the mechanism the Committees proposed was not the
most effective way to proceed. In fact, in the case of providers (of which there are many)
who offer certain valuable programming that does not lend itself to meeting the 25%
content requirement, it was unlikely they would apply for accreditation.

41.

The Committees have also thought more about the underlying importance of the ethics,
professionalism and practice management component of the CPD requirement and the
most fair and effective way to deliver the content. As LAWPRO points out in its
submission,
Most lawyers are surprised to learn that failures to know or apply
substantive law account for a relatively small portion of LAWPRO claims.
Over the last ten years, by both count and cost, law-related errors were
only the fourth most common cause of claims. The biggest claims risk by
count and cost – over one-half of LAWPRO’s claims in most areas of
practice – involve basic lawyer/client communication/relationship issues
and time/deadline management issues. Taking proactive steps to reduce
these two types of claims is the biggest opportunity to reduce claims risks
and costs.15

42.

A number of submissions raise concerns about how lawyers and paralegals who do not
take “embedded” content would be able to satisfy the requirement. They ask whether the
Law Society would provide such programming and suggest that these programs should be

15

LAWPRO submission, p. 5.
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free. These comments were often made by sole and small firm lawyers and paralegals
who are concerned about the cost of the CPD requirement. These are valid questions.
Accreditation
43.

The comments set out above have caused the Committees to reconsider whether a
provider accreditation system is necessary. Having considered these various comments
and thought further about the consultation report’s recommendation that lawyers and
paralegals not be required to meet their credit hours only through accredited activities,
the Committees now consider that a system in which there are both accredited and
unaccredited activities is confusing. In the Committees’ view this conclusion leads to
two alternatives:
a.

Accredit all activities in one of two ways: The Law Society pre-approves
providers and the Law Society approves, before or after the event, individual
courses and educational activities. This is essentially the model followed in
British Columbia. It requires those subject to the requirement to obtain approval
from that law society for each educational activity that is not from a pre-approved
provider. The approval process is electronic and can be done without difficulty.
This approach would require additional administrative support on the part of the
regulator. This alternative would be a more stringent approach than the
Committees recommend in the consultation report, but might provide comfort to
lawyers and paralegals who want certainty about their choices.

b.

Accredit no activities. In this alternative, lawyers and paralegals determine for
themselves whether an activity is eligible based on a list provided by the Law
Society. This list describes types of activities, not specific content. (e.g. live
program, teleseminar, live web cast, discussion group, etc...) The lawyer or
paralegal then determines whether the content comes within the CPD definition16
that the Law Society has approved. If the type of activity is eligible and the
content comes within the CPD definition then the lawyer or paralegal is free to
choose the activity. Providers do not have to be accredited.
This approach allows lawyers and paralegals to choose the content, delivery
method and providers that are most relevant to their CPD needs. There is a slight
risk to lawyers or paralegals that they will choose an ineligible activity or one that
does not come within the CPD definition, but such risks are likely low and would
in all likelihood be transitional in nature. If during a CPD audit it was discovered

16

“Continuing professional development is the maintenance and enhancement of a lawyer or paralegal’s
professional knowledge, skills, attitudes and ethics throughout the individual’s career.”
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that an activity had been ineligible or did not fit within the CPD definition, the
lawyer or paralegal would be instructed on why the choice was a problem and his
or her choices would simply be reviewed again the following year to ensure the
issue had been addressed.
This alternative removes a provider accreditation process, but is otherwise closer
to the Committee’s original proposal.
44.

The Committees recommend that, with two exceptions to be discussed below,17 the Law
Society use alternative (b). In an effort to minimize the administrative burden on lawyers
and paralegals the Committees continue to be of the view that lawyers and paralegals
should be entitled to use their judgment in choosing their activities as described in
alternative (b), without having to seek Law Society approval to do so. Given that view, a
process of provider accreditation may be an unnecessary administrative step. Ontario is
fortunate to have a significant number of quality CPD providers from law associations,
not-for-profit providers, in-house law firms, government, Legal Aid Ontario, LAWPRO,
and law schools, many of which groups made submissions. These entities will continue
to provide excellent programming as their long history suggests. This is not to suggest
lawyers and paralegals are restricted to Ontario providers under this alternative. As
described above, an individual uses his or her judgment to determine that an activity is in
the list of eligible activities and comes within the definition of CPD. If the activity and
content is eligible then the lawyer or paralegal may choose the provider he or she
wishes.

45.

If chosen, the effectiveness of this alternative can be considered when the CPD
requirement is assessed following the initial years of operation. This would allow further
discussion of alternative (a) at that time, if necessary.

Ethics, Professionalism and Practice Management Content Requirement
46.

On the issue of the ethics, professionalism and practice management content the
Committees have paid particular attention to the comments about who will ensure such
content is available.

17

Paragraphs 49-50 and 71-77.
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47.

As regulator the Law Society observes firsthand and must address the difficulties
lawyers and paralegals encounter related to ethics, professionalism and practice
management. It has developed numerous materials and programming to assist lawyers
and paralegals in these areas. It conducts practice management and financial audits using
standards against which to assess practices and focusing on a wide range of practice
management issues such as operating a practice, bookkeeping, and managing conflicts. It
provides training and material related to the Rules of Professional Conduct and on
civility in legal practice. It deals with conduct, capacity and competence issues within
the regulatory processes. It addresses issues related to wellness and stress management18
and their importance to maintaining professionalism and competence. It provides
training and information on principles related to equity and diversity. All of these are
within the scope of the ethical, professionalism, and practice management content
requirement.

48.

In the Committees’ view the Law Society should assume primary responsibility for
delivery of the ethics, professionalism and practice management content and should do
so without charging program registration or materials fees. This would ensure that the
content addresses those issues of primary regulatory concern, would free up other
providers to focus on their core mandates, would further reinforce the recommendation
not to require providers to “embed” this content and would address some of the cost
issues that lawyers and paralegals have raised. The Committees intend that this Law
Society programming would be designed specifically to meet the ethics, professionalism
and/or practice management content requirement.

49.

There may be other providers interested in developing stand alone programs or
individual program content in the area of ethics, professionalism, and practice
management. Nothing in this recommendation would preclude this and, in fact, the
Committees hope that other providers will be interested in doing so. Some are already

18

In the consultation report programs on stress management and wellness were ineligible activities. The Committees
agree that these are relevant within the ethics, professionalism and practice management content and should be
eligible in that context.
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doing so both generally and to qualify their programming for the LAWPRO Premium
Credit.19
50.

The Committees recommend that for such programming to qualify as containing ethics,
professionalism or practice management content for the purposes of the CPD
requirement it must be approved by the Law Society. Programs created to support the
LAWPRO Premium Credit could also be submitted to the Law Society for approval for
the CPD requirement.

Eligible Activities
51.

In the consultation report the Committees set out proposed eligible and ineligible
activities. A number of submissions ask whether certain types of activities would fit
within the categories. Others comment on the proposed ineligible categories.

52.

Having considered these comments, the Committees propose that the following
constitute eligible activities. In accordance with the Committees’ recommendation
lawyers and paralegals will decide whether the activity they wish to claim comes within
these categories. The course content will be eligible if it comes within the definition of
CPD:
a.

Participation in CPD courses
This will include attendance at live programs or participating in online “real time”
courses, streaming video, web and or teleconference courses, provided there is an
opportunity to ask and answer questions, viewing a previously recorded course
with at least one other lawyer or paralegal. This includes programming offered by
providers both in and outside Ontario. To qualify there must be the opportunity to
interact with colleagues and/or instructors, for example in person, by e-mail or on
the phone.

b.

Participation as a registrant in a college, university or other designated
educational institution program, including distance education. This will
include LL.M programs.

c.

Teaching (to a maximum of 6 hours per year)
One hour of teaching will equal three hours of credit to reflect preparation time.
The teaching content must be law-related and within the CPD definition. There is

19

Approval will also be required for programming for newly called lawyers and newly licensed paralegals. See the
discussion beginning at paragraph 71.
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no limit on the audience. If the same content is taught more than once in a year
credit is only available for the first time. Teaching credit will be available for
volunteer or part-time teaching, not as part of full-time or regular employment.
Credit for chairing a program may apply, provided the chair does more than
introduce speakers. Credit is as a facilitator of the program. Credit will be limited
to time spent in the chair capacity.
d.

Acting as an Articling Principal or mentoring or being mentored or
supervising a paralegal field placement (to a maximum of 6 hours per year)
The Articling Principal, mentor, paralegal who is supervising a field placement
and lawyer or paralegal being mentored may claim the hours spent on topics
within the CPD definition.

e.

Writing and Editing Books or articles (to a maximum of 6 hours per year)
The content must be law-related and within the CPD definition, must have been
prepared solely by the person seeking the credit, and intended for publication or
use in course materials, rather than for personal use or purposes or primarily for
marketing purposes. Credit for an article or book may only be claimed once. The
credit may also be claimed for editing legal texts or case reports and for preparing
case headnotes, with the same restrictions as set out for writing. There is no
limitation on the audience for whom the work is written.
Credit is only available for volunteer or part-time writing, not as part of full-time
or regular employment.

53.

f.

Study Groups
This will include attendance in a group setting at an educational session of two or
more lawyers or paralegals the purpose of which is to consider content that comes
within the CPD definition. This may include lawyers in the same firm, legal
department, government agency, clinic, or other similar entity. File specific
discussion is not eligible. No time may be claimed for preparation for the
discussion group unless it comes within c. or e. above.

g.

Educational Components of bar and law association meetings
Where lawyers or paralegals attend meetings that involve both business related to
the association and substantive law content that comes within the CPD definition,
the lawyer or paralegal may claim credits for the hours devoted to the substantive
law content.

The Committees considered the comments that were made about their list of proposed
ineligible activities. Activities are designated as ineligible not because they are without
value, but because the CPD requirement is focused on more formal education and
designed to encourage or at least provide the opportunity for interaction among members
23

of the profession in professional development endeavours. Similarly, while volunteer
and pro bono activities are laudable they are not suitable for inclusion as activities in a
CPD requirement.
54.

Before setting out the proposed list of ineligible activities the Committees wish to
comment on two areas on which they received comment: self-study and activities
designed primarily for marketing to existing or potential clients.

Self-Study
55.

The Committees have no doubt that lawyers and paralegals engage in self-study in
significantly greater hours than the CPD envisioned in this requirement. This is an
integral part of providing competent service and for many professionals is their preferred
learning method. In a sense this may be described as the “private” form of education.

56.

If self-study is the private form of education, the “public” form is participation in more
formal forms of CPD, including courses, programs, seminars, and discussion groups.
This form of professional development typically engages participants in more interactive
learning in the broadest sense, namely providing them with the opportunity to consider
and exchange ideas with others in their profession in a more formal context. In the
Committees’ view, the CPD requirement should be directed at this “public” form of
education. For this reason the Committees continue to recommend that self-study not be
eligible for CPD credits.

57.

The Committees note, that although there is currently no requirement to undertake a
specified number of self-study hours, nor are they recommending there should be, there
is a requirement that lawyers report on the Lawyers Annual Report (LAR) how much
self-study they do, with 50 hours expressed as a “minimum expectation.” Currently,
paralegals are not asked to report this on the Paralegal Annual Report (PAR). The
Paralegal Standing Committee is of the view that if lawyers continue to be required to
report on self-study, paralegals should also be required to do so.
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58.

The Committees recommend that the requirement to report self-study hours should
continue for lawyers on the LAR and that beginning in 2011 paralegals should also be
required to report self-study hours on the PAR. As for lawyers there is no required
minimum number of hours of self-study, rather 50 hours would be the “minimum
expectation.” What would be required on the PAR is the reporting of however many
hours of self-study is undertaken, even if that number is zero.

Activities designed primarily for marketing to existing or potential clients.
59.

The place where this type of activity will arise is in the context of the generally eligible
activities of teaching or writing. In evaluating whether the activity is eligible or not the
lawyer or paralegal will need to assess it in the context of the what constitutes an eligible
activity and in the context of the definition of CPD. The ineligibility may arise more
often for the presenter than for the recipient of the information, but this will not always
be the case.

60.

If the activity’s primary purpose is marketing the lawyer or paralegal or their firm to
clients, the activity will be ineligible. Rather than “teaching” the presenter will be
primarily “pitching” to the audience. The educational content will be minimal or basic,
the presentation may be repeated with modest changes to a number of audiences, and the
audience to whom it may be delivered may have no members who are themselves
subject to the CPD requirement.

61.

The Committees recognize that there may be a fine line between an educational product
and a marketing one. The product may be both at once. The Committees include this as
an ineligible activity and suggest that if a lawyer or paralegal is in doubt he or she
contact the Law Society for advice. During the assessment process that will occur after
the completion of the early years of the requirement, issues concerning eligible and
ineligible activities may be raised and consideration given to whether changes are
advisable.

62.

The Committees propose that the following be ineligible activities:
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a.

Any activity undertaken or developed primarily for purposes of updating or
marketing to existing or potential clients.

b.

Self-study.

c.

Acting as an adjudicator for a tribunal or board.

d.

Working as a member of a review or other panel.

e.

Pro-bono work.

f.

Marking work for law school or college courses.

g.

Acting as the chair or member of a tribunal or other institution or board.

h.

Attendance,
i.
by benchers at the business portion of Law Society meetings of
Convocation or committees;
ii.

at the business portion of meetings of a legal association’s board or
committees;

iii.

at the business portion of Annual General Meetings; or

iv.

at the launch of any form of legal materials.

Recommendation 6
That the activities in paragraph 52 be considered eligible activities for the CPD requirement.
That the activities set out in paragraph 62 be considered ineligible activities for the CPD
requirement.
Recommendation 7
That lawyers and paralegals fulfill their CPD requirements from the list of eligible activities and
in compliance with the definition of CPD set out at Recommendation 2. Subject to
Recommendation 9 and 19 there is no program or provider accreditation.
Recommendation 8
That the Law Society assume primary responsibility for delivery of the required ethics,
professionalism and practice management content that those subject to the CPD requirement
must meet, without charging program registration or materials fees.
Recommendation 9
That providers other than the Law Society that wish to provide stand-alone programs or program
content in ethics, professionalism and practice management must apply for and obtain program
approval.
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Recommendation 10
That lawyers continue to report annually on the Lawyers Annual Report the number of self-study
hours they complete and that in 2011 paralegals report annually on the Paralegal Annual Report
the number of self-study hours they complete. The number of hours is not mandatory, but
reporting is. This reporting is not part of the CPD requirement.
COMPLIANCE AND MONITORING
63.

Only a few submissions comment on the compliance and monitoring proposal. A few
emphasize that there should be flexibility to address circumstances in which the failure
to meet the annual credits are for reasons enumerated within the Human Rights Code.

64.

As discussed earlier in this report20 lawyers and paralegals may apply for an exemption
as soon as they become aware of the need. Those who qualify for exemptions under the
Human Rights Code, as well as in additional circumstances that the Director of
Professional Development and Competence, or her designate, determines appropriate,
will be exempted. While in the normal course the lawyer or paralegal in need of an
exemption will apply before the end of the year, the Committees recommend that in
appropriate circumstance an exemption could be provided retroactively. The Committees
recommend sufficient flexibility to address the issue before a suspension occurs.

65.

One or two submissions suggest that there should be a period of grace before suspension
occurs for failure to comply. The Committees reiterate that the proposal does not
contemplate automatic suspension. It provides that no suspension will occur before the
summary suspension bencher reviews the relevant information and signs the order. In the
normal course this will take anywhere from several weeks to a month. In the interval, if a
lawyer or paralegal completes the required credits or seeks and obtains an exemption, the
matter will not proceed to a summary suspension bencher. If a member is suspended, the
suspension will be lifted as soon as the credits have been completed or an exemption has
been granted.

66.

The compliance and monitoring mechanism set out in the Committees’ consultation
report balances compliance obligations with a process that is easy to use and provides

20

Paragraphs 27-28
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ample opportunity for lawyers and paralegals to be reminded of their status. In the
proposal, reminders of status are to be sent regularly throughout the year. The breadth of
eligible activities should also assist lawyers and paralegals to find the necessary content
to allow them to comply. Suspension for failure to meet the credit requirement is not
automatic, rather depends on the summary suspension bencher signing the order. In the
Committees’ view this approach, coupled with the frequent reminders lawyers and
paralegals will receive throughout the year is fair and makes clear the importance of
compliance within the required time frame.
67.

The consultation report discusses a monitoring mechanism21 consisting of CPD audits to
be undertaken either as part of the current practice management review program or
paralegal practice audit, and/or by random selection chosen from among all paralegals
and lawyers subject to the requirement. The report proposes that the randomly selected
audits take the form of a written request for proof of completion of the annual
requirement.

68.

Any CPD audit will be conducted the year following completion of the full 12 hours.
There will be no “interim” audits as lawyers and paralegals are entitled to obtain all 12
hours in the final days of the year if they choose. The random CPD audit will not include
a visit. As set out below, it will consist of a paper audit, thereby keeping to a minimum
the time a lawyer or paralegal must spend in verifying CPD.

69.

In this audit process lawyers and paralegals will be asked to provide proof that they have
undertaken the activity claimed on the CPD portal. Typically proof will consist of proof
of registration and/or evidence of payment for a course or program; list of topics
canvassed in discussion groups and names of other participants; transcripts or other
proof of registration in college, university or other designated educational institution
program, including distance education; copies of articles for which credit is claimed,
program agendas confirming that the lawyer or paralegal taught in the program for

21

Paragraphs 103 – 110.
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which credit is claimed, etc. Lawyers and paralegals will be required to maintain proof
for one year from December 31 of the year in which the credit is claimed.
70.

As with other aspects of the program the Committees recommends that the assessment
process that will be undertaken following the completion of the early years of
implementation examine the effectiveness and impact of the compliance and monitoring
approach.
Recommendation 11
That lawyers and paralegals who are not otherwise exempted from the CPD requirement
report their CPD activities annually by December 31 on the lawyer and paralegal portal,
commencing December 31, 2011. They may not carry over credits from one year into the
next.
Recommendation 12
That lawyers and paralegals be entitled to report their eligible activities at any time on or
before December 31.
Recommendation 13
That lawyers and paralegals be provided with notices at regular intervals throughout the
calendar year advising them how many credits they have obtained and how many credits
remain outstanding.
Recommendation 14
That if a lawyer or paralegal is exempted from the requirement at any time during the
year compliance will be calculated on a pro rata basis of one hour for each month in the
year during which he or she is not exempted. He or she will be exempted from the
balance of hours and will not be required to make them up when the exemption ends.
Recommendation 15
That following the completion of the calendar year the summary suspension bencher will
be provided with the names of the lawyers and paralegals who have failed to comply with
the requirement and who are subject to administrative suspension from practice. If
administratively suspended the lawyer or paralegal may be re-instated by completing the
missing credit hours.
Recommendation 16
That there be provision for random annual CPD audits to monitor compliance with the
CPD requirement, to be undertaken as part of a practice management review or paralegal
practice audit; and by random selection chosen from among all paralegals and lawyers
subject to the requirement.
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Recommendation 17
That the randomly selected CPD audits take the form of a written request for proof of
completion.
Recommendation 18
That there be a total of 500 audits of lawyers and 25 audits of paralegals annually
respecting CPD compliance.
COORDINATING LAW SOCIETY CPD
CPD for those entering a practice category
71.

There are two other groups for whom Convocation has already approved a CPD
requirement. These are lawyers in the first 24 months of practice following call to the
bar and Certified Specialists.

72.

In September 2008 Convocation approved the introduction of a requirement that new
lawyers must take 24 hours of continuing professional development within the first 24
months of practice. The requirement is scheduled to begin in January 2011. In its report
to Convocation in 2008 the L&A Task Force described the requirement as follows:
The objective of this component of the training program is to ensure that
candidates receive the practical training they need during their first 24
months of practice to serve their clients in accordance with the
expectations of lawyers prescribed in the Rules of Professional Conduct.
Law practice skills and professional responsibility issues will be integrated
with substantive law programming.
The requirement will engage adult learners who have the professional
capacity to make appropriate decisions about the direction and focus of
their education. The Law Society will accredit specific courses to ensure
that the content covers the requisite professional responsibility and
practice management components. However, the Law Society will not
dictate specific course structures or content requirements. The post-call
instruction is designed to create a tighter nexus between learning and dayto-day practice requirements, permitting students to relate their
educational materials directly to the events and issues that confront them
in their own law practice. It also allows more diversity in the practicebased learning, permitting individuals to tailor the education to their
specific needs when they choose among a range of approved courses. It
inculcates in new lawyers the principle that legal education is a life-long
enterprise, and that continuing legal education is an essential component
of professional responsibility.
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The post-call component will allow new lawyers to choose the accredited
program and provider of their choice. A substantial proportion of the
program content must cover defined professional responsibility and
practice skills competencies. The balance of the program can address the
substantive law that meets practice needs. To ensure that lawyers outside
of city centers have access to these professional development
opportunities without having to leave their communities multiple delivery
methods will be used, including traditional live programming, webcasting,
teleseminars, archived audio and video and others. In addition, efforts will
be made to develop programming that accommodates the learning needs
of different cultural and other groups within the profession.
73.

The Committees are of the view that this focused approach to the CPD requirement for
lawyers in the early years of entering a practice category (new lawyers) should continue
for the reasons set out above. This focused approach would apply to satisfy these
lawyers’ total CPD requirement for the equivalent of their first two full years of
practice.22 Thereafter, these lawyers would be free to choose from the same eligible
activities as all other lawyers in the 100% fee paying category. The Committees
recommend that during this two year period, 25% (3 hours) of the accredited
programming requirement per year be taken in topics related to ethics, professionalism
and practice management and that this content be integrated within the other 9 hours of
accredited programming.

74.

Since the programs that new lawyers will take must be accredited, providers who develop
programs for this group will be required to include, as 25% of the content of each
program, topics in ethics, professionalism and/or practice management. Only programs
that the Law Society approves to address learning in the early years of practice will fulfill
the requirement. The Law Society will accredit individual programs of other providers
for this purpose. Only programs that have integrated professionalism concepts as 25% or
more of the learning will be accepted for accreditation.

75.

The compliance procedure will be the same as for all others subject to the CPD
requirement. To enable there to be one compliance mechanism for all those subject to

22

“Equivalent” is used to make it clear that if, for example, someone takes a leave of absence from practice before
the first 24 months of actual practice has occurred, whenever he or she returns to the 100% fee paying category he or
she will be expected to complete this requirement.
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CPD requirements the Committees recommend that instead of calculating the new lawyer
requirement on the basis of 24 credit hours in the first 24 months of practice as was
originally approved, it be calculated as 12 credit hours per year for the equivalent of the
first two full years of practice. This will obviate the need for different tracking
mechanisms and will save administrative costs. In addition, for ease of calculation, the
requirement should begin on January 1 following call to the bar and continue until the
subject lawyer has completed the equivalent of two full years of practice.
76.

The Paralegal Standing Committee also considered whether newly licensed paralegals
(new paralegals) should be subject to the same focused approach to CPD for the
equivalent of the first two years of providing legal services. It agrees that they should for
the same reasons that such a focused approach would benefit new lawyers. The PD&C
Committee supports the Paralegal Standing Committee’s view.

77.

The Committees recommend that beginning in January 2011 new lawyers and paralegals
be required to take 12 hours per year (for the equivalent of two full years of practice or
providing legal services, respectively) of programming accredited by the Law Society, 3
hours of which per year will be in topics of ethics, professionalism, and practice
management and will be integrated within the other 9 12 hours of accredited programming.

Certified Specialists
78.

Lawyers can only become Certified Specialists if they apply and meet specified practice
standards, experience and continuing legal education requirements. In order to maintain
their certification, Certified Specialists must demonstrate, on an annual basis, that a
substantial percentage of their practice is devoted to their specialty area and that they
participate in at least 12 hours of CLE per year. The Committees do not recommend that
Certified Specialist be required to meet additional CPD hours. The Certified Specialist
CPD requirement should be merged into the CPD requirement and they should be
required to obtain 12 hours of CPD in total annually, with 3 of those hours to be taken in
topics related to ethics, professionalism and/or practice management.
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Recommendation 19
That beginning in January 2011 new lawyers and paralegals be required to take 12 hours per year
(for the equivalent of two full years of practice or providing legal services, respectively) of
programming accredited by the Law Society, 3 hours of which per year will be in topics of
ethics, professionalism, and practice management and will be integrated within the other 9 hours
of accredited programming.
Recommendation 20
That Certified Specialists be required to obtain a total of 12 hours of CPD annually, with 3 of
those hours to be taken in topics related to ethics, professionalism and/or practice management.
COST ISSUES
79.

Some submissions raise cost concerns for the lawyers and paralegals subject to the
requirement, particularly those in sole practices and small firms. In developing its array
of eligible activities and in proposing that the Law Society assume primary
responsibility for delivery of the ethics, professionalism and practice management
content, without charging program registration or materials fees, the Committees have
developed the final recommendations with cost issues in mind.

80.

A few comments suggest that study groups are an impractical expectation on sole and
small firm lawyers and paralegals already burdened with the administration of their
practices. One or two comments suggest that while assisting with cost issues this
approach runs the risk of creating two tiered learning where those who can afford it go to
live programming and those who cannot teach themselves.

81.

These observations may apply to some, but the Committees are hopeful that the
discussion group opportunities may result in greater interaction as well as development
of innovative ways to learn at low cost and despite distance. The Committees agree,
however, that these are issues to monitor as part of the assessment of the requirement.

82.

There is one cost related issue on which the Committees wish to comment further. A few
submissions suggest that there should be an increase in the threshold income level at
which lawyers and paralegals could be eligible to receive a subsidy on the cost of CPD
programming. Currently, the Law Society provides a subsidy for those whose net
income is $35,000 or less. Some other providers also have bursary programs.
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83.

The Law Society’s bursary program was introduced in 1986 with a threshold income of
$25,000. There is no information on how that figure was reached. In 1995 the amount
was increased to $35,000. Again, there is no information on how this figure was reached.

84.

In the Committees’ view this is an issue that should be explored further, but it would not
be appropriate to continue the arbitrary choice of the threshold amount. There should be
actuarial information on the appropriate threshold and information on the budgetary
implications of going forward. This should form part of the discussions for the 2011
budget, which would allow this issue to be addressed before the requirement take effect
on January 1, 2011.

Recommendation 21
That the Law Society further investigate the issue of CPD registration subsidies for inclusion in
discussions of the 2011 Law Society budget.
BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
85.

Assuming that Convocation ultimately approves a system of CPD requirements that
mirrors the recommendations in this report, it is anticipated that the PD&C Department
would require, in the first full year of implementation (2011), six additional full-time
equivalent (FTE) staff.

86.

The total increase in expenditures for the PD&C department for 2011 for staffing
requirements is estimated at $450,000. Activities will include,
a.

development and delivery of learning modules and programming to support
lawyer and paralegal completion of the professional responsibility, ethics and
practice management requirement of 3 hours per year offered to participants with
no program fees or charges for materials;

b.

development and delivery of accredited learning for new lawyers and paralegals
in their first two years of practice and provision of legal services, respectively;

c.

development and implementation of an accreditation system to review and
manage program accreditation for professionalism content and programming for
new lawyers and paralegals;

d.

provision of assistance to members working in the portal; and
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e.
87.

review of applications for, and provision of assistance to, lawyers and paralegals
seeking accommodation or exemption.

The PD&C Department will provide the professional responsibility, ethics and practice
management content and programming to lawyers and paralegals without charge for
program registration or materials fees. The cost of developing and providing
programming throughout each year, in a variety of formats that allow for interaction, is
anticipated to be approximately $400,000.

88.

Administrative Compliance and Membership divisions will require an increase in
expenditures that will depend upon the level of interaction required with lawyers and
paralegals during notification of failure to complete the requirement. Activities will
include interaction with lawyers and paralegals respecting the portal and compliance
processes. Assuming the process described in this Report, the estimated increase for
2011 is $300,000.

89.

Additional costs related to office space, supports and systems and indirect expenses are
expected to be in the range of $150,000.

90.

The PD&C Department will also require additional staff in 2012 to support the CPD
audit process that will begin at that time to monitor compliance with the requirements at
an estimated cost of approximately $100,000.

91.

Total anticipated expenditures to develop and maintain the new CPD systems set out in
this report are therefore expected to be in the range of $1,400,000 or $38 per lawyer and
$38 per paralegal.

92.

An increase in attendance at the Law Society’s CLE programs is expected. For instance,
of the lawyers in practice who completed the MAR in 2008, 4,905 reported taking no
CLE. However the exact impact of the CPD requirement on Law Society CLE
attendance and revenues is difficult to predict primarily because,
a.

the Law Society will not be the sole provider of programs eligible for the CPD
requirement; and
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b.

93.

the ethics, professionalism and practice management programming put on by the
Law Society (comprising 3 hours of the CPD requirement) will be provided
without charge for program registration or materials fees.

The current CPD requirement budget does not include any revenue projections. As noted
above an accurate estimate is difficult. For budget purposes the anticipated increase in
revenues will be offset by the anticipated increase in costs of holding the programs, such
as course materials and bandwidth. Increases in these variable costs have not been
included in the budget as they will be offset by increases in revenue.

94.

Although it is feasible that Law Society programming for which there is a registration
fee may continue to achieve full cost recovery and although the PD&C Department will
continue to strive to achieve that goal, the expenses related to the development and
delivery of the professionalism programming (no charge for attendance) is unlikely to be
fully supportable within the current program fee/revenue generating structure. Therefore,
on a go forward basis, the CPD/CLE system may no longer be a cost recovery program
for the Society.

PROGRAM ASSESSMENT
95.

A CPD requirement will be a new initiative and as such the year leading to the
commencement of the requirement and the first several years of implementation will
provide concrete examples of what is effective and what can be improved upon, the
implications of the program on its participants and any issues that have arisen.

96.

The Committees have identified a number of issues that may form part of the program
assessment, including,
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

sufficiency of programming generally;
sufficiency of certain types of programming including, Francophone
programming, programming for those with disabilities; specialized substantive
programs and programming for paralegals;
whether the requirement has a disproportionate impact on sole practitioners, small
firm lawyers and paralegals, and lawyers and paralegals from Aboriginal,
Francophone and equity seeking groups;
the quality and viability of education in discussion groups;
cost issues;
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f.
g.
97.

communication issues; and
information related to exemptions, compliance and monitoring.

To allow the program sufficient implementation time to make its assessment meaningful,
the Committees recommend that the assessment occur after completion of two full years
of implementation. To the extent that there are any issues that require addressing before
that date, whether in the developmental year of 2010 or during the first two years of
implementation, they should be reported to the Committees. The Committees and
Convocation should, in any event, receive regular information reports during 2010, 2011
and 2012.

Recommendation 22
At regular intervals in 2010, the PD&C Committee and the PSC should receive reports on the
implementation process. An annual information report should be provided to the Committees and
Convocation in 2011 and 2012. An assessment report should be provided to the Committees and
Convocation by the end of April 2013, addressing the first two years of operation, including but
not limited to the issues set out in paragraph 96.
COMMUNICATION PLAN
98.

The communication plan would take effect immediately upon approval of the
requirement and continue throughout the transition period prior to implementation of
CPD requirement and during the first and second year of implementation. Specifically,
the Society will begin immediately to communicate with all members the policy and its
implications. This lead up to the implementation date on January 1, 2011 will include
information about the requirement, its goals and objectives and will also provide
substantial supporting information in the form of Frequently Asked Questions and
Answers (FAQs) that will address some of the themes and concerns that were expressed
in the consultation process. The communications will continue into the first full year of
implementation and beyond, and will include, but will not be restricted to, supporting
information in,
a.

articles and notices in the Ontario Lawyers Gazette;

b.

notices in the Ontario Reports at least monthly;

c.

reminders in the monthly e-Bulletin;
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99.

d.

reminders in the monthly Paralegal Update;

e.

information on the Society’s web site outlining the program, the objectives, the
requirements and the process of fulfillment; and

f.
information to CPD providers on the nature of the requirement and rules.
This will be in addition to the automatic reminders that will be generated as part of the
compliance portal, informing lawyers and paralegals regularly how many credit hours
they have acquired and how many they still have to obtain.

100.

Adjustments will be made to the communication plan as necessary on an ongoing basis.
The assessment process will also consider communication issues that have arisen in the
first two years.

101.

Few submissions comment on the communication plan. EAIC suggests that the Law
Society set out how it will implement the requirement in keeping with equity and
diversity principles and suggests that the plan should include outreach to various groups
through their community based media outlets. Some providers suggest that the Law
Society engage the assistance of legal organizations to communicate the plan. The
Committees agree that these suggestions are helpful to further facilitate effective
communication of the requirement.

Recommendation 23
That the Law Society implement a communications plan in accordance with paragraphs 98-101
of this report.
CONCLUSION
102.

In their consultation report the Committees state that they are of the view that the time
has now come to include a CPD requirement as part of the Law Society’s competence
mandate. Following the consultation process they continue to be of this view. A CPD
requirement is a positive tool that benefits lawyers and paralegals and is part of a
commitment they should make to the public they serve. The recommendations set out in
the motion at paragraph 2 and repeated throughout this report balance professional
obligations in this area with a reasonable requirement that is accessible and affordable.
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Moreover, by requiring 3 hours of the total 12 hours annually to address topics in ethics,
professionalism and practice management, the proposal addresses areas of particular
concern to the Law Society as regulator.
103.

The Committees thank those individuals and organizations and institutions that took the
time to provide thoughtful and helpful submissions and to attend meetings and
teleseminars at which the CPD issue was discussed.
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COMMITTEE PROCESS
1.
The Professional Development & Competence Committee (“PD&C Committee”) and
the Paralegal Standing Committee (“PSC”) met together on September 25, 2009. PD&C
Committee members Laurie Pawlitza (Chair), Constance Backhouse (Vice-Chair), Mary
Louise Dickson (Vice-Chair), Alan Silverstein (Vice-Chair), Thomas Conway, Marshall
Crowe, Lawrence Eustace, Paul Henderson, Dow Marmur, Dan Murphy, Judith Potter,
Nicholas Pustina, Heather Ross, Cathy Strosberg and Gerald Swaye attended. PSC
members, Paul Dray (Chair), Marion Boyd, James Caskey, Michelle Haigh, Paul
Henderson, Brian Lawrie, Margaret Louter, Stephen Parker and Cathy Strosberg
attended. Staff members Julia Bass, Diana Miles and Sophia Sperdakos also attended.
2.

The PD&C Committee met on October 8, 2009. Committee members Laurie Pawlitza
(Chair), Mary Louise Dickson (Vice-Chair), Alan Silverstein (Vice-Chair), Jack
Braithwaite, Thomas Conway, Marshall Crowe, Lawrence Eustace, Jennifer Halajian,
Dow Marmur, Judith Potter, Nicholas Pustina, Jack Rabinovitch, Cathy Strosberg and
Gerald Swaye attended. Staff members Diana Miles and Sophia Sperdakos attended.
Michael Lucas, Manager of Policy at the Law Society of British Columbia attended as a
guest.

3.

The PSC met on October 8, 2009. Committee members Paul Dray (Chair), Susan
McGrath (Vice-Chair), Marion Boyd, James Caskey, Seymour Epstein, Michelle Haigh,
Glenn Hainey, Brian Lawrie, Doug Lewis, Margaret Louter, Stephen Parker and
Catherine Strosberg attended. The Chair of the Professional Development &
Competence Committee, Laurie Pawlitza, joined the meeting for a discussion of the
continuing professional development requirement. Staff members in attendance were
Julia Bass, Katherine Corrick, Fred Grady, Terry Knott, Diana Miles, Elliot Spears,
Sophia Sperdakos, Roy Thomas, Arwen Tillman, Sybila Valdivieso, and Sheena Weir.
Michael Lucas, the Manager of Policy at the Law Society of British Columbia, attended
as a guest.
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DECISION
CONSULTATION ON CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (“CPD”)
REQUIREMENT
MOTION
4.
That Convocation approve for consultation with lawyers and paralegals the joint
report of the Professional Development & Competence Committee and the
Paralegal Standing Committee (“the Report”) regarding a continuing professional
development requirement.
5.

That Convocation approve a consultation period from October 30, 2009 to January
15, 2010.

6.

7.

That Convocation approve the following consultation plan:
a.

The Law Society will provide notices to lawyers and paralegals in the Ontario
Reports, the monthly e-Bulletin, the monthly Paralegal Update and the Law
Society website advising of the Report, providing a link to it, and seeking
written input by January 15, 2010.

b.

The Law Society will undertake electronic communication with lawyers and
paralegals in “Convocation Updates” and in 3 e-mail communications
dedicated to the CPD issue and the Report, to be sent out to lawyers and
paralegals on November 1, 2009, December 1, 2009 and January 4, 2010.

c.

The Report will be sent to legal organizations and associations seeking their
written submissions by January 15, 2010. If organizations/associations
request, Law Society representatives may meet with them to answer
questions on the Report.

d.

The Law Society will conduct teleseminars on the Report during November
and December, 2009 to elicit feedback directly from lawyers and paralegals,
the dates and times to be included in the notices to lawyers and paralegals.

That following the completion of the consultation period the Committees will
provide Convocation with a final Report on a proposed CPD requirement for
consideration at February 2010 Convocation.
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BACKGROUND
8.

On May 28, 2009 the Treasurer advised Convocation that he had requested the PD&C
Committee, through its Chair, to consider whether the Law Society should introduce a
continuing professional development (CPD) requirement and, if so, how it would be
developed. Subsequently the Treasurer and others, including the Chair of PSC agreed
that it was appropriate to study the issue as it relates to lawyers and paralegals.

9.

In outlining the reasons for his original request the Treasurer noted that on issues of
lifelong learning and continuing professional development other law societies in Canada
have now taken the lead, including the law societies of British Columbia, Saskatchewan,
New Brunswick and the Barreau du Québec. The various law societies have published
reports discussing continuing professional development and the details of the CPD
requirement they have recommended or implemented.

10.

For its June 2009 meeting the PD&C Committee read the reports of a number of other
law societies discussing CPD. Cumulatively these reports and information address the
significant policy issues relevant to consideration of a CPD requirement, regardless of
the specific jurisdiction that might introduce it. Reports or bulletins from the law
societies of British Columbia, New Brunswick, Saskatchewan and the Barreau du
Québec are set out for information at Appendix 1.

11.

The PD&C Committee Chair then appointed a working group to consider the issues
relevant to a CPD requirement and report to the PD&C Committee. To reflect the
expanded scope of the issue the PSC appointed a member to the join the working group.
The working group members, Laurie Pawlitza (Chair), Mary Louise Dickson (ViceChair), Larry Banack, Tom Conway, Dow Marmur and Stephen Parker, met five times
in July, August and September, 2009. It was agreed that the working group should
consider the issues and report to both the PD&C Committee and PSC.

12.

The PD&C Committee and PSC met in a joint meeting on September 25, 2009 to discuss
the working group’s analysis of the issues. The Committees considered the rationale for
a CPD requirement and a possible model for implementing a requirement. The
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Committees jointly agreed on a proposal and finalized it in their respective committee
meetings on October 8, 2009.
13.

The two Committees provide this as a joint report to Convocation on a CPD
requirement. Both agree that the issue applies equally to lawyers and paralegals. The
recommendations reflect the views of both Committees.

14.

The Committees provide this Report to Convocation for approval to consult with
lawyers and paralegals. Following the consultation process the Committees propose to
return to Convocation in February 2010 with a final report.

WHY INTRODUCE A CPD REQUIREMENT?
15.

No one disputes the importance of continued learning, regardless of the profession. What
has been debated is whether a regulator should require that its members meet and report
on a minimum number of hours of professional development annually to retain their
right to practise.

16.

In many jurisdictions and across many professions the debate around a CPD requirement
is long since over. Minnesota was one of the first jurisdictions to introduce a CPD
requirement for lawyers in the United States in 1975. Since then 45 American states
have added a requirement for lawyers to complete an annual minimum of between 12
and 15 hours of CLE to retain their right to practise. Most jurisdictions in Australia
require lawyers to meet CPD requirements as do England, Wales, Scotland and Hong
Kong, to name a few.

17.

Until recently no law societies in Canada required their members to meet continuing
professional development requirements. This is in contrast to many other professions
throughout Canada that have included CPD requirements for years.1

1

e.g. College of Family Physicians of Canada: a minimum of 250 credits in each five-year cycle; Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Ontario: a minimum of 20 hours per calendar year, with at least one-half of this time in
verifiable learning and a minimum of 120 hours in a 3-year period; Royal College of Dental Surgeons of Ontario: 90
credit points every 3 years; Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada: a minimum of 40 credits in each
years of a five-year cycle and 400 credits during the span of the cycle; Ontario Association of Architects: licensed
architects must obtain 15 core hours and 55 self-directed hours over each 2-year cycle.
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18.

The legal profession in Canada has debated CPD requirements repeatedly over a number
of years. When the discussions first began law societies had a much different approach
to their mandate, focusing more of their attention on reactive regulation through
discipline, than on preventive regulation. In recent years law societies have begun
developing systematic approaches (Quality Assurance and Quality Improvement
measures) to assist members of the profession to maintain and enhance their
competence. The Law Society has paid particular attention to providing supportive tools
and introducing preventive requirements designed to assist practitioners, particularly
those in sole and small firm practice, to maintain and enhance their competence.

19.

Quality assurance (QA) is designed to determine whether a professional meets specified
requirements or standards. Among its goals are increasing public confidence and
professional credibility by improving work processes and efficiency. Quality assurance
systems emphasize detecting deficiencies before they become entrenched as part of the
product or service. Quality improvement (QI) measures involve continuous analysis and
improvement of the components that make up professional practice or work. Together
these quality initiatives interact to support a competent profession.

20.

When the Law Society last debated a CPD requirement in 1996,
a.

the 1999 amendments to the Law Society Act introducing consequences for failure
to meet standards of professional competence had not yet been introduced;

b.

the Law Society had not yet approved its competence mandate;

c.

there was no minimum expectation for CLE, to be reported annually in the
Member’s Annual Report (the “MAR”);

d.

technological delivery methods for CLE were in their early development, making
live attendance at CLE the primary source of delivery;

e.

there were significant issues around the availability of sufficient programs to meet
the needs of a CPD requirement province-wide;

f.

there was less public scrutiny of the profession; and

g.

no other law societies in Canada had implemented such a program.
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21.

In 1999 the Law Society Act was substantially amended to focus for the first time
directly on lawyer competence.2 It provided that a lawyer (now a lawyer or paralegal)
fails to meet standards of professional competence if there are deficiencies in,
a.

his or her knowledge, skill or judgment;

b.

his or her attention to the interest of clients;

c.

the records, systems or procedures of his or her professional business; or

d.

other aspects of his or her professional business;

and the deficiencies give rise to a reasonable apprehension that the quality of service to
clients may be adversely affected.
22.

This direct legislative articulation speaks to the importance of practitioners maintaining
their competence and to the Law Society’s responsibility to ensure competence.

23.

In March 2001, Convocation approved the PD&C Committee’s recommendations for
implementing the Law Society’s competence mandate. The recommendations reflected a
conscious policy commitment to competence - to the responsibility the profession has to
maintain and enhance it and the regulator has to monitor it. The PD&C Committee
recommended that there be a minimum expectation of continuing legal education for all
lawyers in Ontario. The expectation is expressed as a minimum of 12 hours of
professional development annually in addition to 50 hours of self-study. Although the
recommendation did not require that members take CPD it did require that they report
how much they took. This requirement has been in place for lawyers since 2002.

24.

CPD opportunities for paralegals are developing. As a transitional matter, paralegals
have not yet been required to report in the Paralegal’s Annual Report (the “PAR”) the
annual number of hours of CPD they take.

25.

Certified Specialists are required to take a minimum of 12 hours of CLE annually,
including a specified number of hours in the area of their specialty. In addition, as of
2011 newly-called lawyers will be required to take 24 hours of professional development
in the first 24 months they are in a practice category. For a number of years, LawPRO

2

There was no paralegal regulation at the time.
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has provided a premium reduction for those who take certain professional development
activities designed to promote risk avoidance.
26.

All of these initiatives and requirements demonstrate the regulatory view that CPD
enhances competence, that there is a minimum amount of CPD that every lawyer and
paralegal should take and that regulators have an interest in and duty to articulate the
importance of CPD, requiring a minimum commitment. Moreover, they reflect a view
that professional development is not a remedial measure aimed only at those who fall
below certain competence standards, but a positive, preventive tool that benefits
everyone.

27.

Since the last time the Law Society considered a CPD requirement there has been a
substantial increase in the accessibility and delivery of professional development
programming, with significantly greater capacity for practitioners to receive their
learning in flexible ways and closer to home. Technological delivery methods have
increased and the definition of professional development has expanded to allow
inclusion and support of wide range of approaches. These improvements benefit both
lawyers and paralegals.

28.

Recently the law societies of British Columbia, Saskatchewan and New Brunswick and
the Barreau du Québec have approved and/or introduced CPD requirements.3 As law
societies work to harmonize their processes to create national approaches wherever
possible, it is important for the Law Society of Upper Canada to consider whether
greater harmonization in this area is also in the public interest.

29.

The Committees have considered the reasons traditionally given for not introducing a
CPD requirement. These have typically included the following:
a.

There is no empirical evidence that a CPD requirement results in fewer
complaints or claims.

3

The Law Society of Alberta has chosen to require members to complete a CPD education plan annually, but has
not mandated hours of CPD. The Law Society of Manitoba has a minimum expectation requirement similar to the
Law Society’s current approach. The Barristers’ Society of Nova Scotia has a CPD requirement for lawyers in
certain practice areas and a minimum expectation requirement more generally.
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30.

b.

Given (a) the requirement could be viewed as “window-dressing,” rather than
having a positive effect on lawyer competence.

c.

Most lawyers are competent. The regulator should not introduce a requirement for
all, to address the incompetence of the few.

d.

CPD is too expensive and too inaccessible and has a disproportionately negative
effect on sole and small firm practitioners.

e.

Given the need to develop substantially more programs, quality will suffer.

f.

Lawyers and paralegals will resent the requirement. They are the best judge of
their CPD needs. They should not be told what to do.

The Committees agree that there does not appear to be any empirical evidence of a direct
link between a CPD requirement and reduced claims. They have considered whether this
fact is fatal to introducing a requirement, but in the end they disagree that this resolves
the issue. The impact of much of formal education on behaviours, abilities, and
performance cannot truly be quantified and yet few dispute its importance. Moreover, by
setting minimum expectations for CLE and requirements for CPD for Certified
Specialists and newly-called lawyers, the Law Society has already accepted the value of
CPD without empirical evidence that it “makes a difference.” It is not reasonable to
argue that CPD is worth encouraging even though there is no empirical evidence, but not
worth requiring for the same reason.

31.

The introduction of a CPD requirement could only properly be seen as “windowdressing” if one accepts that it has no role in the development and maintenance of
competence. Few people have argued this and, once again, the Law Society’s own policy
decisions militate against acceptance of this view.

32.

A CPD requirement is a preventive policy choice, not a reactive one. Its goal is to make
a minimum amount of professional development a central component of what goes into
making a competent lawyer. It is not a response to “bad apples,” but rather a professionwide commitment that should be part of a self-regulatory environment. A CPD
requirement is about learning, not about testing. There is no evidence that other
jurisdictions have used the requirement as a first step to competency testing and the
Committees agree that this is not the purpose of such a requirement.
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33.

The Committees have paid particular attention to issues relating to quality and to
accessibility and cost, particularly as they affect sole and small firm practitioners. These
issues are fundamental to the implementation and fairness of any CPD requirement, but
in the Committees’ view they do not speak to the merits of the requirement per se. The
type of model adopted has a significant effect on issues of accessibility and cost, as
discussed below.

34.

There have been many changes to the cost, availability and delivery of CPD since the
Law Society last considered the issue in depth. In addition to this a number of other
factors are relevant to the development of a reasonable requirement:

35.

a.

The activities that qualify to satisfy the requirement should be flexible and reflect
the importance of fairness to all those who must meet it.

b.

The increase in the number of people required to take CPD will inevitably result
in greater availability and content.

c.

Ontario has many reputable not-for-profit providers who deliver excellent
programming. There is no basis on which to suppose that they will cease to do so
in a different environment. Moreover, a flexible approach to what are eligible
activities will lessen the pressure on providers.

d.

If availability and accessibility were to become an issue during the transition
period leading up to implementation, the Law Society would be in a position to
adjust the program to reflect this.

The Law Society regulates in the public interest. While, many of its requirements affect
lawyers and paralegals’ practices through additional regulation or cost, or both, they are
introduced to further the Law Society’s mandate. The Law Society should not introduce
additional requirements without a public interest reason, but once that interest is
identified, it cannot decline to do so because the profession may not wish to have the
requirement imposed.

36.

The Committees are aware of at least some anecdotal evidence that lawyers overall are
no longer opposed to the requirement, as they may have been 12 years ago. Lawyers are
now used to reporting to the Law Society their annual participation in CPD. Their major
concern is not “whether” the Law Society should introduce a CPD requirement, but
11

rather the reasonableness of any requirement that is introduced. Moreover, a number of
providers have established CPD committees to consider the logistics of meeting the
demand for additional programming.
37.

In the case of paralegals, the majority of those currently licensed were grandparented.
This means many have had little or no formal education in their areas of practice and are
interested in obtaining regular CPD to enhance their competence.

38.

While there will always be those who resent the regulator imposing a CPD requirement
the Committees believe that the concern will be minimized if the requirement is
reasonable.

39.

The Law Society has addressed many of its quality assurance gaps in the past five to
seven years, increasing the amount of proactive competence assessment within the
profession by adding to and enhancing its well-received Spot Audit and Practice Review
programs. These programs apply to both lawyers and paralegals.

40.

The one noticeable gap that remains in the Ontario quality improvement and quality
assurance regulatory model is the post-call professional development requirement. It is
difficult to assert that the regulator for lawyers in Ontario is meeting its full mandate
when it exercises little oversight for competence maintenance and development in the
post-call professional development landscape. Although the majority of lawyers in
practice who completed the MAR in 2008 (27,924) reported taking some CLE, 18% or
4,905 reported taking no CLE. This is simply unacceptable for a profession that provides
services to the public.4

41.

For the reasons, set out here, the Committees have concluded that the time has come to
introduce a CPD requirement for lawyers and paralegals in Ontario. They believe that
such a requirement is a necessary component of self-regulation and will further
demonstrate the Law Society’s commitment to professional competence for lawyers and
paralegals. Provided the model chosen is fair, transparent and reasonable the Committees

4

For information on the 2008 member responses on CLE in the MAR see Appendix 2. There is no formal
information respecting paralegals.
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believes that lawyers and paralegals will recognize and accept the requirement as part of
their responsibility to the public and to their own maintenance and enhancement of
competence.
Recommendation
42.

That the Law Society introduce a CPD requirement for lawyers and paralegals.

THE MODEL
Definition of CPD
43.

In considering how to define CPD for the purposes of the requirement the Committees
concluded that the definition should,

44.

a.

be flexible;

b.

be directed primarily at the development of a lawyer or paralegal’s career;

c.

be directed at enhancing competence in substantive knowledge and skills;

d.

include reference to professional development in ethics; and

e.

be directed at both maintaining and enhancing professional competence.

The Committees are of the view that the following definition meets these considerations:
Continuing professional development is the maintenance
and enhancement of a lawyer or paralegal’s professional
knowledge, skills, attitudes and ethics throughout the
individual’s career.5

Recommendation
45.

That the definition of CPD for the purposes of the Law Society’s requirement be,
Continuing professional development is the
maintenance and enhancement of a lawyer or
paralegal’s professional knowledge, skills, attitudes and
ethics throughout the individual’s career.

TO WHOM THE REQUIREMENT SHOULD APPLY
Applicability
46.

The Committees agree that any CPD requirement should apply to both lawyers and
paralegals. Within their respective scopes of practice paralegals and lawyers must be
competent and ethical. The reasons for which the Committees concluded that a CPD

5

The definition draws on information and approaches from other professions and law societies.
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requirement is properly within the Law Society’s mandate apply equally to both groups.
Further, most current paralegal licensees entered through grandparenting provisions and
have varied educational backgrounds. A CPD requirement can provide added benefit to
these licensees.
47.

The Committees have concluded that the CPD requirement should apply to only
practising lawyers and paralegals. This is defined in the Law Society’s environment as
lawyers and paralegals who are in the 100% fee paying category. Lawyers and
paralegals who are not in this fee category (i.e. 50% or 25%) will not be required to meet
this requirement.6 A change of status to the practising category will result in a
requirement to fulfill the CPD hours. A change of status out of a practising category will
result in the hiatus of that requirement.

48.

49.

So for example,
a.

if a lawyer or paralegal, normally in the 100% fee category, is on parental leave or
unable to work due to illness, or not working for other reasons, the “clock” will
stop running on the annual requirement;

b.

if a lawyer or paralegal, normally in the 100% fee category, takes a sabbatical
from practice to do work that does not come within the 100% fee category, upon
advising the Law Society of this, the “clock” will stop running and will not be
started again until the practitioner returns to the 100% category; and

c.

if the lawyer or paralegal returns to the 100% fee category during the calendar
year, the requirement will be prorated to reflect the proportion of the year in
which the lawyer or paralegal is in the 100% fee paying category.

In the Committees’ view it would not be a wise use of resources to require lawyers and
paralegals in all fee categories to meet the requirement. The program is primarily
intended for the maintenance and enhancement of the competence of those who practise
and provide services to the public. By limiting the requirement to those who pay 100%,
the Law Society will focus attention where it is most effectively placed and reduce the
amount of programming that must be developed.

6

100% fee applies to those who practise law or provide legal services; 50% fee applies to those who do not practise
law or provide legal services, including those employed in education, in government or in a corporation in a position
where he or she is not required to practise law or provide legal services; 25% fee applies to those who do not engage
in any remunerative work or are in full-time attendance at a university, college or designated educational institution
or are on pregnancy or parental leave and do not practise law or provide legal services.
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Exemptions
50.

The main exempted category is lawyers and paralegals who are not in the 100% fee
paying category. They will be exempt for the relevant period, with pro rata
determinations for periods of less than a calendar year.

51.

Beyond this, there should be criteria for eligibility for exemption from the CPD
requirement. A formal application will be made in writing to the Law Society detailing
extenuating circumstances. The exemptions will generally speak to personal
circumstances or exigencies that interfere with the lawyer or paralegal’s ability to fulfill
the requirement. They will generally reflect circumstances that the Law Society already
deals with on a regular basis in the PD&C and other departments when processing
accommodations and special needs requests. Typically, these will relate to health and
other personal difficulties or impecuniosity. Being too busy to meet the requirements
should not, in the normal course, be considered an acceptable reason for an exemption
request. Exemption requests will be considered on an individual basis.

Recommendations
52.

That all lawyers and paralegals in the 100% fee paying category be required to
meet an annual CPD requirement, subject to exemptions to accommodate special
needs and circumstances.

SCOPE OF ACTIVITIES TO FULFIL THE REQUIREMENT
53.

In considering an appropriate model the Committees paid particular attention to cost
issues. Professional development is a fundamental component of professional
competence, but it has time and cost implications that cannot be ignored. These factors
cannot, however, be used as an excuse for not implementing an appropriate competence
program.

54.

The model being proposed pays attention to the fact that many of those lawyers and
paralegals who will be required to comply with the requirement are sole or small firm
practitioners who may not be situated in locations close to “live” programming and
whose professional development budget is limited.
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55.

At the same time the Committees believe that the very fact that so many lawyers and
paralegals practise alone or in very small firms makes it that much more essential that
they dedicate a certain number of hours a year to CPD, particularly in settings that allow
them to interact with others.

56.

The Law Society has detailed information about the potential isolation of sole and small
practice on lawyers, stemming from its Sole and Small Firm Task Force. In its 2005
report the Task Force noted:
…the research illustrates the extent to which survey respondents
who identified themselves as “sole practitioners who practise alone
without other lawyers in the same office space” report that
isolation affects their sense of satisfaction and practice viability.
Isolation from other lawyers is a significant complaint of sole
practitioners alone.7

57.

Given this, the Law Society should be concerned that of 7400 sole practice law firms in
the province approximately 27% or 2000 reported in 2008 that they took no CLE.

58.

Although the Law Society does not yet have information on the CPD habits of
paralegals, the fact that approximately 98% of them are in sole or small firm practice
makes it likely that they too will face similar issues to those expressed in the Sole and
Small Firm Task Force Report.

59.

The key to a fair and meaningful CPD requirement is to permit a wide range of eligible
activities. This reflects a number of factors including,

7

a.

lawyers and paralegals learn in variety of ways and maintain and enhance their
competence according to their specific context. Traditional live attendance at a
CLE program is only one way to do this. Provided the activity complies with the
definition of CPD effort should be made to allow it;

b.

the more options lawyers and paralegals have the more likely they are to be able
to approach the requirement as an integral part of their practices, reflecting
learning they may already be undertaking; and

c.

from a practical perspective it is only fair to permit latitude in compliance, to
reflect accessibility and cost implications of the requirement. Provided the activity

Final Report of the Sole Practitioner and Small Firm Task Force, March 24, 2005. p. 40.
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complies with the definition of CPD, attention to practical considerations is
appropriate.
60.

At the same time there are activities that, though valuable, do not come within the CPD
definition and should not be eligible activities for the purpose of fulfilling the CPD
requirement.

61.

The following should be eligible activities for the CPD requirement:
a.

Attendance in person, online or by telephone, at continuing education programs
and courses, either original or archived:
i.
To qualify, there must be an opportunity to interact with colleagues and
instructors – this may include the ability to ask questions directly or
indirectly. For instance, the ability to email a question to the content
provider during the online presentation.
ii.

To fulfill the interaction requirement, two or more participants must be
involved at the same time.

iii.

Includes but is not restricted to,
• legal organization/association programs;
•

in-house programming provided in,
o government;
o corporate or other non-private legal employment environments;
and
o private law firms;

b.

•

Law Society CLE programs;

•

participation in a study group of two or more participants; and

•

mentoring – both the mentor and the recipient of the mentoring are
entitled to claim the hours spent on matters related specifically to
substantive law, practice management or professionalism and ethics,
and skills development to a maximum of 6 hours of the requirement.

Completion of an online or self-study course (distance learning)
i.
For an on-line or self-study course to be eligible, a formal assessment
must be conducted at the conclusion of the course.
ii.

Formal assessment results must be made available to the Law Society, if
requested.
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c.

d.

Teaching law-related* content (to a maximum of 6 hours of the annual
requirement)
i.
One hour of teaching will equal three hours of reporting credit to take into
account preparation time.
ii.

The audience can consist of a variety of attendees, not exclusively lawyers
or paralegals.

iii.

Chairing a program or course is an eligible activity (maximum allowable
credit equals the total hours spent in Chair capacity only)

Writing law-related* books or articles (to a maximum of 6 hours of the annual
requirement)
i.
Must be intended for other than personal use (e.g. for publication, paper
for CPD program)

*Law-related means in furtherance of the definition of CPD and would not generally
include presentations to clients.
62.

63.

The following should be ineligible activities for the CPD requirement:
a.

Wellness programs: stress management, etc.

b.

Any activity undertaken or developed primarily for purposes of updating or
marketing to existing or potential clients.

c.

Acting as an adjudicator for a tribunal or board.

d.

Working as a member of a review or other panel.

e.

Pro-bono work.

f.

Marking work for law school or college courses.

g.

Acting as the chair or member of a tribunal or other institution or board.

h.

Attendance at Law Society meetings of Convocation or committees.

i.

Attendance at meetings of a legal association’s board or committees.

j.

Attendance at the business portion of Annual General Meetings

k.

Attendance at the launch of any form of legal materials.

The Committees are satisfied that by permitting a very broad array of activities to
qualify for the required hours, the Law Society can accomplish the goals of a CPD
requirement, while respecting and balancing the practical issues that lawyers and
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paralegals face, particularly those in sole and small firm practice. So, for example, with a
little forethought a lawyer or paralegal could satisfy the entire requirement, or most of it,
without spending a significant amount, or indeed any, additional money.
64.

Most lawyers and paralegals could reasonably afford at least some additional expense to
participate in CPD programming led by experts in the field. This kind of learning should
be encouraged whenever possible or accessible. The eligible activities recommended
here do, however, allow for a variety of approaches.8

Recommendation
65.

That the activities described in paragraph 61 of this Report be considered
“eligible” activities for the CPD requirement. That the activities described in
paragraph 62 of this Report be considered “ineligible” activities for the CPD
requirement.

ANNUAL CREDIT HOUR REQUIREMENT
(a) General
66.

Requirement

The determination of how many hours should be specified in a CPD requirement varies
somewhat from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, but in most cases ranges from between 10
and 20 hours annually, with the most common choice being 12 hours.9 There does not
appear to be literature that points to any pedagogical rationale for one choice or another,
rather the choice probably reflects a somewhat pragmatic decision to articulate the
requirement as a minimum, which in traditional CLE delivery terms represents the
equivalent of two full days of learning. The number of hours also seeks to balance time
and cost pressures, particularly on sole and small firm practitioners.

67.

The Committees considered a number of possible credit hour requirements. They
recommend that the requirement be for 12 hours annually of CPD in eligible activities
for the following reasons:

8

For examples of ways to satisfy the requirement at a reasonable cost see the next section under “annual credit
requirement.”
9
British Columbia – 12 hours per year; Saskatchewan – 36 hours over 3 years; New Brunswick – 12 hours per year;
Barreau du Québec – 30 hours over two years.
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68.

a.

This number of hours dovetails with the most common approach of many other
jurisdictions, including other Canadian law societies and American and Australian
jurisdictions. Other than Quebec, each of the British Columbia, Saskatchewan,
and New Brunswick requirements is for the equivalent of 12 hours per year.
Given the inability to justify one requirement over another (no empirical
evidence) there is some comfort in consistency across jurisdictions. This choice
also addresses concerns that the Competition Bureau of Canada has raised when
law societies have different requirements with no justification.

b.

The Law Society has already approved 12 hours as an appropriate amount in its
minimum expectations for CLE reporting requirement, its Certified Specialist
requirement and indirectly its 24/24 requirement for newly called lawyers (24
credits over 2 years – amounts to 12 hours a year).

c.

Given familiarity among lawyers of a 12 hour requirement, there will be less
adjustment if Convocation approves a 12 hour requirement across the lawyer
membership. For paralegals, of course, the 12 hour requirement will be new.

Both paralegals and lawyers should have to meet the same hourly requirement. As stated
above, within their respective scopes of practice they have the same duties to be
competent and ethical.

69.

Certified Specialists are currently required to take 12 hours of continuing professional
development annually, with 6 of the 12 hours to be taken in the substantive area in which
the specialist is certified. The Committees recommend that this continue under the CPD
requirement. Thus Certified Specialists will come under the general CPD requirement,
but they will continue to meet a targeted substantive law learning requirement for 6 of
their 12 hours.

70.

As with the current “minimum expectation” 12 hours is the required amount. Lawyers
and paralegals are free and indeed encouraged to undertake more hours if they choose.

(b)

Ethics, Professionalism, Practice Management Component

71.

In most jurisdictions that require CPD there is a specific requirement that a portion of the
hours be devoted to a basket of topics that include ethics, professionalism and/or practice
management. This approach reflects a common understanding of the importance of these
issues. Traditionally, CLE programming has not included these topics in substantive law
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courses and CLE attendees have not tended to sign up for programs focusing only on
these issues.
72.

Yet, there is evidence to suggest that lawyers and paralegals require additional exposure
to learning in both ethics and professionalism and in practice management. For example,
complaints and LawPRO statistics both regularly reveal that the primary areas of
concern relate more to client and practice management than they do to weakness in
knowledge of substantive law. Further, ethical issues are becoming increasingly complex
and require continuous consideration both generally and in relation to the specific
practice context within which lawyers and paralegals work.

73.

The Law Society has highlighted the importance of ethics, professionalism and practice
management training and learning on previous occasions, reflecting its commitment to
increasing education and support in this area through policy decisions. These include the
introduction and development of the Spot Audit and Practice Review programs, the
integration of a professional responsibility component within the articling term, the
24/24 professional development requirement for newly-called lawyers and the
development of voluntary learning supports provided through the Law Society’s
Professional Development and Competence (“PD&C”) department.

74.

To ensure that all paralegals and lawyers have some annual exposure in these areas the
Committees recommend that a minimum of 25% of the 12 hour requirement be taken in
the basket of topics that includes ethics, professionalism and/or practice management.
Given the difficulty in attracting the profession to programs devoted solely to
professionalism, ethics and practice management, this basket of topics should be
integrated into programming, wherever possible. The ultimate responsibility for
obtaining the 25% must lie with the individual lawyer or paralegal. Since the 25% is a
minimum requirement a lawyer or paralegal would be entitled to take the entire 12 hour
annual requirement in one or all of these topics.
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Examples of Ways to Satisfy the Annual Requirement
75.

A few examples of ways to satisfy the annual requirement at a reasonable cost illustrate
the ability for lawyers and paralegal to develop plans that best suit their needs and
address affordability and accessibility issues:
a.

Two (or more) lawyers or paralegals establish a bi-monthly two hour CPD session
to discuss recent case law developments in their practice area. They take turns
“developing” the program, one taking responsibility to determine the case (s) or
the other issues to discuss. They consider ethics, professionalism and/or practice
management issues for 25% of each of those sessions. They could, for example,
use the materials the Professional Development and Competence department
includes regularly in the Ontario Reports on practice management or ethics or
articles the OBA includes in its Briefly Speaking. They keep a record of the issues
discussed. (6 CPD sessions x 2 = 12 hours with 25% requirement met).

b.

A lawyer in a firm with an in-house CPD program meets the 12 hour requirement
by attending 12 one hour lunchtime sessions, to address issues coming within the
CPD definition. Provided the sessions embed professionalism, ethics or practice
management in 25% of the content, the CPD requirement is likely met at no cost.

c.

Three sole practitioner or small firms in one community combine to develop a
CPD curriculum. They each “host” two two-hour events per year held, for
example, at the end of the work day or on a Saturday morning. (This could
happen across communities, using SKYPE (a free internet-enabled phone service
to connect them). They embed the required 25% in their discussions.

d.

A senior practitioner teaches in 2 CPD programs for one hour each for a total of 6
credit hours (maximum allowable for this category) (one hour of teaching is three
hours of credit to take into account preparation time); for the balance of the
required 12 hours the practitioner attends one all day CPD program. These two
components would need to meet the 25% requirement.

e.

A junior practitioner seeks out a senior practitioner in the community and asks if
she or she will act as a mentor to discuss issues related to substantive law and
ethics, professionalism and/or practice management. They meet bi-monthly for at
least 30 minutes. Each can claim the mentoring time that comes within the
definition to a maximum of 6 hours. Both then each attend one live all day
program or, if travelling to live CLE is difficult, participate in a few shorter
telephone programs.

f.

A senior lawyer satisfies 6 hours of “mentoring” in his or her role as an articling
principal.

g.

A practitioner who is also is a part-time small claims court judge, adjudicator,
tribunal or board member or appears before administrative tribunals or boards
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attends annual professional development sessions related to this work. Provided
these sessions come within the definition of CPD recommended in this Report the
hours would count toward the annual requirement.
76.

To assist sole and small firm practitioners who wish to meet in small groups, as
described above, the Law Society could develop modules in a variety of topics that
practitioners could use as the basis for their discussion, including components that
address ethics, professionalism and/or practice management.

Recommendations
77.

That the annual credit hours for the CPD requirement be 12 hours for each lawyer
and paralegal to whom the requirement applies.

78.

That a minimum of 25% of the annual 12 hour CPD requirement for lawyers and
paralegals be taken in ethics, professionalism and/or practice management.

PROGRAM/PROVIDER APPROVAL
79.

The eligible activities described above fit within two broad categories. The first is
programming developed and delivered by CPD/CLE providers, such as the Ontario Bar
Association, the Criminal Lawyers Association, the Law Society, the Paralegal Society
of Ontario and many other groups and in-house providers. The other types of eligible
activities reflect more personalized approaches to learning and a wide variety of ways to
meet the requirement.

80.

Lawyers and paralegals will be entitled to meet their CPD hours through either of these
two groups of activities, provided that the activity is eligible for inclusion.

81.

The Committees recommend that in the case of providers of CPD, a pre-approval
system be implemented that will determine whether their programming meets the CPD
requirements. Typically, there are two methods used for determining whether an activity
meets the CPD requirement of eligibility: approving individual programs or approving
providers of programs. Under the second approach, approval for individual activities is
also used as a supplement to the main approach.
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82.

In determining which approach makes the most sense for the Ontario environment the
Committees considered the current provider landscape for paralegal and lawyer
programming, the importance of keeping the process simple and cost efficient and the
need to ensure quality control.

83.

Ontario has a highly developed, sophisticated CPD environment with a number of
professional development providers who have been delivering high quality programming
for lawyers for many years. In the not-for-profit environment, in particular, there is a
similar approach to professional development programming that is geared to quality and
which increasingly has begun to integrate or embed more and more ethics,
professionalism and practice management content.

84.

Generally, provider approval makes more sense in this environment and can be
fashioned to ensure that the approved providers conform to the goals and requirements
of the CPD system. The advantage of this approach is that it provides a level of certainty
as to CPD expectations that will make it easier for the providers to operate and for
lawyers and paralegals to know without further inquiry that the activities of these
providers qualify for the requirement. This approach reduces the resources necessary for
the approval process. To follow an individual program approval process in all cases
would result in a much more expensive administrative process that is not generally
necessary in Ontario.

85.

At the same time, however, individual program approval should also be permitted, to be
used in the following circumstances:
a.

Where a provider does not qualify for provider approval, it should still be entitled
to submit individual programs for approval. This might be the case for a new
provider (particularly in the area of paralegal programming since this is still a
developing area) that is still establishing itself and whose content quality and
consistency is evolving. It might also be the case for a provider whose programs
typically are more about networking than they are about the content contemplated
in the CPD definition, but might have a number of programs that could qualify as
eligible activities.

b.

A lawyer or paralegal wants to attend a program outside Ontario and wants to
know if the hours will count toward the required 12. In this case the individual
program description could be examined to make a determination of eligibility.
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86.

The Law Society will reserve the right to audit approved providers or programs to ensure
that they continue to meet the objectives of the CPD requirements.

87.

If the Committees’ recommendation that the CPD requirement include a provision that a
minimum of 25% of the 12 hours be in ethics, professionalism and/or pratice
management is accepted, in a “provider approval” approach this would mean that
providers would be required to integrate or “embed” 25% of this content in every
program. Many providers are already including this kind of content and with the
necessary understanding of what is expected of them providers will be able to integrate
this learning without difficulty. Moreover, those who do not wish to do this for all their
programs will still be able to seek program by program approval.

88.

This embedding requirement will assist lawyers and paralegals to know that any
program they take from an approved provider will include an ethics, professionalism
and/or practice management component that will count toward their required 25%. This
is an easy and sure way for lawyers and paralegals to accumulate their credits.

89.

This approval system would only apply to programming developed and delivered by
CPD/CLE providers. As has been described under eligible activities, lawyers and
paralegals will not be required to obtain their CPD hours through these providers. To the
extent that they do, however, they will be assured that their program is both eligible and
addresses the 25% requirement. To the extent they meet their requirements through other
eligible activities they will need to pay closer attention to whether they have
accumulated the required 25%. This will be discussed further under compliance.

90.

Introduction of a CPD requirement will necessitate an increase in program offerings.
This may be particularly true in the case of the paralegal community, given that the
number of providers is still developing. There will be an incentive for providers to
increase their programming to meet these increased needs. At the same time, however,
the recommendations keep the increase reasonable by,
a.

limiting the requirement to those lawyers and paralegals in the 100% fee category;

b.

permitting a wide range of activities to qualify that go beyond traditional
programming and providers; and
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c.
91.

requiring 12 hours instead of a higher number.

A reasonable transition period before implementation will be necessary to allow
providers time to adapt their processes for the new system. This will be particularly true
in the case of paralegals who are still developing programming, but the Committees
note, for example, that the Licensed Paralegals Association and the Paralegal Society of
Ontario already include a CLE component in their annual meetings.

Recommendation
92.

That as part of the CPD system,
a.

CPD providers may apply for “provider approval” for all their programs
based on meeting certain criteria, including the integration in all their
programs of a minimum of 25% of the content in ethics, professionalism
and/or practice management; and

b.

The Law Society will adopt criteria for individual program approval where
the provider does not qualify for, or does not seek, provider approval status.

COMPLIANCE AND MONITORING
(a) Compliance
93.

To ensure compliance with the CPD requirement lawyers and paralegals subject to it
would be required to report annually to the Law Society that they have fulfilled the
requirement. In the normal course, if at the completion of the reporting period a lawyer
or paralegal has not completed the required 12 hours, a minimum of 25% of which is in
professionalism, ethics, and/or practice management, he or she would be subject to
administrative suspension.

94.

This suspension provision is an essential component, recognizing that compliance with
this competence initiative is not a recommendation, but rather a requirement for
continued entitlement to practise. Legislative authority to introduce such a requirement
and to suspend for failure to meet it is established in the Law Society Act. Section 49 (1)
provides that,
a person appointed for the purpose by Convocation may make an
order suspending a licensee’s licence if the licensee has failed to
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comply with the requirements of the by-laws with respect to
continuing legal education.
Section 62(0.1) of the Act specifies that Convocation may make by-laws,
24. …prescribing continuing legal education requirements that
must be met by licensees, subject to such exemptions as may be
provided for by the by-laws;
95.

As with the other Law Society Act provisions that provide for administrative suspension
(failure to meet specified requirements such as payment of fees or levies, failure to file
or failure to comply with indemnity requirements) the key is to ensure that the
requirements are implemented in such a way that suspensions are limited and can be
easily rectified.

96.

The Law Society is currently developing a “portal” that lawyers and paralegals will be
able to access securely through the Law Society website to address many of the
interactions they have with the Law Society (e.g. completing the MAR and PAR;
advising of status changes). The system will assign a secure password to each lawyer
and paralegal and establish rules governing access.

97.

Provision has already been made for the 24/24 CPD requirement for newly-called
lawyers to be tracked through the portal and this will also be an effective approach for
any CPD requirement for lawyers and paralegals in the 100% fee paying category.

98.

Although it appears that approximately 95 % of lawyers and paralegals already have
electronic access that will enable them to use the portal, for those who do not the Law
Society will accommodate a reporting system (as it currently does) in which such
paralegals and lawyers may call and speak to a Law Society operator who will assist.

99.

Under the portal system each lawyer or paralegal will input their CPD hours onto the
system. The page will be pre-populated with a list of approved providers, as well as a list
of other eligible activities for the member to check off, indicating the number of hours.
The system will automatically tally the hours, so it will be most effective for lawyers and
paralegals if they update the portal each time they undertake an eligible activity.
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100.

The system will automatically communicate with the member at regular intervals
throughout the year advising of the number of hours taken/remaining and providing
constant reminders of consequences of failure to comply. The exemption system will
interact with the portal so that someone who has been excused from compliance will not
find themselves suspended. The “clock” will cease to run during the period of
exemption. Reminders will be provided with sufficient time to meet the requirement (at
least 60 days).

101.

At the completion of each calendar year, the summary suspension bencher will be
provided with the names and information concerning lawyers and paralegals who have
failed to comply with the requirement and who are subject to be administratively
suspended from practice. At this point, they will have received at least 4, if not more,
notices of achievement and remaining requirements, including multiple warnings of the
consequences of failing to complete the requirement.

102.

Once administratively suspended the lawyer or paralegal will remain suspended until he
or she has fulfilled the previous year’s requirement. The lawyer or paralegal will still be
required to obtain an additional 12 CPD credits for the following year, regardless of
number of hours spent fulfilling the previous year’s requirement in order to remove the
suspension. CPD activities may only be counted once as against the calendar year in
which they should have been completed.

(b) Monitor
103.

ing

The CPD requirement is based, in large part, on the honour system. There are many
eligible activities which do not require lawyers and paralegals to seek pre-approval.
Rather lawyers and paralegals determine for themselves what is an eligible activity and
then undertake it.

104.

The Committees have emphasized their belief that through the inclusion of a wide range
of activities in addition to approved provider programming, lawyers and paralegals will
be in a better position to meet the CPD requirements at little or no cost and close to
home. At the same time, however, what this means is that in choosing activities other
than those that have been pre-approved, lawyers and paralegals are responsible for
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ensuring that the chosen activities are eligible, that they have met their 25% requirement
of ethics, professionalism and/or practice management and that they accurately report.
105.

The Committees recommend that each year, the Law Society verify compliance with the
CPD requirement by random selection of lawyers and paralegals for a CPD audit, to be
conducted the year following the completion of the full 12 hours. The Committees have
considered ways in which to conduct the CPD audit.

106.

The Spot Audit program does not have the authority to audit beyond financial books and
records matters at this time. In addition, spot audits are conducted on law firms, not
individual lawyers, and occur only once every 5 years. Even if this program could be
used, once audited, the lawyer or paralegal would know that the firm may not receive a
visit for another 5 years, assuming there are no issues in the interim. This would be a
significant gap in the CPD audit process.

107.

The Practice Management Review program and the Paralegal Practice Audit program are
appropriate programs within which to conduct an assessment of CPD hours. Practice
Management program reviewers and Paralegal Practice auditors could include an
assessment of a lawyer or paralegal’s previous year of CPD information in the normal
course of a practice review. It is important to note, however, that the program for
lawyers only reviews practitioners in their first 8 years of practice – leaving out a
significant portion of the practising lawyer population.

108.

In order to ensure that a truly random CPD audit is conducted and that all practising
lawyers and paralegals may be the subject of such an audit, the Committees recommend
that the PD&C Department’s CPD division also randomly select members for audit, in
addition to any audits that are “piggy-backed” onto the programs discussed above.

109.

Any audit of CPD will be conducted the year following the completion of the full 12
hours. There will be no “interim” audits conducted as lawyers and paralegals are free to
obtain all 12 hours in the final days of the year if they so choose. The CPD audit will not
entail a visit. There will simply be a request for proof of completion, including
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submission of copies (electronically or hard copy) of invoices and other supporting
information. So, for example, lawyers and paralegals who,

110.

a.

obtain their CPD hours through a discussion group should be able to provide
documentation of the topics discussed and the extent to which ethics,
professionalism and/or practice management were included;

b.

act as the chair of a program should be able to provide a copy of the program
brochure; or

c.

take an online or self-study course should be able to provide their formal
assessment results.

The Committees recommend that the Law Society randomly conduct CPD audits on
approximately 500 practising lawyers and 25 paralegals, per year. If the audit is also
conducted as a part of the Practice Management Review and Practice Audits processes,
that would result in an additional 400 lawyers and 75 paralegals receiving a CPD
compliance check, for a total of approximately 900 lawyers and 100 paralegals receiving
a CPD compliance check every year (approximately 3% of practising lawyers and
paralegals as at the end of 2009).

111.

As set out elsewhere in this Report, the Committees also recommend that the Law
Society reserve the right to audit approved CPD providers to ensure that they continue to
comply with the objectives of the requirement on which their provider approval is based.

Recommendations
112.

That to ensure compliance with the CPD requirement each lawyer and paralegal
subject to it be required to report annually to the Law Society that he or she has
fulfilled the requirement. In the normal course, if at the completion of the reporting
period a lawyer or paralegal has not completed the required 12 hours, a minimum
of 25% of which is in professionalism, ethics, and/or practice management he or she
will be subject to administrative suspension.

113.

That each year, the Law Society verify compliance with the CPD requirement by
random selection of lawyers and paralegals for an audit, to be conducted the year
following the completion of the full 12 hours through,
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a.

the Practice Management Review program and the Paralegal Practice Audit
program; and

b.
114.

random “paper” CPD audits.

That the Law Society reserve the right to audit approved providers to ensure that
they continue to comply with the objectives of the requirement on which their
provider approval is based.

COMMUNICATION PLAN
115.

If following the consultation process Convocation approves a CPD requirement the Law
Society should immediately implement a communication plan that will continue all
through the transition period prior to the CPD requirement commencing and during the
first year of implementation.

116.

117.

The communications plan will include,
a.

articles and notices in the Ontario Lawyers Gazette;

b.

notices in the Ontario Reports at least monthly;

c.

reminders in the monthly e-Bulletin;

d.

reminders in the monthly Paralegal Update;

e.

information on the Society’s web site outlining the program, the objectives, the
requirements and the process of fulfillment; and

f.

information packages for providers seeking approval, including approval policies,
protocols and forms (to be available in June 2010 so that the approval process for
providers and individual programs may commence).

This is in addition to the automatic reminders that will be generated as part of the
compliance portal, informing lawyers and paralegals regularly how many credit hours
they have acquired and how many they still have to obtain.

Recommendation
118.

That upon approval of a CPD requirement the Law Society implement a
communication plan as set out in paragraph 116.
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BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
119.

Assuming that Convocation ultimately approves a system of CPD requirements that
mirrors the recommendations in this report, it is anticipated that the PD&C Department
would require, in the first full year of implementation, four additional full-time
equivalent (FTE) staff to support exemption and special accommodations processing,
random auditing, program development, approval activities for providers and individual
sessions, and general administration of the portal system and program registrations.

120.

The total increase in expenditures for the PD&C department for 2011 is estimated at
$300,000 or approximately $9 per lawyer and $9 per paralegal. Activities will include,
a.

development of learning modules and prototypes to assist and support lawyers
and paralegals to facilitate their own professional development activities in small
groups;

b.

formal program development;

c.

assistance provided to members working in the portal;

d.
e.

accommodation and exemption requests; and
the development of implementation of the compliance (audit) process.

It is anticipated that most, if not all, of this additional expenditure may be recovered in
registration fees for programs and learning activities, as is the case with the current CLE
program.
121.

Administrative Compliance and Membership divisions will require an increase in
expenditures that will depend upon the level of interaction required with lawyers and
paralegals during notification of failure to complete the requirement. Activities will
include interaction with lawyers and paralegals respecting the portal and compliance
processes. Assuming the process described in this Report, the estimated increase is
$250,000 for 2011, or approximately $7 per lawyer and $7 per paralegal.

CONCLUSION
122.

The Committees are of the view that the time has now come to include a CPD
requirement as part of the Law Society’s competence mandate, for the reasons discussed
in this report. They are convinced that this is a preventive tool that benefits lawyers and
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paralegals and is part of a commitment they should make to the public they serve. The
recommendations set out throughout this Report (and repeated together in the following
section) balance professional obligations in this area with a reasonable requirement that
is accessible and affordable. Moreover, by requiring the inclusion of professionalism,
ethics and practice management in the learning, the proposal addresses areas of
particular concern to the Law Society as regulator.
123.

The Committees agree that the Law Society should consult on this Report to obtain
lawyer and paralegal input. There should be a series of print and electronic
communications seeking input by January 15, 2010, with notices to lawyers and
paralegals provided at regular intervals throughout the consultation period.

124.

In addition, there should be an interactive discussion on the Report with lawyers and
paralegals through the use of teleseminars. In November and December, teleseminars
will be scheduled as a means to obtain direct feedback from lawyers and paralegals, to
hear their comments about delivery of content and completion of the requirement. The
Committees recommend that two teleseminars be scheduled for lawyers and one
teleseminar for paralegals during this time.

125.

This consultation approach reflects the importance of engaging both lawyer and
paralegal organizations and individual lawyers and paralegals in the process to obtain
feedback in a cost effective manner. The consultation proposal is contained in the
Motion to Convocation as follows:
a.

That Convocation approve for consultation with lawyers and paralegals the
joint report of the Professional Development & Competence Committee and
the Paralegal Standing Committee (“the Report”) regarding a continuing
professional development requirement.

b.

That Convocation a consultation period from October 30, 2009 to January
15, 2010.
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c.

126.

That Convocation approve the following consultation plan:
i.

The Law Society will provide notices to lawyers and paralegals in the
Ontario Reports, the monthly e-Bulletin, the monthly Paralegal
Update and the Law Society website advising of the Report, providing
a link to it, and seeking written input by January 15, 2010.

ii.

The Law Society will undertake electronic communication with
lawyers and paralegals in “Convocation Updates” and in 3 e-mail
communications dedicated to the CPD issue and the Report, to be sent
out to lawyers and paralegals on November 1, 2009, December 1, 2009
and January 4, 2010.

iii.

The Report will be sent to legal organizations and associations seeking
their written submissions by January 15, 2010. If
organizations/associations request, Law Society representatives may
meet with them to answer questions on the Report.

iv.

The Law Society will conduct teleseminars on the Report during
November and December, 2009 to elicit feedback directly from
lawyers and paralegals, the dates and times to be included in the
notices to lawyers and paralegals.

The Committees look forward to receiving input on their recommendations. They
propose to return to Convocation in February 2010 with their final Report.

COMMITTEES’ CPD RECOMMENDATIONS
(a) That the Law Society introduce a CPD requirement for lawyers and paralegals.
(b) That the definition of CPD for the purposes of the Law Society’s requirement be,
Continuing professional development is the maintenance and
enhancement of a lawyer or paralegal’s professional knowledge,
skills, attitudes and ethics throughout the individual’s career.
(c) That all lawyers and paralegals in the 100% fee paying category be required to meet an
annual CPD requirement, subject to exemptions to accommodate special needs and
circumstances.
(d) That the activities described in paragraph 61 of this Report be considered “eligible”
activities for the CPD requirement. That the activities described in paragraph 62 be
considered “ineligible” activities for the CPD requirement.
(e) That the annual credit hours for the CPD requirement be 12 hours for each lawyer and
paralegal to whom the requirement applies.
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(f) That a minimum of 25% of the annual 12 hour CPD requirement for lawyers and
paralegals be taken in ethics, professionalism and/or practice management.
(g) That as part of the CPD system,
a. CPD providers may apply for “provider approval” for all their programs based on
meeting certain criteria, including the integration in all their programs of a
minimum of 25% of the content in ethics, professionalism and/or practice
management; and
b. the Law Society will adopt criteria for individual program approval where the
provider does not qualify for, or does not seek, provider approval status.
(h) That to ensure compliance with the CPD requirement each lawyer and paralegal subject
to it be required to report annually to the Law Society that he or she has fulfilled the
requirement. In the normal course, if at the completion of the reporting period a lawyer or
paralegal has not completed the required 12 hours, a minimum of 25% of which is in
professionalism, ethics, and/or practice management he or she will be subject to
administrative suspension.
(i) That each year, the Law Society verify compliance with the CPD requirement by random
selection of lawyers and paralegals for an audit, to be conducted the year following the
completion of the full 12 hours through,
a. the Practice Management Review program and the Paralegal Practice Audit
program; and
b. random “paper” CPD audits.
(j) That the Law Society reserve the right to audit approved providers to ensure that they
continue to comply with the objectives of the requirement on which their provider
approval is based.
(k) That upon approval of a CPD requirement the Law Society implement a communication
as set out in paragraph 116.
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Preliminary Report of the Lawyer Education Task Force On
Mandatory Continuing Professional Development
Executive Summary
The Lawyer Education Task F orce ( the “Task For ce”) ha s c oncluded th at the time ha s
come for the introduction of mandator y continual professional de velopment in B ritish
Columbia that, amongst other things,
•

serves as a basis for a comprehensive post-call education programme;

•

provides for the develop ment of skills as well as knowledge about developments
in the law;

•

provides resources that are relevant to lawyers at various stages of their careers;

•

is based on c riteria (or “credits”) that are broadly categorized and will the refore
be easily obtainable by lawyers irrespective of their practice location;

•

will be able to ensure that subjects that the Law Society considers to be important
to a law yer’s professional development are ad dressed, i rrespective of market
considerations.

The Task Force is not convinced that simpl y requiring lawyers to t ake a certain number
of hours of cours es offered through current education providers w ill materiall y advance
the qualit y of l egal services provided. Therefore, the form of a mandatory programme,
how that pro gramme is t o be d eveloped, and which organization or organizations should
offer it still needs some consideration. However, the Task Force has reached a consensus
that four options warrant further consideration;
i.

A prog ramme requirin g a certain num ber of hou rs of stud y, of which a
portion requires the study of certain subjects;

ii.

A pr ogramme of re quired c ourses for all la wyers, with the r emainder of
hours to be made up of courses chosen by lawyers;

iii.

A programme of required courses for certain areas of practice;

iv.

A pro gramme requirin g a c ertain number of hours of stud y throu gh
approved activities.

If the Benchers agree in pr inciple with the recommendation that a mandatory continuing
professional developmen t programme b e established, the Task Force asks that the issue
be retu rned to it for th e purpose of m aking re commendations about w hich option to
develop, how a lawyer may obtain credit toward the programme, and over what period of
time or stag e of on e’s career the credits nee d to be obta ined a s well as pr ogramme
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enforcement, the consequences o f non-comp liance, and th e staff requir ed to run the
programme.
1.

Purpose of this Report

The Lawyer Educat ion Task Force has r eached a consensus t o reco mmend t o t he
Benchers t hat t he Law S ociety dev elop a programme of manda tory continuin g
professional development. This Re port has been prepared to outline the reasons for the
Task F orce’s recommendation, as w ell as to outline pre ferred options for further
consideration.
The Task Fo rce asks the Benchers to agree in principle with the recommendations made
in this Report, and to return the issue to the Task Force to discuss and develop the options
further and return with a recommendation concerning how the pro gramme should be
structured.
2.

Introduction

In December 2004, the Benchers considered five proposed policy objectives identified by
the Task Force. Th e Benchers resolved that the Task Force ex amine the p roposed
objectives and return with recommendations to the B enchers. On e of the proposed
objectives was “mandatory continuing legal education.”
The Task Force has spent a considerable amount of time reviewing mandatory education
programmes from other j urisdictions in the Un ited States, Australia and Eng land, as well
as discussing whether there is a need for a mandatory programme of education in British
Columbia, and if so, what such a programme should look like.
(a) Q

uality Assurance

Much of the f ocus of t he Law Soc iety h as histor ically been on disc ipline a nd se tting
standards of ethics and profe ssional conduct. These remain of crucial importance to the
Law Society, as a regulator, in protecting the public interest. However, more recently the
legal profession’s r egulators in Canada and in ot her Comm onwealth jurisdictions have
been pl acing i ncreased importance on how t o establish a standard of quality in how
lawyers practise law.
Part of the Law Societ y’s responsibility in protecting the public i nterest in the
administration of justice is to establish standards for the education of lawyers. Section 28
of the Legal Profession Act (found in Part 3 of that Act under the he ading “Protection of
the Public) allows the Benchers to take any steps they consider advisable to promote and
improve the standard of practice of lawyers. The use of this section allows the Benchers
to establish “quality assurance” in the way lawyers practise law.
The Law S ociety currently h as pro grammes t argeted at qual ity assur ance, i ncluding i ts
Practice Sta ndards Pr ogramme a nd Committe e, i ts Pr actice Ad vice Pr ogramme a nd its
recently c reated Trust A ssurance Pro gramme. T he Small F irm Prac tice Course will be
operational as of J anuary 1, 2007 and will provide valuable pr actice mana gement
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education and resou rces. The Law Soci ety is cu rrently en gaged, as w e understand a re
other law societies in Cana da, in de termining what else is ne cessary in orde r to e nsure a
standard of quality in the way lawyers practise law.
Establishing a pro gramme of post c all e ducation f or a ll la wyers is pa rt of the ove rall
enhancement of “ quality assurance.” A pr ogramme of ma ndatory educ ation a s a
condition of permitting a lawyer to c ontinue to practise law is a n important part of that
enhancement.
(b)

A Note on Terminology

“Mandatory continuing professional d evelopment” and “mandato ry c ontinuing le gal
education” a re often us ed interchan geably. Th ey d enote a pro gramme of continuing
education requirements required of lawyers in order to maintain a licence to practise law.
This R eport uses t he p hrase “m andatory continuing prof essional deve lopment.” In
British Columbia, the phrase “continuing legal education” or “cle” is c losely associated
with the Continuing Legal Educ ation Soc iety of B ritish Columbia . “ Mandatory
continuing legal education” may be read b y some as a d etermination b y the Task Force
that la wyers will be r equired to ta ke a c ertain numbe r of c ourses off ered thr ough the
Continuing Legal Education Society. While that Society may become an important part
of a m andatory continual pr ofessional d evelopment pro gramme, the Task F orce wants
readers to understand that “continuing professional development” can be undertaken in a
variety of ways.
(c)

Definition of the Issue

The issue, simpl y put, i s should the L aw Society implement a pro gramme requirin g a
lawyer to pa rtake in a certain defined amount of professional de velopment activity on a
periodic basis as a condi tion of that law yer’s continued ability to pra ctise law, and if so,
what options are available for consideration?
(d) B

ackground

The de bate on ma ndatory continuing pr ofessional de velopment British C olumbia g oes
back to the 1970s. In 1975, Minnesota became the first jurisdiction in No rth America to
require la wyers to ta ke e ducation pr ogrammes. Not long afterw ards, mandator y
continuing p rofessional development w as debated in Br itish Columbia. It has b een the
subject of reports and discussion by the Benchers through the late 1970s and early 1980s,
and appe ars to hav e las t come to the Bench ers at their Februa ry 1985 meeting . Full
“mandatory continuing l egal ed ucation” w as not sought at that meetin g, rather motions
were approved (1) to col lect data about law yers’ continuing legal education activity; and
(2) to consult the memb ership about impleme nting an edu cation “tax ” of $75 per year,
$25 of which would be a grant to the Con tinuing Legal Education Socie ty and $50 of
which would be a credit for lawyers against courses offered by that Society.
“Mandatory continuin g legal education” was als o discusse d in the Re port to the L aw
Society of British Columbia on Pr ofessional Legal Education and Competence prepared
by J ames Ta ylor in September 1983 (the “T aylor Report”). The T aylor Report did not
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recommend mandator y continuing le gal educ ation. It instead recommended steps to
encourage voluntary participation.
The topic was also one of the subjects of discussion by the Post Call Curriculum Planning
Committee in the earl y 1990s. There is a useful review of the arguments for and against
mandatory continuing legal education in the report, but the focus of the report as it relates
to continuing legal education activity is directed at broader issues, including how lawyers
might be be tter motiva ted to pa rticipate in c ontinuing leg al e ducation ac tivities. The
index of B enchers’ Mi nutes does not refer to an y minutes of Benc her deb ate on
mandatory continuing legal education as a result of that Committee’s work.
In many wa ys, the debate on ma ndatory continuing professional development in B ritish
Columbia has remained quite stagnant over the past 25 – 30 years. Each time it is raised,
it seems to g et about as far as the stage of s
uggesting wa ys to improve acc ess to
educational a ctivities, seeking fu rther info rmation from the profession, o r tr ying to find
ways to motiva te la wyers to ta ke c ourses. The de bate the n see ms to f ade away.
Mandatory continuing prof essional developme nt has ne ver been ap proved b y the
Benchers when it rea ched them for decision, a lthough at least one B encher, as long ago
as 1985, is recorded as having expressed the view that some form of mandatory education
was long overdue.
3.

The Arguments in Favour of and Against Mandatory Continuing
Professional Development

The Task For ce r eviewed t he ar guments for and a gainst mandato ry continuin g
professional d evelopment, and noted that th ere does not app ear to be any conclusive
answer milita ting in fa vour of or against suc h a pr ogramme. To a la rge e xtent, the re
seems to be a bit of a “leap of f aith” tha t imple menting a r egime will impr ove the
competency of lawyers. On the othe r side, the ar gument seems to be that if there is no
empirical evidence that it improves competence, then why do it? This might be described
as an “absence o f faith.” Obj ective science plays no part in this d ebate. Instead, more
vague concepts such as how decision makers gauge public interest, member reaction, and
public confidence in the profession come into play.
The arguments in favour of and against the programme have to be und erstood in order to
decide what might be done. They are as follows:
(a) I

n Favour

•

Mandatory continuin g p rofessional dev elopment raises prof essional com petence
by exposing law yers to new dev elopments and renewing b asic knowl edge and
skills. Law is in c onstant f lux – the refore r equiring la wyers to ta ke continuing
education is nec essary to e nsure law yers ke ep up with the la w a nd remain
competent;

•

All law yers would bene fit from ex posure to new developments in theo ry and
practice contained in well-designed programmes;
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•

Mandatory continuing professional development programmes demonstrate to the
public that the legal profession is resolved to combat competency concerns;

•

For law yers who find practice pr essures deter them from taking continuing
education pro grammes ( even for thos e who enjo y them wh en the y c an f ind the
time to take them), mandatory continuing professional development will provide a
positive incentive;

•

Extra funds from mandator y continuing prof essional deve lopment progr ammes
would improve the quality and quantity of continuing education programmes and
would assist providers of such programmes to devote more time and resources to
develop more effective programmes;

•

Recertification based on cont inuing prof essional devel opment i s pre ferable t o
periodic re-examination;

•

Some e vidence tha t l awyers in jur isdictions with ma
professional development believe it increases competency;

•

Online and technolo gy based continui ng ed ucation is ex panding quickly
throughout the Province, thereb y enhancing a ccess b y reducing geographic and
time barriers.

•

Many othe r jur isdictions a nd most, if not a ll, othe r pr ofessions in British
Columbia ha ve ma ndatory c ontinuing professional developm ent pro grammes –
how do we explain to the public why we do not?

ndatory continuing

(b) Against
•

There does not appea r to be an y empirical evidence proving that participation in
mandatory continuing profe ssional developme nt actuall y improves la wyer
competence;

•

It ma y be e xpected tha t la wyers will r esent the r equirement. F orcing people to
take courses may interfere with their desire to learn;

•

Only a small percentage of lawyers are truly incompetent – it is therefore unfair to
force all lawyers to c omply with a programme designed to re medy the problems
of a few;

•

Mandatory continuing professional development may simply be a facile response
to public concern, and therefore be no more than superficial window-dressing that
does not actuall y address law yers with seri ous competenc y p roblems. It is ver y
difficult to teach practical skills, pr
oper man agement and g ood jud gment.
Mandatory continuin g p rofessional dev elopment m ay t herefore a ctually mislead
the public into be lieving that all lawyers are current and competent in their field
of practice, which may not be the case;
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•

Standard mandator y co ntinuing prof essional de velopment programmes do not
differentiate between types or modes of learning;

•

Mandatory continuing professional development plans are expensive, both for th e
regulator in administering, and for the practitioner in attending due to programme
fees, travel, and lost productivity;

•

The quality of continuing professional development courses will be reduced due
to the massive increase in time.

It h as been su ggested t hat the true probl em w ith ma ndatory continuing pro fessional
development is not with the concept, but
with t he pr ogrammes o f simpl y r equiring a
prescribed number of credits over a prescribed period of time – often resulting in a rush
to ta ke anything as the t ime is running out. There is criticism that, from lecture-st yle
courses, most information is not applied and is in deed forgotten not long after the course
unless it is immediately applicable. The Task Force generally agrees with these concerns
and c riticisms a nd be lieves tha t a ny impleme ntation of a ma ndatory e ducation
programme must be tailored to address them. Otherwise, the programme simply becomes
a requirement to take a certain number o f hours of stud y in an unstructur ed way, which
the Task Force does not believe will lead to an optimal result.
4.

Examining Statistics from the Mandatory Reporting of Post Call
Education Activity

In Ma rch 2004, the Benchers app roved a r ecommendation of the Task F orce requirin g
lawyers to report annually the amount of continuing education taken, both through course
study and through self-study. The Benchers endorsed the recommendation that minimum
expectations should be set for e ach category – 12 hours for course study and 50 hours for
self-study.
The Task Force obtained a report f rom the Chief Information Officer on t he Mandatory
Reporting statistics ba sed on responses for the 2005
year. Rather alarmingly, the
statistics disclosed that j ust over one-third of respondents reported no hours of “formal”
course study. While it was heartening to see that just over 50% of respondents took 12 or
more hours, the on e-third number suggests that a significant number of lawyers currently
take no f ormal e ducation a ctivity a t a ll. This numbe r se ems to inc rease with le ngth of
call. F or e xample, the re port disc loses tha t 19% of la wyers with le ss tha n 5 years c all
reported no formal study, while 54% of those with 30 or more years at the bar did so.
Just over 19% of respondents (almost 1 out of every 5) also reported no s elf-study hours
for 2005. Again, the per centage of lawyers reporting no self-stud y hours increas ed with
length of call.
For ea ch of form al st udy and sel f-study re porting, the sta tistics show t hat wome n a nd
insurance-exempt la wyers ( those not in pr ivate pr actice) wer e mor e like ly to r eport in
engaging above th e re commended level of 12 an d 50 hours respe ctively. It is uncle ar
what conclusions can be drawn about wh y wo men tended to partake in more activit y.
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One possible explanation about why insurance exempt lawyers tended to report above the
minimum expectation might have to do with different practice pressures.
There was nothing that s howed a significant relationship between hours o f formal study
and claims or complaints , although lawyers of 15 – 20 years of call tended to have made
one or more reports of claims or possible cl aims if the y had r eported n o formal stud y
hours. The over all anal ysis, how ever, showed t hat the amount o f form al stud y ho urs
reported is unre lated to a la wyer’s claims or compla int r ecord. Th e re port did note,
however:
….having undertaken some formal study is related, at least with respect to the likelihood
that the lawyer will have experienced one or more complaints. This result indicates that
there may be an underlying factor related to both the likelihood of claims and complaints
and the tendency to en gage in some formal study. For ex ample, it may be th at lawyers
who undertake some formal study are more careful and conscientious than those who do
not.

With respect to se lf-study reporting, the report noted no sig nificant relationship between
the amount of r eported s elf-study hours and the claims or complaints rati o. The r eport
also noted no significant relationship between those who engaged in no self-study and the
likelihood of experiencing one or more complaints.
5.

The Policy Considerations

(a)

General Considerations Debated by the Task Force

Throughout one’s legal career, a lawyer must continue to develop his or her knowledge,
skills, and professionalism. Moreover, a lawyer’s understanding of, and ability to appl y,
ethical considerations to his or her work also continues to develop. This knowledge and
skill can be developed in a number of ways, both formal and informal. However, it must
be developed. A la wyer c annot ig nore th e need for continuous learnin g and
development.
However, the Task Force was mindful of the lack of empirical evidence that competence
is actually improved by taking continuing education courses. While this lack of evidence
may not be the de termining f actor in de ciding whe ther to imple ment a ma ndatory
education pro gram, it has caus ed the Task Force t o t hink ha rd abo ut whet her an
unstructured programme of education is the best way to generate learning in lawyers.
Opportunities for le arning present themselves frequently in pr actice, and t he Task Force
expects that most lawy ers seiz e those opportunities. Opportunities for “form al”
education are also available through courses offered by programme providers. Lawyers
in the Lower Mainland can, apart from cost considerations, easily access these courses as
the vast majority are offered in Vancouver or its suburbs. They are, however, less easy to
access for lawyers in other areas of the Province. This is a complaint that the Task Force
has heard repeatedly from the profession.
Moreover, the Task Force is concerned that the courses offered by continuing education
providers are driven by market-based considerations. The Task Force does not blame the
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course providers for this – it is to be ex pected. Courses must be provided in areas that
will generate enrolments, even for organizations that operate on a non-profit basis. The
result, howev er, is that s ubjects that histori cally receive poor r egistrations are r arely, if
ever, the primar y subj ect matter of a cours e. U nfortunately, the T ask Force notes that
ethics and practice management courses fall into this category.
Further, cu rrently avail able courses tend to focus on knowledg e r ather than skills.
Knowledge is an impo rtant component of being a l awyer, but the application of
knowledge is also crucia l to g aining competence as a law yer. Skills ma y be picked up
through practice, although there is a danger that if proper skills a re not e stablished early
on, a law yer will only end up continuing t o develop poor skills. The la ck of
“performance evaluation” in most current post-call education courses in British Columbia
also m eans l awyers ar e unabl e t o g auge how much t hey hav e t aken away from t he
activity. Some a bility to pr ovide f or a c ommon de nominator o f skills de velopment
thorough edu cation would, the Task F orce believes, do much to pro mote “qualit y
assurance.”
The Task For ce was al so concerned to note that registrations for course st udy decreased
markedly for seni or l awyers. The Task Forc e c oncluded that senior la wyers e ither did
not find that the courses currently offered were sufficiently relevant for their purposes, or
were otherwise unmotivated to take courses.
There is no compr ehensive post-call educ ation programme fo r the le gal profession in
British Columbia. Lawyers who have gone through an established pre-call education and
who have been called to the B ar hav e developed a set of
knowledge, skills and
behaviours ex pected of a newl y-called law yer.1 Once a la wyer ha s bee n c alled to the
Bar, how ever, the Law Society provides no ed ucation pr ogramme tha t the la wyer ma y
follow to g uide his or h er dev elopment. The T ask F orce was concerned that this too
often results in the pursuit of a haphazard continuing education programme, which seems
to tail off as a law yer becomes older. Wha t education activity there is may be focused
heavily on lectur e-style courses with little, if an y, pe rformance evaluation. There are
many activities be sides courses tha t c ould b e inc orporated into a pla nned c ontinuing
education programme if one were developed.
(b)

Policy Objectives to be Served

Section 3 of the Legal Profession Act requires the Law Society to uphold and protect the
public interest in the administration of justice by, amongst other things, establishing the
standards for the education of its members. Section 28 permits the Benchers to take any
steps they consider advisable to promote and improve the standard of practice by lawyers.
The “Ends ” of t he Law S ociety are set out i n Part 1 of the Benche r P olicies. Ends
relevant to this discussion are as follows:
End 2
1

Lawyers provide services competently after call to the Bar

See the “Competency Profile” at Appendix “C” of the Report of the Admission Programme Task Force, June 28, 2002
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(b)
End 10

post call legal education that is relevant and of appropriate quality
is available and voluntarily consumed.

The public has confidence in the legal profession
(b)

the public, government and the media have confidence that lawyers
are honest, ethical and competent and t hat the Law Society does a
good job regulating the profession.

Implementation of a mandatory continuing professional development programme would
obviously not b e a “volu ntary consumption” o f post call le gal education. The statistics
from the report of the Chief Information Officer referred to above, however, indicate that
there are problems with the current voluntary consumption of post call education activity.
The statistics indicate to the Task Force that lawyers either aren’t voluntarily taking the
recommended minimum amounts of course study, or that th e r esources offered a re n ot
sufficiently relevant or available.
The Task Force believes that the implementation of a mandatory programme that aims to
improve the availability of professional development resources and the relevance of those
resources to individual practiti oners best me ets the post call edu cation component of the
Ends of the Law Society in ensuring that lawyers provide competent services. It will also
demonstrate to the public that it may have confidence that lawyers are competent (as well
as honest and ethical) and that the Law Society takes steps to ensure a continued level of
competence after the lawyer is called to the Bar.
(c)

Goals of a Mandatory Continuing Professional Development Programme

The Task Fo rce consi dered t hat a m andatory continuing prof essional development
programme ought not to form part onl y of an overall programme of learning that lawyers
should expected to take, but, more importantl y, that law yers would want t o take be cause
it would be useful to their practice and to their development as a lawyer.
In o rder t o be come a l awyer, a p rescribed course of le gal edu cation is required, firs t
through l aw s chool and later th rough articles an d P LTC. Part of bein g a member of a
profession, howeve r, inc ludes a commitment to continuous learning . T he Task F orce
believes that call to the Bar ought not to be seen as an end of a lawyer’s formal education.
Day-to-day practice is currently expected to provide much of a law yer’s learning, and the
Task Forc e a grees t hat “l earning on t he j ob” c an be an ex cellent m eans t o devel op
knowledge and skills, provided it is don e in the ri ght environment . How ever,
opportunities to learn and what is av ailable to be lea rned v ary widely from pr actice
setting to pra ctice setting and from place to pla ce. In any event, on-the-job learning is
only one form of edu cation, and oug ht to be supplemented b y le arning throug h other
environments. A forma l, continuing program me of education would be a standard to
ensure that, throu ghout the stages of on e’s career, a law yer is continuing to upgrade and
augment his or her skil ls and knowledge. This result will not only help lawyers, but will
help t he Law S ociety m eet publ ic ex pectations that i t i s doi ng al l i t can t o ensure t hat
lawyers ar e c ompetent in the a reas of la w in w hich they p ractise, c onsistent with its
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statutory mandate. This, in turn, is e xpected to enhance the qualit y of ser vices provided
by lawyers, and thereby improve the standing of the profession in the community.
The goal of a mand atory continuing professional development pro gramme is to provide
education resources that are e asily available and r elevant to lawyers at all stages of t heir
practices, and to ensure that the resources are consumed in order t o be able to assure t he
public tha t the re is a commitment within the pr ofession to e stablishing, pr omoting and
improving the standards of practice in the Province.
(d)

Key Comparisons

No other law societ y in Cana da has mandator y post call education requirements with the
exception of Nova Scotia, which requires lawyers who wish to work in land registrations
to complete a certain co urse. The Task Force h as looked at the mandat ory continuing
professional development programmes of several of the United States, as well as those in
England and W ales and the larg er Australia n states. In addition, the programmes of
several of the other professions in B ritish Columbia – pa rticularly, those required by the
College of Ph ysicians and Sur geons, the B ritish Columbia De ntist Co llege, a nd the
Institute of Charte red Accountants – were r eviewed. It is worth noting that, apart from
mid-wives, la wyers ar e the onl y pr ofessional bod y in Br itish Columb ia tha t a re not
required to pa rticipate in continuing prof essional educ ation requir ements b y th eir
governing body.
The t ype and requi rements of the dif ferent m andatory education pro grammes va ry
considerably. S ome are si mply a r equirement t hat law yers take a certain number of
credits which they can obtain by registering in a course offered by an approved provider.
Usually one unit of credit amounts to one hour of course study. Othe r programmes are
more intricate, and, whil e most are still base d on obtaining a c ertain num ber of credits
over a prescribed period of time, the manner in which the credit can be earned is varied.
“Work-shadowing”, me ntoring, o r tea ching can generate cr edits in some jur isdictions.
Still othe r jur isdictions r equire c ertain c redits to be obta ined in c ertain a reas of stud y.
The Task F orce unanimousl y favoured program mes that offered more varied wa ys of
obtaining credits.
(e)

Policy Considerations
(i) Public

Interest

How would imple menting or not imple menting a m andatory continuing
professional d evelopment programme a ffect t he public inter est? The Law
Society’s mandate is to pr otect the public interest in the administration of justice
in a number of wa
ys, including b y establishing standards for ed ucation,
professional responsibility and competen ce. W ould the public in terest therefo re
be enha nced b y mand atory continuing pr ofessional development? Ther e is no
doubt it would be if the re w ere empirical evidence that allowed on e to connect
improvement in c ompetence with post c all e ducation a ctivity. This may lea d
some obse rvers to su ggest tha t the Law Soc iety ma y be able to effectively
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discharge its mandate th rough the encouragements it has g iven toward vo luntary
consumption of post call education activity.
(ii) Me

mber Relations

Member rel ations have figured prominentl y i n t he past as an argument against
mandatory continuin g pr ofessional development, as there is a pr esumption that
lawyers will resent the requirement and that forcing members to take courses may
interfere with their desi re to learn. On the oth er hand, mandator y continuing
professional d evelopment may be vie wed as a positive inducement fo r bus y
lawyers to take time out to engage in post call education activity that they may not
otherwise und ertake. Some studie s a lso su ggest th at while th ere i s initia l
resentment to the impo sition, that dissi pates r elatively quickl y and that the
mandatory continuin g p rofessional dev elopment requirem ent soon beco mes an
accepted norm of the r equirements of b eing a lawyer. I n a ny e vent, the public
interest must prevail over member preferences.
(iii) Public

Relations

There se ems to be a
presumption that mandator y continuing p rofessional
education will improve t he legal profession’s standing with the public. It is one
way o f de monstrating public ly tha t the pr ofession ( and its r egulator, the Law
Society) t akes t he i ssue of com petence seri ously. It woul d bri ng t he l egal
profession in B ritish Co lumbia into line with ot her pr ofessions in the Pr ovince.
How impor tant this is may be a ma tter of de bate if the re is no r eal e vidence to
support that it produces a better quality of lawyer and may, depending on the cost
of the programme, increase the cost of legal services.
(iv) F

inancial Implications

The c ost of imple menting a ma ndatory continuing prof essional devel opment
depends, of course, on what t ype of pro gramme is i mplemented. Depending on
the form of implementation, some standardization or ve tting of course pro viders,
and approval of courses will be required. A pr ogramme of mandatory education
will require re gulation throug h the t racking of t he reportin g of hours t aken, and
will require a consideration of what disciplinary consequences will follow if the
mandatory r equirements a re not me t, as we ll as the c ost of imposing those
sanctions where required. On the members’ side, cost of partic ipating in courses,
travel, and lost produ ctivity will no doubt be r aised. As mentioned abov e, it is at
least possible tha t the cost of leg al s ervices mig ht incr ease, de pending on the
increase i n Law S ociety fees, i f an y, and t he co st of m andatory p articipation i n
courses.
(v) Pr

ogramme Effectiveness

How would mandator y continuing pr ofessional development a ffect the
effectiveness o f the pos t-call e ducation pro gramme and mandat e of t he Law
Society?
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The Small Firm Practice Course is a form of mandatory continuing pro fessional
development for a d esignated group, and the Benchers, b y approving it, have
obviously consid ered it an effective wa y of e nsuring a standard of e ducation
within a discrete category. B roader forms of mandator y continuing professional
development in othe r ca tegories ( advocacy, e thics, pr ofessional r esponsibility)
might do likewise, and might create a market for courses where there is none now.
Doing so would require the Law Society to conclude that the current absence of a
market is a bad thing in the public interest, and that the lack of such a market is an
abdication by lawyers in discharging their responsibilities in this area.
On the other hand, if implementing
mandatory continuing professional
development we re to di scourage law yers in edu cation and le arning, and make
them r eluctant pa rticipators inste ad of e nthusiastic or we ll-motivated one s, the
effectiveness of post call education might be adversely affected.
(vi) Government

Relations

As far as the Task Force is a ware, there is no dis cussion at the government level
about le gislating mand atory continuing l egal pro fessional development, n or is it
aware of any negative comments by the government about the legal profession’s
lack of mandatory continuing professional development. The Task Force suspects
that the g overnment w ould not view the i mposition of such a prog ramme
negatively.
(vii)

Equity and Diversity

If there were to be a mandatory continuing professional development programme,
the Task Force believes that there would be renewed calls for a bursary to ensure
that economically disadvantaged lawyers were accommodated2. There might also
be a call to ensure that mandatory continuing professional development addressed
areas such as discrimination, substance a buse, a nd eliminating bias. California,
for example, has mandatory continuing professional development requirements in
each of these areas.
(viii) L egal Implications
Section 28(a) (ii) of the Legal Profession Act ou ght to give the Law Socie ty th e
statutory authority to introduce a mandato ry continuing professional development
programme.
There was a challenge a few years ago to the California programme by a l awyer
who was involuntaril y enrolled as an in active member of th e State Bar ( and
therefore unable to pra ctise law) for failing to c omply with its r equirements. He
challenged the constitutionality o f the pr ogramme on the ba sis th at it e xempted
certain groups of members (law school professors, retired judges, elected officials
2
The Continuing Legal Education Society of BC currently provides a bursary programme that provides for a 50% discount on courses
for any lawyer identifying a financial need. That Society also allows for payments on an instalment programme.
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and state offic ers) on t he grounds that this vi olated equal prote ction. The
California Court of App eal a greed. Ho wever, t he Supreme Court of C alifornia
overturned th e Court of Appeal’s d ecision, holding that th e pro gramme did not
violate equal protection principles. It did comment that the wisdom of some or all
of the exemptions may be debatable as a matter of policy, however. See Warden
v. State Bar of California 21 Cal.4th 628 (1999).
6.

Options

The Ta sk Force ha s id entified six options f or the imple mentation of a ma ndatory
continuing pro fessional deve lopment p rogramme, four of which th e Task F orce
recommends fo r furth er discussion, and two of which the Task Force r ecommends no
further consideration be given.
The four options recommended for further consideration by the Task Force are:
i.

A programme requiring a certain number of hours of study, of which
a portion requires the study of certain subjects.

Many o f the Am erican s tates have adopted a m andatory continuing p rofessional
development education programme that requires a given number of hours of study
per year, a portion of w hich must be devot ed t o cert ain subj ects. Most usually
require study of legal ethics and/or professionalism. Still others require courses in
the stud y of h arassment and discrimin ation. Some states have
certain
requirements for courses in skills development for newly admitted lawyers, which
is l ikely an ef fort t o ad dress t he l ack of p ractice ex perience fa ced b y young
American lawyers - experience that B C lawyers are supposed to r eceive through
articles and PLTC.
The Task Force believes that this may be an attractive option because it allows the
Law Soc iety to de termine wha t subje cts or skil ls it c onsiders la wyers need to
study – in other words t o regulate the pr ofession about the requirem ents that the
Law Society, in its r ole as regulator, sees are no t being met well b y lawyers, or
where there is a re al, or even perceived, lack of knowledge of an issue. It could
allow the Law Society to ensure that lawyers understood the Society’s perspective
on cert ain t opics or i ssues, and al low t he S ociety to pres cribe t he fo rm of t he
education activit y. On the other hand, it also all ows a proportion of continuing
education ac tivity to be chosen b y the l awyer wi th r espect to the ne eds tha t the
lawyer has identified for him or herself. It allows the lawyer some control in the
direction of his or her continuing education by allowing the lawyer to make up the
balance of required credits from courses or activities of a lawyer’s own choosing.
The Task Force has, in the course of its work, debated requirements for a number
of hours in courses on ethics and professionalism. There are, gener ally speaking,
no such courses available, howeve r, and would t herefore ei ther requi re t he Law
Society to develop and offer them, or to expect that commercial course providers
will recog nize the opportunit y o f a captive a udience and off er the courses
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themselves. If this we re to oc cur, it would be likely that the Law Society would
have to pre-approve the course or other activity. There would be little purpose in
requiring study in a given area without ensuring that the form of education offered
met the need the Law Society considered was currently not being met. Otherwise,
the requirement would be only for the sake of the requirement itself.
ii.

A programme of required courses for all lawyers, with the remainder
of hours to be made up of activities chosen by lawyers.

This is a variation of opt ion 1. Rather than require that lawyers devote a certain
number of hou rs on a certain subject, the Law Society could require a lawyer to
take a c ertain course tha t would cover one o r more subjects. The remainder of
courses or activities needed to me et mandatory education requirements would be
left to the lawyer. Again, this would permit the Law Society to prescribe the form
of the cours e. It would continue to a llow the law yer some choice in c ourses or
activities to make up the balance of required credits.
The Law Societ y of En gland and W ales h as a variation of this option. F or
example, all solicitors in England and Wales are required to take the Law Society
Management Course Stage 1 3 between the date of admission and the third year of
their mandator y continuing legal education report ing requirements. The 7 hours
of that cours e counts to ward the law yer’s mand atory continuing le gal education
requirement. Solicitors in their first year of reporting requirements must also take
the Client Care and Prof essional Standards an d F inancial and B usiness Skill s
modules of the Professional Skills Course, unless exempted.
The points in favour of this option are s imilar to Option 1, with the added benefit
to the Law Society of a simpler form of administration. The Societ y would only
have to ensure that a particular course was taken, rather than having to check that
courses or activities taken met the Society’s requirements that prescribed subjects
had been included in courses taken b y a lawyer over the course of the reporting
period. The course or cour ses contemplated b y this op tion needn’t be offered
through the Law Society. They can be contracted out, provided they meet Society
standards.
iii.

A programme of required courses for certain areas of practice.

This option would require a law yer to participate in a pr ogramme of stud y
prescribed by the Law Society if the lawyer wants to practise in a pa rticular area
3

The Course itself covers the following subjects, of which three must be studied:
Managing finance
Managing the firm
Managing client relations
Managing information
Managing people
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of law. The Law Society has started down this road with the Small Firm Practice
Course whic h will r equire a ll la wyers who wish to of fer l egal ser vices a fter
January 1, 2007 throu gh a firm of four o r fewer lawyers to take a particu lar online course prepared and offered by the Law Society.
This option r equires the Law Society to ide ntify what areas of law are amenable
to the option and to ensure that it was satisfied with the courses or other education
activities a vailable. It me ans tha t the Law Soc iety would ha ve to ta ke
considerable c are in d efining the area of la w a ffected and the concomitant
education r equirement(s). Th e pr ogramme could open up the
opt ion of
developing a limite d lic ensing pr ogramme on ar eas of la w, or a spe cialization
programme.
The Law Society could, through this option, also prescribe the form of the course
or activity. The se could be focused on skills e nhancements useful to prac tice in
the given area of law, as well as on devel opments in the law. I t is doubtful that
the lawyer would be required to take the prescribed form of education every year.
Moreover, the c ourses or othe r e ducation a ctivities c ould be a imed a t va rious
stages of a l awyer’s career. Thi s, the Task Force believes, would allow t he Law
Society to focus requirements on skills and knowledge, in different practice areas,
that would be useful at v arious stages of a law yer’s practice. It would also allow
the use of senior practitioners as teach ers, if credit were g iven at the seni or level
for teaching younger lawyers necessary skills a nd knowledge in va rious practice
areas.
The prescribed form of e ducation and th e providers of the edu cation would have
to be ac credited or a lternatively the Law Socie ty would have to dev elop and
operate some or perhaps all of the education itself, to ensure a standard of quality.
This would add administrative burdens to the option.
Standard mandatory continuing professional development programmes require credits to
be earn ed annuall y, or r equire a ce rtain num ber of credits be earned ov er a period of
years, allowing the lawyer to ta ke more or fewer credits in a ny given year provided the
required number is met a t the end of the p eriod. An alternative method of delivering the
programme would be to divide a law yer’s career into defined periods, and to require
certain activities or courses to be taken at each sta ge of one’s career. The Task Force has
obviously not yet determined what it would recommend if any of these three options were
pursued. Each of the options described could be developed in either fashion.
iv.
A programme requiring a certai n number of hours of study through
approved activities.
Rather t han havi ng t he Law S ociety i dentify pa rticular subj ects or courses t hat
each l awyer will be r equired to take ov er certain periods of time, this option
would leave it to each lawyer to identify the subjects and modes of education that
he or she wishes to take during th e reporting p eriod. The option would permit
“approved activities” of education that would ex tend be yond courses off ered b y
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continuing lega l e ducation pr oviders. Ex amples of suc h ac tivities ( which the
Task Force considers can be extended to all options under consideration) are set
out in Part 7 below. The Task F orce believes that an ex pansion of the forms of
study will impr ove the a ccessibility of e ducation, e specially to la wyers in r ural
areas.
The lawyer will be left to determine the relevance of the subject and form of study
to hi s or her pract ice an d/or care er or edu cational g oals. Thi s opt ion t herefore
risks the development o f haphazard education activity referred to a bove, but that
concern ma y be a lleviated if la wyers are r eminded to g ive considerat ion to
continuing edu cation r equirements ea ch year. The m andatory asp ect of t he
programme should assist in encouraging lawyers to consider the form and content
of their education requirements on an on-going basis.
The options that the Task Force does not recommend are:
v.

A requirement that lawyers simply take a cert ain number of hours of
courses already available.

The Law Society could simply require that lawyers take a certain number of hours
of courses alread y av ailable throug h cu rrent course providers, such as the
Continuing Legal Educa tion Societ y, Tr ial Lawyers Association, Canad ian B ar
Association or the Federation of Law Societies. While this would be the simplest
option to implement, the Task Force considers that it would be the least desirable
option from the point of view of programme effectiveness.
vi.

A p rofessional
themselves.

development p rogramme creat ed b y l awyers

Some f irms a nd g overnment a gencies re quire law yers to submit a n a nnual pla n
outlining the ir inte nded professional de velopment a ctivities. The Law S ociety
could e mulate suc h a pr ogramme b y r equiring ea ch la wyer to submit a plan of
professional development annually. The Task Force does not support this option.
While it has the benefit of engaging each lawyer to actively think about his or her
professional education and development, the Task Force considers that this option
would be too difficult and expensive to administer and monitor.
7.

Forms of Education Activity

The Task Force believes that credit for m andatory continuing professional development
activity should be b ased on a broad range of activities, and not limited simply to cours e
study. After discussion, it recommends that the following activities be included for credit
in any programme developed:
•

Accredited c ourses. T he time spe nt ca n be for attending courses, a nd for
preparing and delivering c ourses. Re view of v ideo r epeats c an be p ermitted.
Some consideration could be g iven to whether s uch review in a group setting ,
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facilitating discussion, ought to be required fo r credit under this heading . If not,
credit might still be available under another heading.
•

Non-accredited courses. Some prog rammes permit credit for time spent in nonaccredited courses if they are of particular relevance to a l awyer’s area of work.
Time for preparing and delivering such courses can also be credited.

•

Coaching and mentoring. The Law Society of England and W ales, for example,
allows a ctual time to be c laimed f or str uctured c oaching and struc tured
mentoring sessions involving professional dev elopment of 30 minutes or more,
as long a s they ha ve writte n a ims a nd obje ctives, a re doc umented show ing a n
outcome, and ar e ac credited under an aut horization agreem ent. The sam e Law
Society a lso p ermits c redit f or “ work sha dowing” i f it ha s c lear a ims a nd
objectives and feedback or reflection.

•

In-house programmes. Credit can be off ered for courses offered by a law firm or
other emplo yer on leg al topics relevant to a la wyer’s pr actice. De bate may be
necessary to determine the criteria on which the quality of the programme would
be judged, as there would have to be some standard against which to measure the
programme. Credit for in-house pro grammes is available in other ju risdictions,
so there are precedents which we may draw from. Teaching and preparation time
can also be available for credit.

•

Professional g roup atte ndance, if an e ducational component is pa rt of the
meeting. Atte ndance at me etings of CB A se ctions is a vailable c urrently to
lawyers for the purpos e of their repor ting re quirements. However, other
professional group attendance can be available for credit. For example, rural bar
associations could, as a group, b ring in a spe aker to address substantive or
practice issues. This w ould allow law yers in l ess densel y populat ed a reas to
obtain credits fo r man datory continuing prof essional development pu rposes
without the need to travel to Vancouver.

•

Study groups. Formal or informal stud y groups can be established amongst
members. This me thod of professional development is common in dentistry and
accounting. To qualif y, the g roup prob ably ou ght to develop some objectives
and, perhaps, report on some form of “outcome.”

•

Writing. Credit can b e given for hours spent on writing on law or p ractice fo r
law books, journals, or newspapers.

•

Teaching P LTC. A ctual time spent teachin g ( and, if nec essary, pr eparation for
teaching) articling students at PLTC can be available for credit

•

Research. At pr esent, lawyers are not p ermitted to claim credit fo r hours spent
researching leg al topic s on c lient ma tters. Not all r esearch is c lient or iented,
however. Some programmes permit credit for actual time spent researching legal
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topics or ma tters re levant to the pra ctice of law, if the re search results in a
memorandum, written document, precedent, or survey.
•

Post-graduate stud y/preparation of a di ssertation. Stud y for a post- graduate
degree on a matter relevant to law is available for credit in some jurisdictions.

In de veloping a programme, the re a re still a n umber of issue s tha t wo uld ne ed to be
addressed beyond the nature of the cr edits, such as the period over which the credit must
be earned, how man y credits are nec essary, and whether c redits may be carried over, to
name a few.
8.

Conclusion

The Task Force has concluded that it is time for the Law Society to develop a mandatory
continuing pro fessional development pro gramme, provided th at the pr ogramme is on e
designed to me et the goals and gene ral cons iderations described in Part 5 above. The
Task Fo rce generally do es not support or r ecommend the dev elopment of a simplistic
programme requirin g la wyers to take a certain number of hours of course stud y b ased
upon the current availability of programmes.
Instead, a programme of education should be developed that, amongst other things
•

serves as a basis for a comprehensive post-call education programme;

•

provides for the develop ment of skills as well as knowledge about developments
in the law;

•

provides resources that are relevant to lawyers at various stages of their careers;

•

is based on c riteria (or “credits”) that are broadly categorized and will the refore
be easily obtainable by lawyers irrespective of their practice location;

•

will be able to ensure that subjects that the Law Society considers to be important
to a law yer’s professional development are ad dressed, i rrespective of market
considerations.

While the Ta sk F orce has r eached a c onsensus tha t the time ha s c ome to c reate a
mandatory cont inuing professional deve lopment prog ramme, i t has not reach ed a
consensus on which of the four options outlined in Part 6 (i), (ii), (iii) amd (iv) should be
preferred. The Task Force has reached a consensus that, whatever option is ultima tely
pursued, credit toward the pro gramme should be as broadl y b ased as pos sible from the
list outlined in Part 7 above.
The Task For ce has prep ared this Report to determine if the Benchers a gree in principle
with the r ecommendations ma de. If so, the Ta sk F orce will disc uss a nd de velop the
options furt her and ret urn wi th a r ecommendation conce rning how t he pro gramme
should be structured. The Task Force plans to accomplish this by July, 2007.
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If the Benche rs a gree i n principle to create a programme of mandatory c ontinuing
professional dev elopment, the Task Force believes that a re asonable date fo r its
introduction would be January 1, 2009, and will work toward that schedule.
MDL/al
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Report of the Lawyer Education Advisory Committee on Continuing
Professional Development
I.

Background

On November 16, 2007, the Benchers approved the former Lawyer Education
Committee’s recommendations for a continuing professional development (“CPD”)
program as outlined in the November 6, 2007 Report of the Lawyer Education Committee
on Continuing Professional Development, to begin on January 1, 2009. This decision
was the culmination of a periodic debate on the subject that had been ongoing for over 30
years.
First and foremost, the introduction of CPD is premised on assuring both the public and
the profession that the Law Society is committed to the establishing, maintaining and
enhancing standards of legal practice in the province.
Although CPD requirements for lawyers exist in many other jurisdictions, including
England, Wales, Australia and 43 American states, the Benchers’ decision marked the
first time in Canada that a law society had introduced a CPD program. Until that
decision, Nova Scotia was the only Canadian jurisdiction that had any compulsory legal
education requirements, and those were limited to lawyers engaging in land registration
work. In early 2008 the Chambre des Notaires du Québec introduced a CPD
requirement, and the Barreau du Québec is expected to implement a CPD requirement in
early 2009, shortly after the Law Society of British Columbia implements its program.

II.

Purpose of this Report

This Report outlines the program by which the Lawyer Education Advisory Committee
recommends the CPD requirement (approved last November) be implemented. As will
be recalled, last November the Lawyer Education Committee (as it then was) made a
series of recommendations outlining broad requirements concerning CPD. Those
recommendations (as approved on November 16, 2007) are contained in Appendix 1 to
this Report.
At the time the recommendations were approved, the Benchers referred the issue back to
the Committee to consult with the profession and legal organizations in order to
determine the best way to implement the proposed CPD requirement. The Benchers
required the Committee to report by July 2008 with final recommendations for
implementation of the program effective January 1, 2009.
The Lawyer Education Advisory Committee, as successor to the Lawyer Education
Committee, outlines its conclusions in this Report. It recommends Bencher approval of
the program, together with the draft Rules included in the Report at Appendix B.
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III.

Consultation

The Lawyer Education Committee, and later, the Lawyer Education Advisory Committee
has, since the recommendations were approved last November, sought and received input
from members and law-related organizations. The Law Society provided the information
outlined in Appendix C by email bulletin and through the website seeking such
consultation.
Responses from the profession and legal organizations have been largely positive. In
fact, the Law Society’s initiative into CPD has been lauded nationally in the legal media.
For example, an article in the Canadian Bar Association’s National magazine entitled The
Dawn of MCPD (March 2008, Vol. 17, No. 2) spoke positively about CPD requirements
and approved the Law Society’s initiative as a necessary one at this time. In the same
edition, an editorial entitled Exploding the Classroom spoke favourably of the Benchers’
decision to offer a broad range of CPD activities beyond standard courses.
Where concerns have been raised, they arise mostly in connection with questions relating
to approved subject-matter, geographic barriers, and cost. Once some context is given to
the proposed program, many of the concerns are often (although not always) alleviated.
Some organizations endorse the concept of CPD requirements, but disagree with where
the Committee proposes to “draw the line” concerning what counts toward CPD activity,
and what does not.

IV.

Committee Conclusions

Although the Committee has encountered and considered a number of complexities and
potential options, the Committee has been guided by the need to implement a program
that will be as straight-forward and stream-lined as reasonably possible for lawyers, legal
education providers, and the Law Society. The Committee has come to the following
detailed conclusions relating to the new CPD program.
(a)

Overall Subject Matter Requirement
The subject matter of all accredited learning modes, including courses, will satisfy
the following criteria provided the subject matter contains:
1.

Significant, intellectual, or practical content, with the primary
objective of increasing lawyers’ professional competence;

2.

Material dealing primarily with substantive, procedural, ethical, or
practice management (including client care and relations) matters
relating to the practice of law;

3.

Material primarily designed and focused for lawyers, not for other
professions (such as courses for business leaders, including
leadership skills, management skills, project management,
facilitation, how to run an effective meeting, marketing skills).
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Learning activities will not be limited to subject matter dealing with primarily BC or
Canadian law. Credits will be available for the study of the law of other provinces and
foreign law or practice that is related to the conduct of the lawyer’s practice.
The following activities will not be accredited:

(b)

1.

Any activity designed for or targeted at clients;

2.

Topics relating to law firm marketing or profit maximization;

3.

Lawyer wellness topics.

Credit Available for Participation in Courses

Courses will be accredited based on the following criteria:

(c)

1.

Generally, credit will be given for actual time in attendance at a
course;

2.

Two or more lawyers reviewing together a previously recorded
course will be able to obtain credit;

3.

Credit will be available for the actual time participating in online
“real time” courses, streaming video, web and /or teleconference
courses, provided there is an opportunity to ask and answer
questions.

Credit Available for Education Activities other than Courses
Education other than courses will be available for credit, based on the following
criteria:
(i)

Teaching
1.

The teaching must be to an audience that is primarily composed of
lawyers, paralegals, articling students and /or law school students.
Accreditation for teaching will not be available if it is targeted
primarily at clients, the public, other professions, or students other
than law students;

2.

Three hours of credit will be available for each hour taught. If the
lawyer is “chairing” a program, however, the actual time spent
chairing the program is all that may be reported (not 3 hours per
hour of chairing);
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(ii)

3.

Credit will only be available for the first time the teaching activity
is performed in the reporting year. Credit will not be available for
repeat teaching of substantially the same subject matter within the
same reporting year;

4.

Credit will be available for volunteer or part-time teaching only,
not as part of full-time or regular employment;

5.

Credit will be available for the teaching of legal skills training
courses;

6.

For 2009, credit will not be available for mentoring. Mentoring
will be the subject of further Committee investigation.

Writing
Credit will be available for writing as follows:

(iii)

1.

Writing law books or articles that are intended for publication or to
be included in course materials;

2.

Credit will be based on actual time to produce the final product, to
a maximum of 6 hours per writing project;

3.

Credit will be available for volunteer or part-time writing only, not
as a part of full-time or regular employment;

4.

The available credit will be in addition to credit available for
teaching and preparation for teaching;

5.

No credit will be available for time spent producing PowerPoint
materials.

Study Groups
Credit for study group activity will be available as follows:
1.

Attendance in a group setting at an educational session in a law
firm, legal department, governmental agency or similar entity,
provided that at least two lawyers are together (including by
telephone) at the same time;

2.

Attendance at editorial advisory board meetings for legal
publications;
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(iv)

(v)

3.

The hours available for credit will be the actual time spent at the
study group meeting, excluding any time that is not related to
educational activities;

4.

Credit will not be available for activity that is file specific;

5.

A lawyer must have overall administrative responsibility for each
meeting, and a lawyer must chair each meeting;

6.

No credit will be available for time spent reading materials,
handouts or PowerPoint, whether before or after the study group
session.

Local Bar and CBA Section Meetings
1.

Credit will be available for the actual time spent attending at an
educational program provided by a local or county bar association
in British Columbia, as well as for section meetings of the
Canadian Bar Association, excluding any portion of the meeting
that is not devoted to educational activities;

2.

To qualify, at least two lawyers must participate in the activity at
the same time, including by telephone.

Online Education
A

B

Group Event
1.

Credit will be available for the actual time spent by the lawyer
participating in online “real time” courses, streaming video, web
and/or teleconference courses, but only if, through the course
offering, there is an opportunity to ask and answer questions;

2.

The credit available will include a study group’s review of a
previously recorded course.

Self-Study
1.

Credit will be available up to a pre-accredited limit per on-line
course, as well as for completing an audio, video or web course,
provided the course includes the following characteristics:
(a)

a quiz component (where questions are to be answered, and
where an answer guide is provided to the lawyer after the
lawyer completes the course and quiz. It is not necessary
for the lawyer to submit the quiz for review);
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(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

C

Listserv/forum /network site
1.

(d)

(e)

the quiz can be at the end of the course or interspersed
throughout the course;
there is an ability for the lawyer taking the course to email
or telephone a designated moderator with questions, and a
timely reply;
there is no requirement for a “listserv;”
there is no requirement for reading materials, handouts or
PowerPoint to be included in the course.

These forms of learning call for further Committee consideration,
and will not be available for credit for the 2009 calendar year.

Accreditation Process
1.

All reportable credits will be approved by the Law Society in
either of two ways:
(i)
by pre-approval of the provider; or
(ii)
approval (before or after the event) of individual courses
and other educational activities.

2.

An individual course or other educational activity offered by a preapproved provider does not require further approval unless
requested by the provider;

3.

Providers are pre-approved and remain pre-approved if they
maintain integrity and quality according to standards;

4.

Lawyers can individually apply for approval of courses, either
before or after the course or other educational activity takes place,
where the course has not otherwise been approved;

5.

All applications by providers and lawyers will be submitted
electronically;

6.

Approvals will be made by Law Society staff.

Compliance and Reporting Requirements
1.

The CPD requirement will be based on the calendar year, with the
first compliance date to be December 31, 2009 for the 2009 year;

2.

Lawyers will login to the Law Society website and click on to a
link to the program, where they will be shown their individual
credits and time remaining to comply with the CPD requirement
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for the given calendar year. After completing a course or other
accredited learning activity, lawyers can make that addition to their
record;

(f)

3.

The lawyer will be notified electronically by the Law Society of
the approaching calendar deadline and, if the deadline is not met,
will be given an extension of 90 days to complete the necessary
requirement (in which case a late fee will be charged). The lawyer
will be suspended from practice for failure to comply within the
extended 90 day time limit. Rules will include provisions and
grounds for applying for further extensions;

4.

The twelve hour requirement is subject to adjustment for entering
or re-entering practice mid-year. Members who have been exempt
during the reporting year, but who resume practising law within
the reporting year, must complete one credit hour for each full or
partial calendar month in the practice of law;

5.

Embedded ethical, practice management, and client care and
relations content will comply with the two hour requirement.
Providers will also be encouraged to offer non-embedded content.

Exemptions
1.

All members of the Law Society with a practicing certificate,
whether full or part-time, are subject to the requirement, with the
following exemptions:
(a)

Members with a current practicing certificate who submit a
declaration that they are not practising law. Examples of
members who might submit a declaration that they are not
practising law could include:
inactive members;
members on medical or maternity leave;
members taking a sabbatical;

(b)

New members who have completed the bar admission
program of a Canadian law society during the reporting
year;

(c)

A partial exemption will be available to members who
resume practising law within the reporting year after having
been exempt, and new members by way of transfer (subject
to b, above). These members must complete one credit
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hour for each full or partial calendar month in the practice
of law;
(d)

No exemption will be available for
being too busy (such as a long trial);
practice of law having been in another jurisdiction.

V.

Budget

In the 2008 Law Society General Fund budget, $25,000 is allocated for developing and
determining how to implement the CPD program. The information and compliance
systems will be online, and accessible to members and providers through the Law Society
website, which will require modification to the Law Society’s website. These
modifications are being made by Law Society staff during the current budget year.
The 2009 Law Society General Fund budget, subject to Bencher consideration and
approval, includes up to $50,000 for administration of the CPD program. A new Member
Services Representative position will be largely dedicated to administration of the CPD
program, including responding to member and provider questions and requests for
approvals, and handling the approvals and compliance process. Overall management
supervision will be handled by current managerial staff.

VI.

Proposed Rules for the Continuing Professional Development
Program

Rules will be necessary to implement the CPD requirement. The proposed Rules,
attached as Appendix B to this Report, have been reviewed and endorsed by the Act and
Rules Subcommittee.
The proposed Rules accomplish two main purposes:
1. they require lawyers to complete the required amount of CPD on an annual basis;
2. they provide for consequences if the required amount is not completed.
(a)

Requirement to Complete Continuing Professional Development

Rule 3-18.3(3) will require lawyers to complete the prescribed CPD program, and certify
its completion to the Executive Director. Rule 3-18.3(1) requires the benchers, each year,
to set the required number of hours of required continuing education.
The Rule permits exemption of lawyers from the requirement. Two specific exemptions
are included in Rules 3-18.3(4) and (5). Subrule (4) ensures that newly called lawyers,
who have just completed a structured program of bar admission training, will have that
training recognized and will not be required to complete more education activity in the
year they qualify. Subrule (5) recognizes that, just as non-practising members are not
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subject to the requirement, members with practicing status but who are not actually
practising should also be exempt. Subrule (6) provides for a pro rata reduction of the
requirement for the amount of time that a practicing member, seeking exemption under
subrule (5), has not been engaged in the practice of law during the reporting year.
Subrule (2) will permit the Practice Standards Committee to prescribe additional
circumstances in which a class of lawyers might be excused from completing the
requirement during a reporting year. The Rule is drafted to avoid as much as reasonably
possible a number of “one off” applications by lawyers for exemption from the
requirement.
The Practice Standards Committee is the Committee designated with assigned
responsibilities under the Rules rather than the Lawyer Education Advisory Committee,
because the Practice Standards Committee is required by statute, unlike the Lawyer
Education Advisory Committee, which could be disbanded by Bencher motion.
(b)

Consequences of Not Completing the Continuing Professional Development
Requirement

Rules 3-18.4 and 3-18.5 deal with what happens if a lawyer fails to complete the
requirement for the year.
Failure to complete the requirement each year would mean that the lawyer is in breach of
the Rules. The proposed rules permit a lawyer to complete the requirement after the end
of the year, if the requirement is completed prior to April 1 of the following year. The
lawyer will then be deemed to have complied with the requirement. Time spent on
completing the requirement during this three month extension period will be accredited
toward only the prior year’s requirement, not the current year’s requirement. A late fee
of $200.00 must also be paid.
If the requirement is not completed by April 1, the expiry date of the extension period,
the lawyer is automatically suspended. However, the lawyer will be given at least 60
days’ notice that the lawyer is about to be suspended for non-completion of the
requirement, and will be able to apply to the Practice Standards Committee, which, in its
discretion where there are special circumstances, may order that the lawyer not be
suspended, or may delay the suspension. As this notice will be given during the period of
time in which the lawyer may still complete the requirement and be deemed to have
complied with the rule, the Committee anticipates that most, and ideally all, lawyers will
simply complete the requirement rather than face suspension.
The Committee notes that there is no specifically worded authority in the Legal
Profession Act permitting the Benchers to create rules to suspend a lawyer in these
circumstances, and compares this with the power to create rules to suspend a lawyer who
fails to meet standards of financial responsibility under s. 32 of the Act. The Committee
has determined that the combination of s. 28, which authorizes the Benchers to establish
and maintain a system of continuing legal education, and s. 11, which authorizes the
Benchers to make rules for the carrying out of the Act, ought to be read to permit the
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Benchers to create a system of CPD that can be enforced in the most effective manner
possible, if the approach is principled and fair.
The Committee has considered different methods by which to ensure compliance, and
concludes that the “suspension” route is the most effective and principled. It is effective,
because a suspension from practice is a considerable consequence that most lawyers will
want to avoid. It is principled because the goal of the rules ought to be to ensure that
lawyers complete the requirement. On the other hand, a monetary penalty or fine would
simply enable lawyers to pay a sum of money to the Law Society rather than complete
the continuing professional development requirement, which the Committee concludes is
neither an appropriate nor principled outcome. The “suspension” consequence, as
drafted, is also fair because the lawyer is given ample notice of a suspension, may
complete the requirement in the meantime and be deemed to have complied with the rule
or, if necessary, be able to apply to the Practice Standards Committee to seek relief from
the suspension if there are special circumstances to justify such relief.

VII. Recommendation
The Lawyer Education Advisory Committee recommends that the Benchers approve the
proposed program outlined by the Committee, including the proposed rule amendments
attached as Appendix B to this Report.
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APPENDIX A
Lawyer Education Committee Recommendations, approved by the Benchers on
November 16, 2007
1.

Each practising member of the Law Society of British Columbia must
complete not fewer than 12 hours per year of CPD undertaken in approved
educational activities that deal primarily with the study of law or matters
related to the practice of law.

2.

Approved educational activities include:
(a)

Traditional courses and activities:
Attendance, in person, at a course offered by a provider approved by
the Law Society;
Participation in online “real time” courses, streaming video, web
and/or teleconference courses offered by a provider approved by the
Law Society where there is an opportunity to ask and answer
questions;
Review, in a group with one or more other lawyer(s) of a video repeat
of a course offered by a provider approved by the Law Society;
Completion of an interactive, self study online course offered by a
provider approved by the Law Society, provided that a testing
component is included in the course;
Teaching at a course related to law or to the practice of law. In the
case of teaching, the lawyer is entitled to a credit of three hours of
reporting for each one hour taught.

“Course offered by a provider approved by the Law Society” includes:
any course offered by the Continuing Legal Education Society of
British Columbia, the Trial Lawyers’ Association of British Columbia,
the Canadian Corporate Counsel Association, the Canadian Bar
Association, the Federation of Law Societies of Canada, or the Law
Society of British Columbia;
any course offered by Canadian law schools dealing primarily with the
study of law or matters related to the practice of law;
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any other course, or provider who offers courses, dealing primarily
with the study of law or matters related to the practice of law, provided
that the attendee has obtained prior approval from the Law Society of
British Columbia.
(b)

Non-traditional activities:
Attendance at CBA section meetings;
Attendance at a course or other education-related activity offered by a
local or county bar association;
Participation in (including teaching at) an education program offered
by a lawyer’s firm, corporate legal department, governmental agency
or similar entity, provided that the program is offered in a group
setting;
Participation in a study group of two or more provided that the group’s
study focuses on law related activities;
Writing law books or articles relating to the study or practice of law
for publication.

3.

Not less than two hours of the required 12 hours of CPD must pertain to
any one or any combination of the following topics:
professional responsibility and ethics;
client care and relations;
practice management.

4.

Each lawyer must report to the Law Society the number of hours of
approved professional development activity completed over the previous
12 month period. Failure to complete and report the minimum number of
required hours will result in a breach of a Law Society Rule, and may
subject the lawyer to sanctions.
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APPENDIX B
[Note: Insert the draft rules after approval by Act and Rules Subcommittee.]
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APPENDIX C
Consultation Communication to the Profession and Legal Organizations
Over the past 6 months the Lawyer Education Advisory Committee has sought and
received input from members and law-related organizations. The Law Society provided
the following information by email bulletin and through the website.
Frequently Asked Questions
Why do we need a continuing professional development program?
• Implementation of a continuing professional development program recognizes that
the Legal Profession Act requires the Law Society to establish educational
standards for lawyers as part of its duty to protect the public interest.
• The mandatory reporting information reveals some problematic trends:
o Almost one-third of the profession has reported no formal course study.
o Nearly one-fifth has reported no self-study.
O The number of lawyers reporting no professional development
increases with age: 19 per cent of lawyers of less than five years call
reported no formal study while 54 per cent of lawyers with 30 or more
years at the bar reported no formal study.
• Making participation in a program of continuing professional development as a
condition of practice would demonstrate to the public and to the provincial
government the Law Society’s commitment to ensuring that BC lawyers
maintain a continued level of competence after their call to the bar.
What are the requirements?
• All practising lawyers — full time and part time — must complete a minimum
of 12 hours of approved educational activities annually.
• At least two hours must pertain to any combination of professional
responsibility and ethics, client relations, and practice management.
Do I have to take CLE courses?
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• Continuing professional development does not mean only being in a classroom
attending courses. The Law Society’s goal is to ensure lawyers can meet the
requirements of the new program through a variety of educational opportunities.
The Law Society wants lawyers to be able to select the type of learning that
suits them and their practices best.
How will I report my educational activities?
• It will be done in a way that is quick and efficient, as an online form. The
administrative mechanisms will be quite simple with modern technology.
Will I still be required to report my self-study?
• The current requirement to report voluntary self-study, such as reading legal
texts and articles and reviewing recorded material on one’s own, will continue.
The recommended minimum will continue to be 50 hours annually.
What are other professions doing?
• Most other professions in BC and Canada have mandatory, continuing
professional development programs.
Approved Educational Activities
The Benchers have already approved a wide variety of educational activities for the
continuing professional development program, and will be considering other activities as
well.
• Attendance in person, as well as online or by telephone, if there is an
opportunity to ask questions, at courses offered by educational providers,
including the Continuing Legal Education Society of BC, the Trial Lawyers’
Association of BC, the Canadian Corporate Counsel Association, the Canadian
Bar Association, the Federation of Law Societies of Canada, the Law Society of
BC, and Canadian law schools. As the Law Society continues to consult with
course providers and local Bar associations, this list of course providers will
expand.

• Attendance in person, as well as online or by telephone, if there is an
opportunity to ask questions.
• Video repeats of an approved course provided if there is participation by one or
more other lawyers, so there is opportunity for discussion.
• Completion of an online self-study course, if a testing or self-assessment quiz
component is included in the course.
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• Teaching a law-related course (one hour of teaching will count as up to three
hours of reporting credit, to account for preparation time).
• Attending CBA section meetings or education-related activities offered by a
local or county Bar association.
• Participation in (including teaching at) a legal education program offered by a
lawyer’s firm or employer, if the program takes place in a group setting.
• Participation in a study group of two or more people if the group’s study focuses
on law-related activities.
• Writing law books or articles relating to the study or practice of law.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
There is an increasing trend of concern regarding the accountabil ity of all organizations that
serve the public, and of professi ons in particular. Globally, there is an ever-increasing e mphasis
on promoting professional quality. While other self regulating pr ofessions have had m andatory
continuing education program s, otherwise kn own as “m andatory continuing professional
development” (“MCPD”), in place for quite some time, the Law Society of New Brunswick (like
many of our counterparts across the country) has com e to realiz e that our oblig ations to the
public require us to implement such a program for the New Brunswick bar.
Part of being a m ember of a profession in cludes the commit ment to continuous learning.
Lawyers must continue to enhance their com petency by continuing to develop their knowledge
and skills throughout their careers.
Mandatory continuing professional development initiatives seek to support and expand upon this
culture of life-long learning, of continuous self-im provement. For m ost lawyers who are
conscientious about keeping their knowledge and skills current, they would find that MCPD does
not cr eate a dditional lea rning requir ements. For these lawyers a m andatory p rogram will on ly
entail an added reporting obligation. Mandatory continuing professional development is not only
about making the incompetent better, but increasing the competence of all lawyers.
The introduction of MCPD is prem ised on assu ring both the public and th e profession that the
Law Society is committed to establishing, maintaining and enhancing standards of legal practice
in the Pro vince. At the sam e tim e, we want to im plement a program that will be as
straightforward and stream lined as reasonably po ssible for lawyers, legal education providers
and the Law Society, wherein lawyers will be able to se lect the type of learning that best suits
them and their practices.
The primary recommendations for the New Brunswick MCPD program are as follows:
•

Twelve (12) hours of mandatory continuing ed ucation/ professional developm ent annually
(January 1 – Decem ber 31) is a reasonable exp ectation of lawyers given the im portant and
serious tasks and roles with which w e are entrusted by our clients and/or employers. Twelve
hours equates to roughly two full days of education or professional development per year.

•

It may be possible to carry over som e or all of the hours earned in excess of 12 annually to
the following year, with the following year’s requirement being reduced accordingly.

•

The Law Society, at th is time, will not im plement mandatory areas o r topics which must be
undertaken, which allows m embers m ore leeway or control in the direction of their
educational activities, allowing them to choos e the areas which they feel would be m ost
relevant or beneficial to their individual practices. It is possible that m andatory education
may be required in the f uture when there is significant legisla tive ch ange in an area of
1

practice, or when there are significant areas of risk identified which may require protection of
the public, for exam ple, for m embers opening trust accoun ts for the first tim e or opening a
practice as a sole practitioner.

•

Several provinces recommend lawyers undertak e 50 hours annually of self-study, exclusive
of structured educational activities, sim ply to stay current with the law. Self-study would be
counted toward the m andatory 12 hours, up to a m aximum of two (2 ) hours annually, with
the exceptio n of specific publicatio ns, article s or reports that the Law Society of Ne
w
Brunswick encourages m embers to read, wherei n it would be possible to specify a “credit
hour” allowance for that piece, which coul
d be counted over and above the standard
maximum t wo hours for self-s tudy. Mem bers w ill repo rt, at year end, how m any hours of
self-study they have completed; with fifty (50) hours being the recommended amount.

•

The MCPD program will b e based on a broa d range of educational activ ity, ex tending
beyond courses currently offered by CLE providers . The subject m atter of these activities
will be elig ible for “credit hours” provided th e subject m atter of the activ ity contain s
sufficient intellectual or practical co ntent, with the prim ary objective of increas ing lawyers’
professional com petence: substan tive/ proced ural knowled ge; lawyering skills (advocacy ,
research, communication, etc.); and survival skills (practice management, time management,
wellness, etc.). Credit hours will be available for:
o Participation in courses:
 In person, teleconference, or online “r eal-time” courses, stream ing video
and web courses (provided there is an opportunity to ask questions);
 Two or more lawyers reviewing together a previously recorded course;
 Post-LLB degree programs
o Teaching:
 To audience prim arily com posed of lawyers, paraleg als, or law/ar ticling
students;
 3 hours of credit for each hour taught (no credit for repeat teaching of
content);
 Credit av ailable on ly for volunteer/ part-tim e teach ing, not regular
employment;
 Includes teaching legal skills training courses
o Writing:
 Law books/articles for publication or us
Course);
2

e in course m aterials (i.e., B ar

 Credit based on actual tim e to produce final product, to m ax 6 hours per
product;
 Credit available only for volunt
eer/ part-tim e writing, not regular
employment;
 Credit in addition to teaching
o Study Groups:
 Attendance in group setting at edu cational ses sion in law fir m, legal
department, governm ent agency or “i n-house” activities with at least 2
participants – m ay be by telephone- cr edit hours are actu al time spent at
meeting, excluding time unrelated to MCPD educational activities;
 Attendance at editorial advisory board meetings for legal publications;
 Does not include file-specific activity as part of regular practice;
 Lawyer has adm inistrative responsibili ty for m eeting and lawyer chairs
meeting;
 No credit f or tim e spent reading m aterials, handouts, before or after
session;
 No credit where pred ominantly a soci al ga thering witho ut educatio nal
purpose;
 Includes “Lunch and Learns”
o Local Bar and Other Meetings with an Educational Purpose:
 Credit hours given for actual time spent on educational activities;
 At least 2 lawyers participating, including by telephone
o On-line:
 Time spent participa ting in onlin e “ real tim e” courses, s treaming video
and web courses
o Self Study:
 Maximum 2 hours of credit out of
12, unless subject to above-noted
exception;
 Includes reading legal journals, publications, newsletters, etc.;
 Includes audio, video or online courses, viewing listservs, online databases
or media such as CD Roms
•

Mandatory annual reporting by m embers of MCPD activities undertaken. A new Law
Society database com ponent should be in place which will allow m embers, through a
confidential website lin k, to log o n to the ir o wn m ember page to up date th eir p ersonal
information, including their MCPD profile, al lowing m embers to track their progress and
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remaining required hou rs. This database add-o n is expecte d to have th e capability to send
reminders to m embers rega rding their rem aining requirements. Pap er repo rting will be
available for those members who do not wish to use electronic means.
•

Failure to com plete MCPD requirem ents by D ecember 31 of the calen dar year wo uld mean
that the member is in breach of the Rules. Member could be granted an extension to complete
the requirements by April 1 of the following year, upon payment of $200 late fee. Time spent
on completing the r equirements during this thre e month extension per iod will be acc redited
toward only the prior year’s requirements, not the current year’s requirements.

•

If member does not m eet requirements by Apri l 1, could be suspended for non-compliance.
Before suspension issued, member would receive 60 day notice of impending suspension and
could app ly to Law So ciety or M CPD Committ ee, which in its dis cretion, wher e spec ial
circumstances exist, may order that member not be suspended or delay suspension.

•

Exemptions given for m embers not practicing (i .e., parental / m edical leave), for mem bers
who com pleted the Ba r Adm ission Course duri ng tha t calenda r year , and any addition al
exceptions as granted by the Law Society of MCPD Committee or on a case by case basis.

•

Requirements are pro-rated for m onths in wh ich m ember is not practicing (1 credit hour
required per month or partial month member is in practice per calendar year)

The Law Society has a comm itment to ensu ring that lawyers tre at th eir continuing education
responsibilities seriously and to encourage lawyers to engage in career-long lear ning. MCPD
will permit the Law Society of New Brunswick to develop a comprehensive, strategic approach
to prom oting the excellence and com
petence of lawyers through pos t-call learning and
information support.
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HAS THE TIME ARRIVED FOR MANDATORY CONTINUING
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN NEW BRUNSWICK?

BACKGROUND
The topic of Mandatory Con
tinuing Education or Mandatory
Continuing Professional
Development has been at the foref ront of m any debates in recent y ears am ongst num erous
professions. Mandatory Continuing Educati
on or Continuing Professional D
evelopment
(“MCE/PD”) denotes a program of continuing e ducation requirements, the com pletion of which
is compulsory in order for professionals to be au thorized to continue to practice their profession.
Many professions, in New Bruns wick and thr oughout the country, have well established
mandatory continuing education or professional development regimes in place.
There is an increasing trend of concern regarding the accountabil ity of all organizations that
serve the public, and of professions in particul ar. Som e pr eviously self-regulated professions
have become subject to standards legislated by provincial governm ents, including m andatory
continuing education or professi onal developm ent. Governm ents are advising professions that
continuing education is a necessary part of their mandate.
In addition to increasing scrutiny from governments, there is a growing tendency across Canada
for the public to question why the legal professi on does not require MCE/PD , particularly when
so m any other professions do. Globally, there is
an ever-increasing emphasis on prom oting
professional quality.
Nationally, the legal profession, to date, has seem ingly lagged behind other professions in terms
of determ ining the requirem ents for continuing e ducation or professional developm ent, and in
implementing appropriate regimes.
Scrutiny of the lega l p rofession’s inaction in this rega rd will only in crease over tim e. Our
options rem ain two- fold: do nothing until we are told what to do, thereby potentially
jeopardizing som e of our rights to self govern; or deal with th e situation upfront, on our own
terms, with an appropriate regime designed for and by lawyers.
The Law Society of New Brunswick is comm itted to the c ontinued self-regulation of the legal
profession while establishing the hi ghest of standards to uphold and protect the public interest in
the administration of justice and to ensure the greatest competence in its members.
In its first strategic planning session, undertaken by the Law Society and its Council in January
2007, Quality Im provement, m ore particularl y, Continuing Legal Education and Qualit
y
Assurance was highlighted as the number one priority to be addr essed by the Society in the next
several years.
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Developing a program of post-call education for all lawyers was seen as the nex t logical step in
promoting overall enhancem ent of quality in th e practice o f law. A program of m andatory
continuing education/ professional development as a condition of permitting lawyers to continue
to practice law is an i mportant aspect of that enhancement. The purpose of this paper is to
explore the idea of Mandatory Continuing Educ ation / Professional Developm ent, “MCE/PD”,
including outlining the available options for the development of such a program, ideas regarding
the difficulties such a program may pose, as we ll as som e recommendations to be discussed by
Council. Ultimately, the determining factor will likely be whether it is in the public interest that
such a program be implemented in New Brunswick.
For the re mainder of this pape r the term Mandatory Continuing Professional Developm ent
(“MCPD”) will be use d to descr ibe a progra m consistin g not only of additiona l education
requirements, but of a myriad of possible activities, all of which contribute to one’s professional
development.

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
Once a law yer is ca lled to th e Ba r, the Law So ciety p rovides no ed ucation pro gram that the
lawyer may follow to guide his or her developm ent. The app lication of knowledge is crucial to
gaining competence. Sk ills may be picked up th rough practice, though there is a danger that if
proper skills are not established early on, a lawyer will only continue to develop poor skills.
Part of being a member of a profession includes the commitment to continuous learning. On the
job learning is only one for m of education and ought to be supplem ented by learning through
other environments.
Most lawyers currently avail of th e numerous opportunities for professional developm ent within
their fields. The vast m ajority of lawyers understand the value of undertaking continuing
professional developm ent activities, for mal or in formal, whether they ar e subject to reporting
requirements or simply for their own benefit. MCPD initiatives seek to support and expand upon
this culture of life-long learning, of continuous self improvement.
Lawyers must contribu te to th e protection of the adm inistration of justice by continuing to
enhance their competency, by continuing to deve lop their knowledge and skills throughout their
careers, so they can do an increasingly better job representing their clients.
The law sometimes changes very rapidly. There can be a substantial overhaul of an entire legal
regime based on a single case. It can be very
easy to fall behind and, as a result, provide a
disservice to yourself as a professional as well as to your clients. It is vital for lawyers to keep up
with changes in the legal world, to keep fully educated and knowledgeable. Lawyers must accept
that continuing their education is not an option, but an obligation to maintain and enhance their
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competence, both as a m atter of professional re sponsibility and as a marketplace necessity.
Lawyers should seek to im prove their com petence on an ongoing basis in order to facilitate
optimum performance in each matter.
It is vital that lawyers m eet their ongoing oblig ation of continuing education and professional
development. For most lawyers who are conscientious about keeping their knowledge and skills
current, they would find that MC PD does not create additional learning requirements. For these
lawyers a mandatory program will only entail an added reporting obligation. For those who d o
not undertake professional devel opment through a broad range of e ducational activity, they m ay
not be providing themselves with sufficient professional development to remain current or on the
cutting edge of new developments in the law.
Part of the Law Society’s responsibility in protec ting the public interest in the adm inistration of
justice is to estab lish standards for the educatio n of lawyers. Quality of work is not som ething
the Law Society tends to see until it becom es incom petence, as com petence is not regula rly
monitored. Entry level com petence is tes ted, but af ter th at th ere is no com petence testing.
However, a MCPD regim e is not intended to measure com petence. The goal is to provide
professional development tools for improvem ent so marginal lawyers can becom e good lawyers
and good lawyers can becom e e xcellent lawyers. MCPD is not only about m
aking the
incompetent better, but increasing the competence of all lawyers.
The Law Society has a comm itment to ensu ring that lawyers tre at th eir continuing education
responsibilities seriously and to encourage lawyers to engage in career-long learning. We are all
now life-long learners. MCPD will perm it the Law Society of New Brunswick to develop a
comprehensive, strategic approach to prom oting the excellence and com petence of lawyers
through post-call learning and information support.
Implementing MCPD, which aim s to i mprove the availability of educational and professional
development resources and the re levance of those res ources to individual practitioners, best
meets the post-call education com ponent of the goals of the Law Society in ensuring lawyers
provide competent services. Implementing such a program should demonstrate to the public that
it may have confidence that lawyers are com petent, honest & ethical, and will also help the Law
Society m eet public exp ectations th at it is doin g all it can to ensure lawyers are com petent in
areas of the law in which they p ractice, cons istent with its statutory ma ndate. This, in turn, is
expected to enhance th e quality of service s pr ovided by lawyers and theref ore improve the
standing of the profession in the community. At the sam e time, it wi ll bring itself more in lin e
with what other self-governing professionals do within the province.
The Law Society must ensure that lawyers are n ot only competent to practice law, b ut that they
also do so ethically and that th ey are able to m anage their practices. A solid ability to m anage
one’s practice is a key com ponent of a lawye r’s ability to practice law com petently and
effectively. While keeping up with changes in the law is important, it is equally as important for
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lawyers to have good practice m
anagement skills and an understanding of professional
responsibility issues. Most com plaints m ade against law yers are of professional m isconduct.
Lack of knowledge of these areas can give rise to serious regulatory consequences and can affect
the public’s confidence in lawyers and in the administration of justice overall.
In im plementing such a program it is im perative to foster the feeling of necessity of MCPD
among the m embers so they do not sim ply consider such a regim e as the Law Society forcin g
more and more upon the m embership. Lawyers must be encouraged to desire to take a program
because it would be us eful to th eir practice an d to their d evelopment as a lawyer, not sim ply
because they must.
The experience in other jurisd ictions that have implem ented MCPD is that the in itial resentment
on the part of the members dissipates quickly and MCPD soon becomes an accepted norm of the
requirements of being a lawyer.
The nature of the requirem ents of a MCPD regim e should be m odest enough that lawyers will
view them as reasonable and, furtherm ore, as not likely to increase the cost of legal services
overall (as most lawyers alre ady undertake at least 12 hours of
continuing education or
professional development annually).
In orde r to articula te, implem ent and evaluate a MCPD regim e, the Law Society must turn its
attention to providing members with ways to as sess their o wn level of com petence, as well as
providing them with increased educational opportunities.
It is vital to make such a program accessible and valuable to all lawyers, including:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Lawyers in large firms;
Newly admitted lawyers;
10 – 15 year lawyers (it is largely knowing what these lawyers ar e undertaking for their
education that allows the Law Society to
identify what type(s ) of education w ould
enhance and maintain member competence);
Those who practice in specialized areas (i.e., real property, tax, family, etc.);
Those who handle trust accounts;
Sole practitioners; and
Lawyers in small to medium sized firms

The majority of problems that lawyers encoun ter are related more to their ab ility, or inability, to
manage their practice than not knowing the law. Examples include:
•
•
•
•

Dealing with client expectations;
Managing the retainer and accounts/invoices (the business of law);
Communicating effectively and in a timely manner (with clients and colleagues);
Professional conduct; and
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•

Ethics

The MCPD regime must therefore:
•
•
•

Foster a regular reflective practice of self assessment for lawyers;
Offer education to enhance skills and expos e lawyers to new ways of doing/ m anaging
their practice; and
Create a framework for monitoring for risk to ensure quality within the legal profession.

Learning is accom plished in a variety of ways and at a variety of levels . W hat is important is
that the lawyer continues to develop his or her knowledge and skills throughout his or her career.
Education must be thought of as a continuum. Lawyers must take time to consider and plan their
professional development. In fact, the MCPD pr ogram is designed to pr omote excellence in th e
profession by requiring lawyers to turn their minds to their own continuing development.
We want education/ professional development activities to be:
•
•
•
•
•

Relevant to the professional needs of lawyers;
Pertinent to long term career interests as a lawyer;
In the interests of the employer and the lawyer;
Related to the professional ethics and responsibilities of the lawyer; and
To contain significant substantive, technical, practical or intellectual content

The Law Society does not support or recom mend the developm ent of a si mplistic program
requiring lawyers to take a cert ain number of hours of course study based only upon the current
availability of CLE program s. Education takes m any for ms and is offered by m any providers.
Education will con tinue to be of fered by a d iverse g roup of provider s and m ust be of fered in
increasingly diverse delivery methods.
The Law Society believ es that a M CPD program can accomplish the goal of ensuring a wider
variety of professional education resources that are eas ily available & r elevant to la wyers at all
stages of their practices. Such a p rogram will also ensure that lawyers u se education resources.
Lawyers will ben efit b y having a wider a rray of resourc es ava ilable to as sist th em in their
practice. T he public will b enefit by being assured that there is a comm itment with in th e
profession to the establishment, promotion and improvement of the standards of legal practice in
the Province by ensuring that, throughout the stages of one’s career, a la wyer is continuing to
upgrade and augment his or her skills and knowledge.
In short, the introduction of MCPD is prem ised on assuring both the pu blic and the profession
that the Law Society is committed to establishing, maintaining and enhancing standards of legal
practice in the Province . At the sa me tim e, we want to implem ent a program that will be a s
straightforward and stream lined as reasonably po ssible for lawyers, legal education providers
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and the Law Society, wherein lawyers will be able to se lect the type of learning that best suits
them and their practices.

ARGUMENTS IN FAVOUR AND AGAINST MCPD
There are m any who do not feel that MCP D pr ograms are necess ary or worthwhile. The
arguments in favour and against MC PD are the same nationally and must be understood in order
to decide what might be done in terms of implementing a program. They are as follows:
(a) Arguments in Favour of MCPD:
• Mandatory continuing professional developm ent raises professional competence by exposing
lawyers to new developments and renewing basic knowledge and skills. Law is in constant flux –
therefore requiring law yers to ta ke continuing education is necessa ry to ensure lawyers ke ep up
with the law and remain competent;
• All lawyers would benefit from exposure to new developments in theory and practice contained
in well-designed programs;
• Mandatory continuing professional developm ent programs dem onstrate to the pub lic tha t th e
legal profession is resolved to combat com petency concerns and that it is comm itted to uphold
and protect the public interest in the adm inistration of justic e by establishing standards for
education;
• For lawyers who find practice pressures deter them from taking continuing education programs
(even for those who enjoy them when they can find the time to take them), mandatory continuing
professional development will provide a positive incentive to take time out to engage in post-call
education/ professional development activity that they may not otherwise undertake;
• Young la wyers, tasked with large volum es of work, will not feel uncom fortable asking firm s
for time off to attend ed ucational or professional developm ent activities or reques ting that th eir
firms cover their cost, given that MCPD is mandatory;
• Extra funds from mandatory continuing professional development programs would improve the
quality and quantity of continuing education
programs and would assist providers of such
programs to devote more time and resources to develop more effective programs;
• Recertification based on continu ing professional develo pment is preferable to period ic reexamination;
• Som e evidence tha t lawyers in jurisd ictions with m andatory continuing professional
development believe it increases competency;
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• The Law Society will clearly ar ticulate its ex pectations to la wyers and the public concerning
MCPD which will f urther em phasize the im portance tha t such educ ation plays in assur ing
competence in its members;
• Online and technology-based continuing e
ducation is expanding quickly throughout the
Province, thereby enhancing access by reducing geographic and time barriers;
• The regime is based on credits broadly categor ized and therefore read ily attainable by lawyers
regardless of their location;
• Many other jurisdictions and m ost, if not all, other profe ssions in New Brunswick have
mandatory continuing professional developm ent programs – how do we e xplain to the public
why we do not?
(b) Arguments Against MCPD:
• There does not appear to be any em pirical ev idence proving that participation in m andatory
continuing professional development actually improves lawyer competence;
• It may be expected that lawyers will resent the requirement. Forcing people to take courses may
interfere with their desire to learn;
• Only a small perc entage of lawye rs a re tru ly in competent – it is theref ore unfair to force all
lawyers to comply with a program designed to remedy the problems of a few;
• Mandatory continuing professional developmen t m ay simply be a facile response to public
concern, and therefore be no m ore than superficial window-dressi ng that do es n ot ac tually
address lawyers with serious com petency problems. It is very difficult to teach practical skills,
proper m anagement and good judgm ent. Mandatory continuing professi onal developm ent m ay
therefore actually mislead the public into believ ing that all lawyers are current and com petent in
their field of practice, which may not be the case;
• Standard m andatory continui ng professional developm ent programs do not differentiate
between types or modes of learning;
• Mandatory continuing professional developm ent plans are expensive, b oth for the regulato r in
administering, and f or the pra ctitioner in a ttending due to program fe es, tr avel co sts, and lo st
productivity resulting from time spent away from the office;
• The cost of legal services m ight increase de pending upon the increase, if any, of Law Society
fees and cost of mandatory participation in courses.
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AUTHORITY FOR MANDATORY CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
It is part of the Law Society’s responsibility in protecting the public interest in the administration
of justice to establish standards for the education of lawyers.
Section 5 of the Law Society Act, 1996, c. 89 (1996) states:
PART 2
Objects
5.

It is the object and duty of the Society
a.
b.
c.
d.

to uphold and protect the public interest in the administration of justice,
to preserve and protect the rights and freedoms of all persons,
to ensure independence, integrity and honor of its members,
to establish standards of education, professional responsibility and competence of its
members and applicants to membership,
e. to regulate the legal profession, and
f. subject to paragraphs (a) to (d), to uphold and protect the interests of its members.
Many are of the opinion that in order to fulfill these objects and duties, a system to ensure that all
lawyers continue to learn, increase their ove rall knowledge and expand upon their professional
development is required. As previously noted , the Law Society of New Brunswick, with its
Council, considered this subjec t in their strategic planning session in 2007 and identified
Continuing Legal Education and Quality Assurance as worthy of in-depth examination.
A continuing legal education or professional
developm ent program is, in fact, already
contemplated by the Law Society Act, 1996, at sections 16 and 31:

PART 4
Powers of Council
16(1) Council shall govern and administer the affairs of the Society.

16(2) Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Council may
…
(n)

establish, administer, maintain and operate a system of legal education, including
12

(i)

the se tting of academ ic require ments for the enrolm
admission of members,

(ii)

the operation of a bar admission course,

ent of stude nts-at-law a nd the

(iii) the operation of a system of continuing legal education,

(iv) the operation of a s ystem of comp ulsory continuing legal education and require that
every member, unless exempted in w riting by the Executive Director in acco rdance w ith
the rules, attend and successfull y complete a course o f stud y approved b y Council as a
condition of the right to practise law,

(v)

the operation of a program of remedial legal education, and

(vi) the operation of a program of loss prevention and quality assurance

It was further contem plated that participation in such a program be mandated upon lawyers as a
condition precedent to continued membership in the New Brunswick Law Society:

Continuing legal education
31(1) Practising and non-practising m embers sha ll complete such m andatory continuing legal
education programs as prescr ibed by the rules a s a condition of maintaining membership in the
Society.
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PROGRAM OPTIONS
There are a vast array o f possible regim es to pr omote the goals, objects and duties of the Law
Society. Op tions which m ay foster com petence in th e areas in which lawyers p ractise and
encourage ongoing learning include:

A. Mandatory Periodic Retesting
This could entail periodic retesting of all lawyers on certain topics (i. e., legislation and rules
of civil procedure/court; ethics; and professional conduct); or
The periodic retesting of a particular group of
law; family law; corporate law; etc.).

lawyers on lim ited topics (i.e., real property

B. Limited Licensing Provisions
This could entail lim iting a m ember’s licen ce to practice w hen called to the Bar to certain
situations. In orde r to rem ove these lim itations on practice a lawyer would have to take
certain courses or com plete certain activities or program s of study prescribed by the Law
Society, and/or pass an examination on a certain area of law . The Law Society would have
to decide w hat areas of law are amenable to this option an d ensure it is satisf ied with the
courses and educa tional ac tivities availab le. For example, all lawyers registered
as
subscribers to the Land Titles system must take and pass a Land Titles course.

C. Specialist Certification
Lawyers would be designated specialists in va rious areas of law by m eeting prescrib ed
lawyer edu cation standards and /or exam inations. No law yers would be restricted from
practicing in these ar eas, but only those w ho had com pleted the a dditional ed ucational
requirements would receive Law Society designation as specialists.

D. Mandatory Reporting of Voluntary Co
Professional Development

mpletion of Continuing Educ

ation/

There would be no requirement to complete ongoing education activities, however there m ay
be a recom mended number of act ivities tha t lawyers a re enc ouraged to engage in, and a
requirement to report, annually, the educationa l and/or prof essional developm ent activities
actually undertaken. There would be no consequences for not m eeting the recomm ended
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amount of e ducational and/or professional de velopment activities. This is the m iddle ground
solution, lying between the laiss ez-faire app roach of rely ing on law yers to m eet the ir
professional obligations to keep up to date in th e law, and a more interventionist approach of
imposing a regulatory requirement that lawyers must undertake a certain amount of education
annually.

E. Mandatory Continuing Education/ Professional Development
There is an established guideline f or the type s and/or amount of con tinuing education or
professional development activities required to be undertaken by lawyers, annually or over
some greater period of time. It may be left to the lawyers to decide upon or identify subjects
and m odes of education they wish to take, subjects m ay be specified , or there m ay be a
combination of both. There would be m andatory reporting and there may be consequences
for not m eeting the prescribed requ irements in the a llotted tim e. Even within m andatory
continuing education, this can encom
pass num erous components: for mal educational
programs; experiential learning; self-study as we ll as many other formats of learning. There
is considerable leeway for the num ber of hours required and the types of activities that m eet
the criteria to qualify for inclusion in the program.
Some Canadian provinces have in stituted variations of these re gimes, while other provinces and
territories have yet to take any action.
Mandatory continuing education/ professional
development, however, is a relatively new progr am which is currently being considered by
multiple p rovinces. In the next se ction we will exam ine severa l of these MCPD regim es in
greater detail. For a summary of MCPD programs by province/ territory see Appendix 2.

THE BRITISH COLUMBIA MODEL
The most structured MCPD program is the newly instituted program in British Columbia, which
came into effect on January 1, 2009.
British Colum bia originally introd uced a program of mandatory re porting of volunta ry
continuing education in 2004. However, the Law Society of British Colum bia discovered from
the m andatory reports that approxim ately one th ird of all lawyers in the province reported no
continuing education/ professional developm ent. This was particularly true of senior m embers
of the Bar. This was of great concern to the Law Society of British Columbia.
As a result, the Law Society of British Colum bia set out to develop a program
among other things:
•

Serve as a basis for a comprehensive post-call education program;
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which would,

•
•
•
•

Provide for the develop ment of skills as well as knowledge about developm ents in the
law;
Provide resources that are relevant to lawyers at various stages of their careers;
Be based on criteria (o r “cred its”) that ar e broadly categorized and will therefore be
easily attainable by lawyers irrespective of their practice location; and
Be able to e nsure that th e subjects that the Law Society considers to be im portant to the
lawyer’s professional development are addressed, irrespective of market consideration.

The Law Society of British Columbia initially considered four broad options:
1. A program requiring a certain num ber of hour s of study, of which a portion requires the
study of certain subjects;
2. A program of required courses for all lawyers, with the remainder of hours to be made up
of activities individually chosen by lawyers;
3. A program of required courses for certain areas of practice; and
4. A program requiring a certain number of hours of study through approved activities, with
credit for professional developm ent activity not to be lim ited to c ourse study, but to be
extended to a broad range of activities.
Of these options, the prim ary characteristics of the British C olumbia model, as adop ted, are as
follows:
1.

Each practising member of the Law Society of British Columbia must complete not fewer
than 12 hours per year of CPD undertaken in approved educational ac tivities that deal
primarily with the study of law or matters related to the practice of law.

2.

Approved educational activities include:
(a) Traditional Courses and Activities:
•

Attendance, in person, at a course offered by a provider approved by the Law Society;

•

Participation in online “ real tim e” c ourses, streaming video, web and/or teleconference
courses offered by a provider approved by th e Law Society where there is an opportunity
to ask and answer questions;

•

Review, in a group with one or more other lawyers, of a vide o repeat of a course offered
by a provider approved by the Law Society;

•

Completion of an interactive, self study online course offered by a provider approved by
the Law Society, provided that a quiz/testing com ponent is in cluded in the course (it is
not necessary for the lawyer to submit the quiz for review);
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•

Teaching at a course related to law or to the practice of law (including the Bar Admission
Course or CLEs). In the case of teaching, the la wyer is entitled to a credit of three hours
of reporting for each hour taugh t. Credit is not av ailable for rep eat teach ing of
substantially the sam e subject m atter within the sam e reporting year and credit is not
available as part of full-time or regular employment;

•

“Course offered by a provider approved by the Law Society” includes:
any course of fered by the Continuing Legal Education Soc iety of British Columbia, the
Trial Lawy ers’ Assoc iation of Br itish Co lumbia, the Ca nadian Cor porate Cou nsel
Association, the Canadian Bar Association, the Federation of Law Societies of Canada,
or the Law Society of British Columbia;

•

Any course offered by Canadian law schools d ealing primarily with the study of law or
matters related to the practice of law;

•

Any other course, or provider who offers cour ses, dealing primarily with the study of law
or m atters r elated to th e practice o f law, provided that the attendee has obtained prior
approval from the Law Society of British Columbia.
(b) Non-Traditional Activities:

•

Attendance at CBA section meetings;

•

Attendance at a course or other education-related activity offered by a local or county bar
association;

•

Participation in (including teaching at) an edu cation program offered by a lawyer’s firm,
corporate legal departm ent, govern mental ag ency or s imilar en tity, provided th at the
program is offered in a group setting;

•

Participation in a study group of two or m ore provided that the group’s study focuses on
law related activ ities ( including b y telepho ne), provid ed that a law yer has ov erall
administrative responsibility for each m eeting, a lawyer ch airs each meeting, the activity
is not file specific, and credit is not given for gatherings in a social setting;

•

Writing law books or articles relating to the stud y or practice of law for publication or to
be inc luded in cou rse m aterials. Credit is based on actual tim e to produce the final
product, to a m aximum of six hours per writin g project (and is in add ition to cred it for
teaching);

3. Not less than two hours of the required 12 hours of CPD must pertain to any one or any
combination of the following topics:
•

professional responsibility and ethics;
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•

client care and relations;

•

practice management.

4. Each lawyer m ust report to the Law So
ciety the number of hours of approved
professional development activity com pleted over the previous 12 m onth period. Failure
to complete and report the minimum number of required hours will result in a breach of a
Law Society Rule, and may subject the lawyer to sanctions.

Self-Study
A num ber of groups comm ented that lawyer s are very good at inde pendent learning and
independent self-study should therefore be suffi cient for MCPD purposes. The L aw Society of
British Colum bia agreed that s elf-study is important b ut for purp oses of the program it
recommended educatio n where a lawyer is more
likely to be engaged with others is m
ore
preferable for the m inimum 12 hours requirem ent. Self-study is expected to be undertaken in
addition to the MCPD program , and therefore self-study does not count towards the 12 hours
unless undertaken in connection with interactive online courses with a testing component.
The Law Society of British Columbia does not
discount the general im portance of lawyers
engaging in self-study and feel this should be encouraged, and m embers are asked to report the
number of hours per year spent
on voluntary self-study (reading, participating in Listservs,
review of course video, other archived m
aterial etc.); with 50 hours stated to be the
recommended norm.
British Columbia Accreditation Process
1. All reportable credits will be approved by the Law Society in either of two ways:
(i) by pre-approval of the provider; or
(ii) approval (before or after the event) of individual courses and other educational
activities;
2. An individual course or other educational activity offered by a pre-approved provider
does not require further approval unless requested by the provider;
3. Providers are pre-approved and remain pre-approved if they maintain integrity and
quality according to the Law Society standards;
4. Lawyers can individually apply for approval of courses, either before or after the course
or other educational activity takes place, where the course has not otherwise been
approved;
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5. All applications by providers and lawyers will be submitted electronically; and
6. Approvals will be made by Law Society staff.
The Law Society of British Colum bia recommends courses offered by any of the current CLE
providers be recognized, and courses relating to law offered by universities be recognized. Other
courses by other educators could be available for credit, if they have s ubstantial connection to
legal issues. Lawyers should check whether th e course m eets the requirem ents before they
enroll.
Recognizing courses in this m anner avoids ha ving to create a full accreditation system
for
courses & course prov iders, as the L aw Society of British C olumbia is not convinced that a full
accreditation system is necessary at this stage.
Compliance and Reporting Requirements
The Law Society of British Columbia determined that:
1. The CPD requirem ent will be bas ed on the calendar yea r, with the f irst compliance date to be
December 31, 2009 for the 2009 year;
2. Lawyers will log in to the Law Society websit e and click on a link to the program , where they
will be sho wn their ind ividual credits and tim e remaining to com ply with the CPD requirem ent
for the given calendar year. Af ter com pleting a course o r other a ccredited learn ing activ ity,
lawyers can make that addition to their record;
3. The lawyer will be n otified electronica lly by the Law Society of th e approach ing calenda r
deadline and, if the deadline is no t met, will be given an e xtension of 90 days to c omplete the
necessary requirement (in which cas e a late f ee will be char ged). The la wyer will b e suspended
from practic e f or f ailure to com ply within the extended 90 day tim e lim it. Rules will include
provisions and grounds for applying for further extensions;
4. The twelve hour requirem ent is subject to adjustment for entering or re-entering practice m idyear. Members who have been exempt during th e reporting year, but who resum e practising law
within the reporting year, m ust complete one cr edit hour for each full o r partial calendar m onth
in the practice of law;
5. Em bedded ethica l, pr actice m anagement, and c lient c are and rela tions content will com ply
with the tw o hour requirem ent. Providers will also be encouraged to offer non-em
bedded
content.
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Exemptions
1. All m embers of the Law Society with a practic ing certificate, whether full or part-tim e, are
subject to the requirement, with the following exemptions:
(a) Members with a current practicing certifi cate who submit a declaration that they are not
practising law. Exa mples of m embers who m ight submit a declaration that th ey are not
practising law could include:
•
•
•

inactive members;
members on medical or maternity leave;
members taking a sabbatical;

(b) New members who have completed the bar admission program of a Canadian law society
during the reporting year;
(c) A partial ex emption will be available to members who resume practising law within the
reporting year after having been exempt, and new members by way of transfer (subject to
b, above). These members must complete one credit hour for each full or partial calen dar
month engaged in the practice of law;
(d) No exemption will be availab le for being t oo busy (such as a long trial); or p ractice of
law having been in another jurisdiction.
Consequences of Not Completing the Continuing Professional Development Requirement
British Columbia’s amended Rules deal with th e consequences if a lawyer f ails to com plete the
requirement for the year.
Failure to com plete the requirem ent for the year would mean that the lawy er is in b reach of the
Rules. The Rules perm it a lawyer to com plete the requirement after the end of th e year, if th e
requirement is completed prior to April 1 of the following year. The lawyer will then be deemed
to have complied with the requirement. Tim e spent on completing the requirem ent during this
three month extension period will be accredited toward only the prior year’s requirement, not the
current year’s requirement. A late fee of $200.00 must also be paid.
If the requirem ent is not com pleted by April 1, the expiry date of th e extension period, the
lawyer is automatically suspended. However, the lawyer will be given at least 60 days notice that
the lawyer is about to be susp ended for non-completion of the requi rement, and will be able to
apply to th e Practice Standards C ommittee, whic h, in its discre tion wh ere there are special
circumstances, may order that the lawyer not be suspended, or may delay the suspension. As this
notice will be given du ring the p eriod of tim e in which the lawye r m ay still co mplete the
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requirement and be deemed to have complied with the rule, the Committee anticipates that most,
and ideally all, lawyers will simply complete the requirement rather than face suspension.
There is n o specifically word ed author ity in the Britis h Colum bia Legal Pro fession Act
permitting the Benchers to create rules to suspend a lawyer in these cir cumstances, and the Law
Society of British Colu mbia com pares this with the power to crea te rules to suspen d a lawyer
who fails to meet standards of financial responsibility under the Act (i.e., membership fees). The
Law Society of Britis h Colum bia has d etermined that the com bination of th e ru le whic h
authorizes the Benchers to establish and maintain a system of continuing legal education, and the
rule which authorizes the Benchers to make rules for the carrying out of the Act, ought to be read
to perm it the Benchers to crea te a system of CP D that can be enforced in the m ost effective
manner possible, if the approach is principled and fair.
The Law Society of B ritish Columbia has cons idered different m ethods by which to ensure
compliance, and concluded that the “suspension” route is the m ost effective and principled. It is
effective because a sus pension from practice is a considerable conseq uence tha t most lawyers
will want to avoid. It is principled because the goal of the rules ought to be to ensure that lawyers
complete the requirem ent. On the other hand, a m onetary penalty or fine would sim ply enable
lawyers to pay a sum of m
oney to th e Law Society rathe r th an com plete the continuing
professional development requirement, which the Committee concludes is neither an appropriate
nor principled outcom e. The “susp ension” con sequence, as drafted, is also fair b ecause the
lawyer is given ample notice of a suspension, may complete the requirement in the meantime and
be deem ed to have complied with the rule or,
if necessary, be able to apply to the Practice
Standards C ommittee to seek relief from the suspension if there are s pecial circu mstances to
justify such relief.
The British Columbia program was designed to accomplish two desired outcomes:
1. Introduce MCPD for lawyers that meets the goals outlined above; and
2. Ensure that lawyers may meet MCPD requirements in a variety of ways, recognizing that
traditional CLEs can be expensive a nd courses do not always m eet the learning nee ds of
all practitioners (either due to subject m atter or level of experience the course is aim ed
at), the Law Society of British Columbia has worked to identify & include non-traditional
activities through which lawyers may meet the CPD requirements.
The combination of two hours of specific topics required of the 12 recognized the Law Society’s
responsibility to ensure lawyers receive, annually, at least som e education in areas important to
the regu latory respons ibilities that the Law Soci ety m ust prom ote - top ics that the Comm ittee
considers have not been routinely addressed in the voluntary CLE programs.
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The Law Society of British Colum bia f eels th at such a pr ogram is advantageous f or those in
remote areas but feels that the relatively m odest 12 hours of CPD requi rements is attainable,
especially if course providers will have most of their programs available through live webcasts.

THE ONTARIO MODEL
The Law Society of Upper Canada has no MCPD progr am for lawyers already called to the Bar.
There is, however, m andatory reporting of any professional development undertaken. Voluntary
minimum expectations are recommended of
12 hours of CLE and 50 hours of self-study
annually.
The Law Society of Upper Canada has upda
ted its licensing p rocess to inc lude a n ew
professional responsibility and practice course to
be integrated with its articling program .
Furthermore, beginning in 2010, all new lawyers calle d to the Bar in Ontario will be required to
complete 24 hours of com pulsory professional development during their first two years of
practice.
The necess ity for MC E/PD in Ontario is tempered so mewhat by their Certified Specialist
Program, which requires com pliance with specif ied professional developm ent requirem ents in
order to obtain a specialist designation , comprised of the completi on of no less than 12 hours of
CLE per year, in two years immediately preceding the date of application and one additional year
within the past five years. Th is requirement may be m et through participation in CL E programs
or alternative methods such as, but not lim ited to: teaching or lecturing in a course, authoring of
books or articles for publication, post-graduate or other studies, pa rticipating in the development
and/or presentation of CLE program s related to the specialty area, or involvem ent in the
development of policy related to the specialty area.

THE NOVA SCOTIA MODEL
A Continuing Competency Task Force was created in 2006 to make recommendations about how
a continuing com petence regim e could be pr ovided to the Nova S cotia Mem bers of the
Barristers’ Society. This Task Force exam
ined continuing professional developm ent and
determined that a com prehensive competence regime would require attention to three areas: self
assessment, education and quality assurance.
Self Assessment
The Barristers’ Society started from the assumption that lawyers are competen t, and that at their
call to the Bar, new lawyers ar e com petent to the degree they should be. The question then
becomes how to ensure that lawyers continue to be com petent. One of t he ways, and certainly
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the least intrusive way, is to provide lawyers with the tools, standards and other inform ation that
they can use to assess them selves. W hat is re quired here is self-refl ection. The individual
lawyer must make use of the inf ormation the So ciety provides to ass ess for them selves whether
they are maintaining and/or enhancing their competence.
The Task Force outlined numerous options to help lawyers self-assess:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

On-line self assessments that make use of already existing tools in Quebec and Ontario;
A template for a professional development plan for lawyers to use;
Additional questions on the annual m ember re port to find out about m ember plans for
professional development (thereby planting the seed that it is im portant and checking in
as the report is an already existing mandatory requirement);
Offer examples of self-assessm ent that allow people to see how they are already s elfassessing in their work (i.e. feedback);
Begin to capture annual member report data by individual, not anonymously;
NSBS can actively educate lawyers how to self-assess (i.e. easy to offer a session ou tside
the metro area where small firms can come together for a joint session);
Change the role of educators at the Nova
Scotia Barristers’ So ciety from front line
training to facilitators for reflective practice and/or “train the trainer”; and
The Nova Scotia Barristers’ Society could pl ay the ro le of enablin g other edu cators
(CBA, APTLA) in this function

Education
The Task Force was adamant that education takes many forms and is offered by many providers.
As such, it would not recommend that all educati on be offered by the Society alone, nor would it
support a narrow view of what constituted educa tion. It recommended that education be offered
by a diverse group of providers and be offered in increasingly diverse delivery methods.
The Task Force proffered:
•
•

•
•
•

Educational offerings should be based on some form of self assessment in order to ensure
that the sessions be based on learner needs and are therefore relevant;
Openness to different for ms of le arning, use a variety of techniques/models not just
lecture and classroom setting. (i.e. BC model includes in-h ouse training, m entoring, online, etc);
Tailor activities to individual learning needs;
Mandatory as needed, i.e., for a new area of law like the Land Registration Act;
Establish and publish a continuous learning curr iculum that is deve lopmental in nature
and that addresses the issues that arise for lawyers throughout their practice life; and
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•

Create a m arketplace in which oth ers cou ld offer education . The Society cou ld offer
expertise an d assistan ce to identify what is needed rath er than neces sarily being the
deliverer of the education.

Quality Assurance
With respect to Quality Assurance, the Task Force recommended the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Establish law office standards with two components:
o Lawyer/client component
o Law office management component;
Give tools to lawyers at the time of the Annual Member’s Report;
Adapt Quebec/Onta rio Quality Ass urance che cklist f or NS and begin to use it in
the
PRPRS (professional responsibility practice reviews) to devel op a consistent form at for
reports and give us some comfort using it;
Ensure the quality assurance approach is incorporated into the new Land Registration Act
audits; and
In 5 years consider whether a com prehensive quality assurance system is required, which
would include som e form of peer review or mandatory au dit as s een in Ontario and
Quebec.

The Nova Scotia Task Force chose not to require Mandatory Continuing Education/ Professional
Development, rather to recomm end that all m embers of the Society p articipate in at leas t 12
hours of structured CP D annually, and at least 50 self-study hours annually. Structured activity
includes preparation and teachin
g of courses as well as attend
ing courses, including
teleconferences, and other on-line technologies.
There is m andatory rep orting of the continuing education or
annual basis.

professional developm ent on an

The Task Force recom mended that continu ing professional developmen t activities be broadbased and include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Live CLE programs, workshops, conferences, in-house programs;
Telephone CLEs;
Interactive On-line CLEs;
Reading of journals and printed material;
Audio and video tapes and DVDs;
Writing published texts, articles, or licensing process/ CLE materials;
Preparation for and i nstructing in CLE, la w school program s and in-house
training;
Organized discussion groups such as CBA subsection meetings;
General education relevant to the member’s practice; and
Participation in post-LLB education programs.
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The Task F orce did not favour a wide spread
program of m andatory education. Instead, it
believed the Society should continue to collect
data and m onitor lawyers use of current
opportunities, leaving it open to implementing any changes, as n ecessary, based up on the data
collected. The Task Force offered the following principles for consideration:
•

The Society should give serious consideration to implementing mandatory education
when there is s ignificant legislative change that will overhaul an area of practice, as
with the La nd Registra tion Act. Mandatory ed ucation du ring these tim es will ea se the
learning curve and protect the integrity of the system and the public interest. Looking
forward, a com plete overhaul of the current civil pro cedure ru les is one area where
mandatory education would likely be required.

•

The Society also needs to consider impl ementing mandatory education w hen there
are significant areas of ris k that re quire it to protect the public interest . One area
where this has already been done is when a m ember wants to open a tru st account for the
first time. In addition, this m ight be required when members wish to change from public
to private practice or to go back into practice after a lengthy absence. In both Ontario and
British Columbia courses have been created f or these s ituations. A m ember wishing to
go into priv ate practice from public or to return after an absence is requ ired to tak e and
pass a course prior to their return. The Society may also wish to require members who
have m ultiple com plaints th at resu lt in d iscipline to take profession al respons ibility
education or to take some type of remedial education if the issue is member competence.

•

The Society may want to consider requiring mandatory education when/if statistical
data from both professional resp onsibility and/or claims indicates that education is
needed to protect the public interest. Studies and the statistics gathered by the Society
support the fact that the m ajority of problems lawyers encounter are related m ore to their
ability or inability to manage their practice than not knowing the law. Dealing with client
expectations, managing the re tainer, communicating ef fectively and in a tim ely manner
are all thing s that resu lt in com plaints and law suits. W hile it is im portant that lawyers
keep up with the law it is equally im
portant to ensure that they have good practice
management skills. These skills would includ e profession al respons ibility and legal
accounting skills. It is comm on across Canada for lawyers to avoid taking these kin ds of
“soft” courses. If the Society were to dete rmine that members do not engage in this type
of education and continue to have difficulty in this regard there m
ay be a case for
requiring this type of education.

Since 2006, Nova Scotia has m ade certain course s mandatory for lawyers practicing in certain
areas of law, as a result of the recent implementation of new Nova Scotia Civil Procedure Rules.
All practicing m embers and articled clerks m ust take Tier I Civil Procedure Rules training, and
those who reported 20% or more (combined) of civil litigation, administrative, or family law on
their 2008 annual members report and all articled cler ks must take Tier II training. There is also
a mandatory course pertaining to the Land Registration Act for those who practice in the area of
real property.
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THE ALBERTA MODEL
In Alberta, Council of the Law Society agreed th at most lawyers are competent – that only about
five percent pose a risk to the public or
an em barrassment to the profession, therefore a
continuing professional development program should not make the 95 percent, the vast m ajority
of competent lawyers, pay for the other five percent.
After an extensive review and enga ging the servi ces of educational consultants, the consultants
introduced the idea of the Professio nal Development Plans ("PDP"). Professional D evelopment
Plans do not focus on counting hours of progra mming or m andatory hours. PDPs focus on the
professional developm ent needs of each ind ividual lawyer and, to that ex tent, are lawyercentered.
The Law Society of Alberta cam e up with three basi c categories of skills that wer e integral to
professional competence:
•
•
•

Substantive /Procedural knowledge;
Lawyering Skills; and
"Survival Skills" (e.g. practice management, time management).

The Law Society of Alberta developed a basi
c list of continuing professional developm ent
activities which would f all within each of the first th ree categories and identified th e following
activities:
Substantive/ Procedural Knowledge
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attending seminars (including in-house seminars)
Attending CBA subsection meetings
Any committee work involved in studying the common law, legislation, law reform, etc.
Publishing
Teaching
General reading (law reports, articles, etc.)
File-specific reading of a non-routine nature

Lawyering Skills
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advocacy
Research
Writing/drafting
Negotiation, ADR skills
Ethical decision-making skills
Mentoring
Advising/counseling
Client communication
Interpersonal skills
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•
•
•
•

Facilitation skills
Leadership and firm management skills
Presentation skills
Computer /technology skills

Survival Skills
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time management
Marketing
File management
Stress management
Personal practice management
Law firm management

The Alberta Self-Assessment and Planning Process
The Law Society of Alberta dev eloped a 4 -stage approach to the creation of Professional
Development Plans:
1. Review by the lawyer of the Law Society of Alberta MCPD requirements;
2. Performance by the lawyer of a self-assessm ent process. The lawyer will reflect on how
to improve their practice, and review their educational needs on vari ous aspects of their
practice including communication, practice m anagement, etc. The self-assessm ent could
be a series of questions or statem ents to assist in reflections on access ing the appropriate
learning opportunities and resources;
3. The lawyer will dev elop a professional development plan. They will b e asked to d evelop
a plan on how they will im prove in the ar eas iden tified in the ir s elf-assessment and
provide a plan for the resources they will access to complete their learning such as: CBA
sections; practitioner groups; self -study; courses; etc. This will lead to the develop ment
of action items and the creation of a general plan to meet self-improvement goals;
4. At the end of the year, and before the next year’s CPD filing requirem ent, the lawyer
would asses s the past year and whether they have m et their articula ted goa ls in the
previous year. A new professi onal development plan would th en be created for th e next
year.
Both the self-assessment tool and the professional plan tool were designed to be accessed online
(although they could be printed o ff and worked on in hard copy by those who are uncom fortable
using technology). The plan brings forward in
formation from the self-assessm ent tool, and
includes drop-down m enus with all the relevant learning p ossibilities, including non-courses.
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The Law Society of Alberta reached a consensus on the following with respect to how to regulate
this initiative:
• This initiative applies to all active members resident in Alberta;
• The plan needs to be com pleted annually, in w riting. Most lawyers will com plete the
Self-Assessment tool and professional deve lopment plan and access th e Resource Bank
Online. However, the process should be able to be translated to a written (hard copy)
form for those who are not comfortable using technology;
• The professional developm ent plan need not be filed with the Law Society of Alberta or
any other agency; however, a copy must be ke pt by the member for some period of tim e
and produced on demand;
• The professional development plan that is com pleted and ke pt will not include the selfassessment tool worksheet;
• The lawyer will check a box on one of the annual filing forms to the effect that the annual
professional development plan is completed;
• In the second and subsequent year, there will be a box (or a declaration) to the effect that
all or some of last year’s professional development activities were completed. The report
on the preceding year will in effect become part of the professional development plan for
the next year;
• Plans will b e reviewed on a risk basis – that is, if a m ember’s competence or cond uct is
under any kind of review, the plans may be demanded and reviewed
• There will be no spot audits on professional development plans other than what occurs
through existing Law Society review s (Practi ce Review, complaints or conduct, or any
other review process the Law Society may adopt, e.g. practice assessments); and
• There might be a fine in the future for failure to declare.
The Law Society of Alberta contem plates a very light regulatory scheme. It is designed to be
easy and inexpensive to m aintain, and to be m inimally intrusiv e for m embers. The lack of
measurement is intentional. H ours can be m easured, but that does not m easure learning, and
learning is not equiv alent to co mpetence. The Law Society of Alberta f
eels th at the
administrative cost of accreditation, measurement and enforcement of MCPD is no t the best use
of the Law Society’s resources.
The Law Society of Alberta decid ed not to ad opt a m andatory attendance at continuing legal
education courses. The Law Soci ety of Alberta is of the opi
nion that m ost lawyers do a
remarkable job of keeping on top of the law and
practice in their particular fields by reading
relevant journals and papers, s ubscribing to web-based update se rvices, researching the law for
particular client f iles, p articipating in their loc al bar assoc iation activities and program s, and
attending online or in-person continuing legal education programs.
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The Law Society of Alberta believ es that the vast m ajority of lawyers understand the value of
undertaking continuing professional development activities, whether formal or informal, whether
subject to reporting requirements or simply for their own b enefit. The MCPD initiative seeks to
support and expand upon this culture of continui ng professional developm ent, continuous selfimprovement. The MCPD initia tive also creates an accou ntability reg ime so that the Law
Society of Alberta, as the regulator of the legal profession, can satisfactorily answer the question:
“What is the Law Society doing to ensure that lawyers co ntinue to de liver high quality lega l
services”?
The Law Society of Alberta cons iders that th e Alberta p rocess has tw o advantages over the
current process where a lawyer cho oses courses from brochures that show up in the m ail from
time to time:
•
•

It is intentional as opposed to a response to CLE brochures, and adults learn better when
learning is self-directed; and
Lawyers have a huge range of options to choos e from in terms of courses and non-course
activities

RECOMMENDATIONS
A. WHICH OPTION TO DEVELOP?
There are two main purposes of the MCPD:
1. Accountability; and
2. The enhancement and strengthening of the culture of continuous learning
It is the opinion of the author that MCPD programs contribute to lawyer competence and benefit
the public and the profession by assu ring that lawyers remain current with respect to the law, the
obligations and standards of the profession, and the management of their practices.
In reality, most lawyers understan d the n ecessity of MC E/PD program s in achieving th ese
purposes, and want to do their part in the promotion of these two purposes.
The Law Society of New Brunswick m ust therefor e consider what can be done to address the
wants and needs of the m ajority of lawyers wh o are com petent but who wish to enhance their
skill and pr oficiency and, at the s ame time, do wh at is nec essary to en hance the c ompetency of
those lawyers who either do not realize that their level of competency is insufficient or those who
do nothing, although they realize their skills and knowledge require improvement.
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Of all the regimes examined, the author is of the view that the British Columbia model would be
the r egime most suited to the atta inment of the objects and duties of th e Law Society of New
Brunswick, in conjunction with the above noted purposes.
No m atter how m uch we know, how good we are at what we do and how long we have been
good at it, all members still need to learn and gro w- not just because law and practice are always
changing, b ut becau se we need to keep growing and learning to stay in terested and m entally
sharp.
For a summary of the recomm endations for a mandatory continuing professional developm ent
program in New Brunswick see Appendix 3.

-

MCPD Time Requirements

Twelve (12) hours of mandatory continuing education/ professi onal developm ent annually is a
reasonable expectation of lawyers given the im portant and serious tasks and roles with which we
are entrusted by our clients and/ or employers. Twelve hours equa tes to roughly two full days of
education or professional development per year. That is surely not too much to ask of a group of
professionals afforded the respect and recognition such as lawyers expect to be afforded.

-

Mandatory Areas/ Topics

Is th ere a n ecessity to m ake certain areas or topics m andatory? For ex ample, do we want to
implement British Columbia’s requirement that at least two hours m ust pertain to a com bination
of professional responsibility and ethics; client care and relations ; and/or practice m anagement?
Do we want to m andate certain skills development for newly admitted lawyers? Do we want to
mandate specific cou rses for specif ic practice areas, or for certai n situations such as opening a
sole practice or opening a first trust account?
This would allow the L aw Society to determ ine which skills and subje cts it cons iders lawyer s
need to study (i.e., ones not m et well by lawy ers o r wher e the re is r eal or per ceived lack of
knowledge of an issue). Judges a nd senior pract itioners could provide feedback to the Law
Society of areas where they feel lawyers need to improve their skills an d/or competence. Such
programs would also allow the use of judges and/or senior practitioners as teachers, where credit
is given for teaching younger la wyers the necessary skills and knowledge in various practice
areas.
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We m ust first exam ine what professional dev elopment services and m aterials are curren tly
available to lawyers. At presen t, there appear to be few CLEs offered on the subject of ethics
and professionalism. As such, it would likely be necessary for the LSNB to either develop and
offer such courses or request others to do so, in which case the LSNB would likely be required to
approve or accredit the course or activity.
A lack of m andatory areas of st udy would also allow lawyers m ore leeway o r contro l in the
direction of their educational activities, allowing them to choose the areas which they feel would
be most relevant or beneficial to their individual practices.
The author is of the op inion that u ntil the ed ucational a ctivity of ferings have in creased, no
mandatory areas or topics be included in the requir ed hours. This would, of course, be subject to
amendment as th e MCPD program de velops and evolves. For ex ample, if sta tistics show a
higher risk for incompetence in specific areas, it may be necessary to develop mandatory courses
for those who practice in that ar ea of law in order to pro tect the pub lic inte rest. Mandato ry
education m ay be required when there is signif icant le gislative ch ange that will ess entially
overhaul an area of practice. Eventu ally, mandatory courses may be developed if considered to
be in the public interest in specific instances, i.e., for lawyers opening a sole practice or lawyers
opening trust accounts for the first time.
The Law Society of New Brunswick m ust priori tize th e areas in which MCPD i s needed to
support the public interest and the m embership, and identify these for Council (i.e., from a riskanalysis standpoint). It is
equally im portant to ensure th at m embers have good practice
management skills, including prof essional resp onsibility and accounting skills. It is reported
nationally that it is common to avoid taking these types of courses.
If, after review, concerns develop regarding the nature or usefulness of the education taken or
offered, or it becom es evident that there are bett er ways to ensure com petence, ref orms to the
program may have to be considered.

-

Self-Study

Should self-study be included in the requisite 12 hours of c ontinuing education or professional
development? Several provinces suggest a r ecommended amount of 50 hour s annually of selfstudy, in ad dition to structured edu cational activities, simply to stay cu rrent of dev elopments in
the law. This am ount would be comprised of on ly one hour of study per w eek. It is doubtful if
there are any lawyers who do not spend at least this amount of tim e on self-study, whether by
virtue of reading texts, caselaw, print materials and publications such as the National, Canadian
Lawyer, The Lawyers Weekly, or other legal journals and pub lications, or by viewing listservs,
on-line databases or m edia such as CD Roms, videotapes and audi otapes. The entire purpose of
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the MCPD program could be comprom ised if ever y lawy er s imply fulf illed his or her annu al
requirements by declaring that they spent 12 hours in self-study.
Consequently, the author would recommend that se lf-study be counted toward the m andatory 12
hours, up to a maximum of two (2) hours annually.
However, if there are s pecific pub lications, arti cles or rep orts that the Law Society of New
Brunswick encourages members to read, it cou ld be possible to specify a “cred it” allowance for
that piece, which could then be co unted over and above the standard m aximum t wo hours for
self-study.
Members will report, at year end, how many hours of self-study they have completed; with fifty
(50) hours being the recommended amount.

-

Professional Development Plans

Should individual professional developm ent plans be mandated and, if so, should they be
required to be subm itted to the Law Society ? Self-reflection is a n ecessary pa rt of one’s
professional developm ent. W ithout reflecti on upon one’s goals, expect ations and desires it
becomes very difficult to move forward towards these ideals.
Every m ember should, of their o wn accord, al ready hav e a professional develo pment plan,
whether it is outlined in their head, o n paper or neatly scheduled into their PDA. There are self
assessment tools availab le to assist in the cr eation of a professional developm ent plan, which
should be m ade available to the m embers to help them decide in which areas of their practice
they would like to in crease their co mpetency, knowledge and skills, an d how to go about doing
so.
Creation of a professional developm ent plan, although suggested, will not be m andatory. The
Law Society of New Brunswick’s website shoul
d be updated to include tem
plates for a
professional development plan, as well as self-assessment tools to assist in the creation of same.

B. OVER WHAT PERIOD OF TIME MAY CREDITS BE OBTAINED?
Based on the requirem ent of 12 ho urs of continuing education/ professional developm ent, one
year seem s a m ore than adequate reporting peri od in which to am ass the requis ite e ducational
activity. Twelve hours of educa tional activity re presents approximately two full days per year
involved in continuing education/ professional development.
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There may be tim es when a m ember undertakes in excess of 12 hours of continuing education/
professional development annually. In such a case it may be possible to carry over some or all of
the hours earned in excess of
12 annually to the following year , with the following year’s
requirement being reduced accordingly.
However, th ere m ay arise from ti me to tim e unforeseen circum stances that p revent a m ember
from completing the requisite am ount of educatio n/ professional developm ent within one year.
What should be the result in such a case? In such a case, for example, an extended illness, it may
be possible to grant an extension in order to permit the additional hours of educational activity to
be undertaken. We will deal with this in more detail in section D.

C. HOW LAWYERS MAY OBTAIN CREDIT (INCLUDED ACTIVITIES)
In m ost cases the focus for MCPD becom es m andatory attendance at CLEs, which is easily
demonstrated and quantified. W e want to avoid this. Th e goal is to have m ore m eaningful
professional developm ent initiatives: extend ing beyond courses currently offered by CLE
providers, and not lim ited only to legal studies, but extending to other areas of professional
development such as communications courses and language training.
Most Law Societies are also abandoning the notion that MCPD means exclusively classroom
learning. Many now recognize a bro ad range of activities, from teaching and writing to in-house
educational sessions and professional seminars. At present, it is not simply traditional lawyering
skills such as trial adv ocacy and research that lawyers are being urg ed to study. Many La w
Societies are now pushing practice survival skills such as time management and client relations.
The lis t of included ac tivities sha ll genera lly f all within the three (3) b asic c ategories of skills
integral to professional competence:
•
•
•

Substantive/ procedural knowledge;
Lawyering skills (advocacy, research, etc.); and
Survival skills (practice management, time management, wellness, etc.)

It is vital to expand the types of activities through which members can obtain credit, and to have
offerings from all th ree areas. CL Es are onl y one way of learning a nd there are m any other
professional activities that can generate learning. The MCPD program should therefore be based
on a broad range of educational activity.
It is im portant to continue to ask: what othe r kinds of education can and should be offered t o
enhance and maintain lawyer com petence? Law So cieties must offer a wide range of education
and continue to work toward increasing the numb er and type of educati onal activity offerings.
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That being said, there is an in creasing nec essity for m ore skill-b ased educational activ ities, as
opposed to simply substantive information.
A new, broa der educational activity approach must be m ore sophisticated in its appreciation of
how adults actually learn and m ore cognizant of lawyers’ lives. For exam ple, the benefit of
online/ telephone seminars, tutorials, and courses mean a lawyer never has to leave the office to
attend a CLE, thereby resulting no t only in less cost, but allowing the lawyer to join in with
people from m any diffe rent places, thereby bein g exposed to a diverse set of experiences and
opinions. We are all enriched by the exchange of such knowledge.
Not only are new m ethods of delivery required, but educational activities also must not be
limited to s ubstantive legal top ic CLEs, but als o to perfecting m ember competency, which m ay
include language training, communication courses and writing courses.
It should be possible to have a link on the Law Society of New Brunswick website which would
list up coming events that m eet the education al activity c riteria, idea lly with a link to onlin e
registration and paym ent, for increased convenience to members. It is esse ntial to increase, as
much as possible, the online and financial accessibility of MCPD services.
It would be beneficial for the Law Society of New Brunswick to collaborate with the other Law
Societies so that program s offered in another jurisdiction that would be beneficial to Ne w
Brunswick members could be listed on the Law Society of New Brunswick’s website.
The subject m atter of education al a ctivities will m eet the goals of the MCPD regim e, and be
eligible for hours or “credits” provided the subj ect m atter of the activit y contains significant
intellectual or practica l content, with the prim ary objectiv e of increasin g lawyers’ professional
competence: m aterial dealing prim arily with s ubstantive, procedural, ethical, or practic e
management (including client care and relations) matters relating to the practice of law; or other
material which m ay be prim arily designed and focused for lawyers, although it m ay also be
applicable to other professions (such as language training, comm unications courses, and writing
courses), although the overall goal must relate to increasing professional com petence, and not
profit maximization. Activities designed for or target ed towards clients, or topics relating to law
firm m arketing or profit m aximization will not qualify towards the required 12 hours of
educational activity. However, program s on lawyer wellne ss, as it is inextr icably linked with
professional competence, should be counted towards the required 12 hours.
Credits should also be awarde d for educational activ ities undertaken in other provinces and
foreign law or p ractice tha t is dire ctly re lated to th e m ember’s pra ctice, prov ided the subje ct
matter is as outlined above.
The following is a non-exhaustive
regime:

list of activ ities th at will qua lify f or cr edit in the MCPD
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Credit Available for Participation in Courses
Courses will be accredited based on the following criteria:
1. Generally, credit will be given for actual time in attendance at a course;
2. Two or more lawyers reviewing together a previously recorded course will be able to obtain
credit;
3. Credit w ill b e ava ilable f or the actua l time particip ating in onlin e “rea l time” cours es,
streaming video, web and /or teleco nference courses, provided there is an opportunity to ask and
answer questions.
4. Credit may also be earned for participation in post-LLB degree programs.
Credit Available for Education Activities other than Courses
Education other than courses will be available for credit, based on the following criteria:
(i) Teaching
1. The teaching m ust be to an au dience that is prim arily com posed of lawyers, para legals,
articling students and /o r law schoo l students. A ccreditation for teaching will not be available if
it is targe ted prim arily at clien ts, the public, other professions, or students other than law
students;
2. Three hours of credit will be available for each hour taught. If the lawyer is “chairing” a
program, however, the actual tim e spent chairing th e program is all that m ay be reported (not 3
hours per hour of chairing);
3. Credit will only be availabl e f or the f irst tim e the tea ching a ctivity is perf ormed in the
reporting year. Credit will no t be av ailable for repeat teach ing of substantia lly the same subject
matter within the same reporting year;
4. Credit will be availa ble for volunteer or part-t ime teaching only, not as part of full-tim e or
regular employment;
5. Credit will be available for the teaching of legal skills training courses;
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(ii) Writing
Credit will be available for writing as follows:
1. W riting law books or articles that are intended
materials (including Bar Admission Course);

for publication or to be included in course

2. Credit will be based on actual time to produce the final product, to a m aximum of 6 hours per
writing project;
3. Credit will be available f or volunteer or p art-time writing only, not a s a pa rt of f ull-time or
regular employment;
4. The available credit will be in addition to credit available for teaching;
5. No credit will be available for time spent producing PowerPoint materials.
(iii) Study Groups
Credit for study group activity will be available as follows:
1. Attendance in a group setting at an educati
onal session in a law firm , legal departm ent,
governmental agency or similar entity, provided that at least two lawyers are together (including
by telephone) at the same time (“in-house” educational activities);
2. Attendance at editorial advisory board meetings for legal publications;
3. The hours available for credit will b
e the actual tim e spent at the study group m eeting,
excluding a ny tim e that is not re lated to edu cational ac tivities, such as tim e spent m erely
socializing;
4. Credit will not be available for activity that is file specific;
5. A lawyer must have overall adm inistrative responsibility for each meeting, and a lawyer m ust
chair each meeting;
6. No credit will be available for time spent read ing materials, handouts or PowerPoint, whether
before or after the study group session;
7. Study groups must be structured. No credit will be given for “study groups” transpiring in an
informal gathering in a social setting;
8. In-house “lunch and learns” or roundtables are an eas y and inexpensive wa y to earn credits.
For example, a lunch hour could be dedicated to a firm -wide or in-house (in the case of lawyers
outside private practice) training seminar, covering a mix of topics such as updates on caselaw or
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legislation, strategies in advocacy, p ractice management or client relation skills. Senior lawyers
could lead most of the sem inar presentations on legal topics with research and preparation
support by junior lawyers. It would also be possi ble to bring in outside speakers, such as from
the Law Society, to address issues such as legal ethics and professionalism.
(iv) Local Bar and Other Meetings with an Educational Purpose
1. Credit will be available for the actual time spent attending at an educational program provided
by a local or county L aw Society, as well as for other m eetings with an educational purpose,
excluding any portion of the meeting that is not devoted to educational activities;
2. To qualify, at least two lawyers must participate in the a ctivity at the same time, including by
telephone.
(v) Online Education
A. Group Event
1. Credit will be av ailable for the actual tim e spent by the lawyer partic ipating in o nline “ real
time” courses, stream ing video, web and/or tel econference courses, but only if, through the
course offering, there is an opportunity to ask and answer questions;
2. The credit available will include a study group’s review of a previously recorded course.
(vi) Self-Study
1. Credit will be available up to a m aximum of 2 hours out of 12 per on-line course, or for
completing an audio, video or web course;
2. Reading texts, caselaw, legal journals, publications, newsletters, etc; and
3. Viewing listservs, on-line databases or media such as CD Roms.
D. CONSEQUENCES OF NON-COMPLIANCE WITH THE MCPD REGIME
New Rules would have to be adopted to m ake provisions for the MCPD program and issues
arising therefrom, such as consequences of non-compliance.
Failure to com plete the requirem ent each year w ould m ean that th e lawyer is in b reach of the
Rules. A lawyer would be perm itted to complete the requirement after the end of the year, if the
requirement is completed prior to April 1 of the following year. The lawyer will then be deemed
to have complied with the requirement. Tim e spent on completing the requirem ent during this
three month extension period will be accredited toward only the prior year’s requirement, not the
current year’s requirement. A la te fee of $200.00 m ust also be paid. If the requirem ent is not
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completed by April 1, the expiry date of the ex tension period, the lawyer m ay be suspended.
However, the lawyer will b e giv en at least 60 days’ n otice that the la wyer is about to be
suspended for non-completion of the requirem ent, and will be able to apply to the Law Society
or a MCPD Committee which, in its discretion where there are sp ecial circumstances, may order
that the law yer not be suspended, or m ay dela y the su spension. As this notice will be given
during the period of time in which the lawyer m ay still complete the requirement and be deemed
to have complied with the rule, it is anticipated that m ost, and ideally all, lawyer s will sim ply
complete the requirement rather than face suspension.
The “suspension” consequence is fair becau se the lawyer is given am ple notice of a suspension,
may complete the requirement in the meantime and be deemed to have complied with the rule or,
if necessary, be ab le to apply to the Law Society to seek relief from the suspens ion if there are
special circumstances to justify such relief.

E. METHODS OF PROGRAM ENFORCEMENT
It may be uncomplicated for both members and the Law Society to monitor members’ individual
progress and rem aining required hours/ credits, depending upon the capabilities of the ne
w
database currently bein g im plemented by the Law Society. This new database
will enable
members to log on to their own m ember page to update their personal infor mation. It m ay be
possible to allow a confidential link to allow members to update their own MCPD profile, listing
the credits they have obtained thus far. T hose who are uncomfortable with such technology
could report in paper format.
Law Societies vary greatly in the proof, if any, re quired of com pletion of educational activities.
It is possible to operate on the honour system , whereby members are responsible to include all
educational activities undertak en, along with the hours/ “cred its” accum ulated. In th e
alternative, it is possib le to have f orms verif ying participa tion in a professional developm ent
activity, req uired to b e signed by the m ember and th e prof essional dev elopment activity
provider. This becomes more difficult in web-b ased activities, however, confirmation of receipt
of payment may suffice in that situation, as long as it specifically refers to the member by name.
Unless any cause for concern aris es, the author recomm ends that m embers be responsible to
verify the ir participa tion, while cog nizant tha t attendance or sign in li sts will be required at
educational activ ities an d that proof of attendance m ay be r equired by the Law Society (i.e.verification of registration and/or payment for the educational activity).
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F. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS/ PROBLEMS
Before addressing special con siderations or problem s facing a MC PD regime it is important to
consider the following:
What educational resources are offered to lawyers?
Who offers them?
At what cost?
How do we determine what education is needed?
How are resources assessed?
How can access problems be ameliorated?
We must also consider funda mental problems such as whether the issue is that law yers simply
are not voluntarily taking the recommended a
mounts of course study or that the m
embers
perceive that the resources offered are not sufficiently relevant or accessible.
Often repeated potential and/or perceived problems with MCPD programs are:
•

Bureaucracy involved in the accreditation of educational activity providers. This might be
avoided by providing upfront acc reditation to groups or inst itutions who already provide
the majority of educational activities: CBA , APTLA, Universities, etc. and accredit
others on an individual basis, at the request of the provider or the member;

•

Bureaucracy involved to enfo rce com pliance by the profe ssion. This should be more
easily m anaged with th e new m embership d atabase, where lawyers ca n self- report the
educational activities undertak en, or non-electronically vi a one simple for m, filed
annually;

•

Unwilling sem inar participan ts b ringing f iles, IPods, Blackber ries, or laptop s to
educational sessions because the only measure arising from the activity is of attendance.
Just as there is no requirem ent to check cl ass attendance at law school prior to adm itting
members to the Bar, th ere are no m eans by which to measure who pays atten tion at
educational activities. This is wher e the m embers’ sense of professionalism comes into
play.

•

Such a regime makes CLEs a joyless, extern ally driven obligation, focused on putting in
an appearan ce, rather than self-d irected learning on the part of lawyers. Again, a
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member’s sense of prof essionalism ought to lead him or her to stay current with the law
and seek out ways to benefit the mem ber’s practice, which m any m embers already do.
Members will continue to ha ve the selection of which pr ograms they feel are most
beneficial to that individual, and for most an MCE/PD regime will involve only an added
reporting requirement;
•

A prescribed num ber of credits over a period of time often results in a rush to take any
available course as tim e runs out. While that may arise as a result of failure to m ake a
professional developm ent plan in advance,
this will still contr ibute to the ov erall
competence of the profession, as these m embers likely would not otherwise undertake
any continuing education;

•

For lecture style courses, most information is n ot applied and is like ly forgotten, unless
applied im mediately. W hile th is is tru e of most inform ation we learn, such courses
usually also give relevant and up to date re ference materials and also allow m embers to
make contacts to who m they can turn for
guidance o r assis tance in applying the
information at a later date.

It will be necessa ry to establish a new Ma ndatory C ontinuing P rofessional Developm ent
Committee to addres s concerns su ch as those noted here in, as well as to ass ist with issu es
relating to the administration and implementation of the program itself, such as whether a formal
accreditation system is required and what types of professional dev elopment would be m ost
beneficial to the members.
How will we address concerns re garding m embers of multip le ba rs with conf licting MCP D
requirements? A simple solution would be to pe rmit activities from one jurisdiction or the other
to meet both or m ultiple sets of requirements (i.e., a CLE taken in British Colum bia by a New
Brunswick lawyer could be used to count to wards the required hours in both Britis h Columbia
and New Brunswick.
If a m ember prim arily practices in another jurisdiction with no MCPD requirements perhaps
there could be a partial requirem ent, for exam ple, depending on the percentage of tim e spent
practicing in New Brunswick, with an ongoing duty to report in New Brunswick both the percent
of time engaged in practice in New Brunswick an d the number of hours of educational activities
undertaken, with particulars provided.
How do we address the resentm ent against M CPD? There are argu ments that the focus of
MCPD is not on a culture of self-directed self-improvement, but on a culture of compliance. The
role of the Law Society is to deal with the profession collecti vely. As professionals, lawyers
have both an individual and a collective obligati on to ensure their ongoing com petency and that
they rem ain current with the law. If, as
a profession, mem bers do not take an individual
initiative to ensure th is happens, the n the Law So ciety must step in to regulate the s ituation for
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the collective. Most lawyers will already easily meet the MCPD requirements, and will likely not
take issue with the added reporting requirement. For the most part, the lawyers who will oppose
MCPD are the individu als who do not curr ently f ulfill their prof essional continu ing education
obligations, and are therefore the m embers who most need such a program – these are the
members who, from a perception of ongoing co
mpetency perspectiv e, necessitate the
implementation of such a program . Such a prog ram, although m andated, continues to be selfdirected when lawyers choose their own educationa l activities which they see as m ost beneficial
to their personal situation and needs.
Larger provinces often have m any more professi onal d evelopment activities and lecture s eries
than smaller provinces such as New Brunswick. How do we address the decreased availability of
such programs? This issue m ay become moot with the im plementation of MCPD, as there will
almost certainly be an increas ed market for such offerings. W ith the in creased participation of
members, it is ve ry likely that they will no t only share opinions and ideas for more educational
activities, but more senior members will likely want to participate by teaching such sessions and
preparing updated and valuable m aterials. Another option is to bring in the speakers from other
provinces to repeat their educat ional activ ities h ere, or s et u p activities by vide oconference or
webcast with these individuals. Furtherm ore, there should be cooper ation with other Law
Societies to ensure that we advertise good quality CLEs from other provinces that would be
beneficial to lawyers of all jurisdictions.
Many lawy ers, pr imarily sole pr actitioners, o r t hose in sm all f irms, state th at CLEs are too
expensive. This is where technolog y will play a larg e role in perm itting all lawyers access to
good quality professional developm ent activities. W ebcasts allow an affordable alternative to
the cos t, m onetarily an d in term s of tim e take n for atten dance at an d trav el to educational
activities, as well as lost produc tivity, as lawyers do not have to leave their offices. They can
avail of those professional developm ent activit ies f rom the com fort of their own off ice with
technology they alread y utilize in their practice, via webcasts and te le-seminars, thereby
substantially reducing the associated cost.
There may be options available such as bursaries for economically disadvantaged lawyers. Such
lawyers co uld com plete an app lication and qua lify for a discount towards professional
development activities that they would not be able to attend without financ ial assistance. It m ay
be possible to start a bursary fund to which m embers m ay donate voluntarily or, alternatively,
there may be a sm all fee charged o n each educational activity, the proceeds of which are placed
in a bursary fund.
There m ay be concerns raised from lawyers subj ect to externally controlled budgets to which
they m ust apply for funding to attend educa tional a ctivities, f or exam ple, those w ho work for
various government departments, Crown corporations, or Legal Aid. Possible solutions for such
circumstances include group viewing of videotaped CLES or webcasts, as well as study groups
to discuss recent caselaw or topics relevant to that particular group.
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Some in-house counsel and public sector lawyers criticize that the majority of CLEs available are
not relevant to the nature of their work. However, all lawyers ha ve a professional need to grow,
to learn and to stay current. The m ore specialized or unusual a m ember’s practice is, the m ore
difficult and less likely they are to find courses th at work for them. However, MCPD is broadly
defined to include educational ac tivities that ar e re levant to la wyers n o m atter wh ere they are
employed. These m embers often have access to c onventions and in-house sessions that pertain
precisely to their f ield of work which will m eet the MCPD requirements. Nonetheless, we must
be cognizant that there are m any m embers enga ged in the practice of law outside private
practice, and we m ust seek to make the p rogram as relevant, m eaningful and beneficial to th ese
varied groups as to lawyers engaged in private practice.
We wish to ensure that the quality of programs offered justif ies the c osts incur red. W e m ust
ensure good quality edu cational activities. For ex ample, it m ay be necessary, in th e event that
there are no t sufficient m embers volunteering to com pile materials and present the activities, to
offer a per diem for instru ctors and/or fee credit for them
towards another professional
development activity. Of ut
most im portance is that sufficient professional developm
ent
activities are offered in both French and English.

G. IMPLEMENTATION
Accreditation Process
Depending on the form of im plementation of MCPD, some standardization or vetting of course
providers and approval of courses will be required.
1. All reportable credits will be approved by the Law Society in either of two ways:
(i) by pre-approval of the provider; or
(ii) approval (before or after the event) of individual courses an d other educational activities
(at the request of the member or the provider).
2.

An individual course or othe r educational activity offered by a pre-approved provider does
not require further approval unless requested by the provider;

3.

Providers are pre-approved and remain pre-appr oved if they maintain integrity and quality
according to the standards of the Law Society;

4.

Members can individually apply for approval of courses, either before or after the course or
other educational activity takes place, where the course has not otherwise been approved;

5.

Applications by prov iders and m embers m ay be subm itted ele ctronically or th e method
which is most convenient for members;
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6.

All requests for approval should be forwarded to one designated individual. Approvals will
be made by Law Society staff.

Compliance and Reporting Requirements
1. The MCPD requirement will be based on the c alendar year, with the first compliance date to
be December 31, 2010 for the 2010 year;
2. If supported by the new database, m embers coul d use online resources to track individual
progress. Lawyers will login to the Law Soci ety website and click on a link to the pr ogram,
where they will be sho wn their in dividual cre dits and time rem aining to com ply with the
MCE/PD requirem ent for the given calendar
year. After com pleting a course or other
accredited learning activity, lawyers could reco rd and report their professional dev elopment
online;
3. The lawyer will b e notified by the L aw Society of the app roaching calendar deadline and, i f
the dead line is not m et, will be giv en an exten sion of 90 days to co mplete the necessa ry
requirement (in which case a late fee will be charged). The lawyer will be suspended from
practice f or f ailure to com ply within the ex tended 90 day tim e lim it. Rules will include
provisions and grounds for applying for further extensions;
4. The twelve hour requirem ent is subject to adju stment for entering or re-entering practice
mid-year. Mem bers who have been exem pt during the reporting year, but who resum
e
practising law within the reporting year, must complete one credit hour for each full or partial
calendar month engaged in the practice of law in the reporting year;
5. Members will be reminded quarterly of the MC PD requirements and, if reporting is do ne via
the new member database, to remind them to log on to review their progress.
Exemptions
1. All practicing m embers of the Law Society, whet her f ull or pa rt-time, are subje ct to th e
requirement, with the following exemptions:
(a) Members who subm it a declaratio n that they are not practising law . Exam ples of
members who might submit a declaration that they are not practising law could include:
-

members on medical or parental leave;
members taking a sabbatical;

(b) New m embers who have com pleted the Ba r Adm ission Program of a Canadian Law
Society during the reporting year;
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(c) A partial exemption will be available to m embers who resum e practising law within the
reporting year after having been exempt, and new members by way of transfer (subject to
b, above). These members must complete one credit hour for each full or partial calendar
month engaged in the practice of law in the reporting year; and
(d) Any other exem ptions as granted by the Law Society or MC PD Committee or on a case
by case basis.
Proposed Rules for the Mandatory Continui
Program

ng Education/ P rofessional Developmen t

Rules will be necess ary to im plement the CPD require ment and to accom plish two m ain
purposes:
1. To require lawyers to complete the required amount of CPD on an annual basis; and
2. To provide for consequences if the required amount is not completed.
Additional Costs to be Incurred
Depending upon the role of the Law Society in the developm ent and provision of educational
activities or programs, there could be additional costs incurred for:
-

speakers and presenters at profess ional development activities (f or their time, travel
costs and accommodations);

-

rental of appropriate venues for professional development activities;

-

potential co st of Law Society s taff to a ttend at professional developm ent activities,
subject to a vailability o f a Section Chai r or other volunteer to attend on the Law
Society’s behalf, as necessary;

-

the development of certain onl ine learning technologies or for the use of technology,
such as that required for webcasting, etc.; and

-

the development of courses and m aterials on specific topics (i.e., professionalism and
ethics, tru st accounts, Land Titles System
), if necessary to ensure m
embers’
competence.

Costs should be kept to a m inimum, where possible, in order to avoid increases in mem ber fees
arising from the implementation of MCPD.
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H. CONCLUSION
With the wealth of legal knowledge available, in New Brunswick and abroad, and the vast array
of technolo gical m eans by which to access this kno
wledge quickly, conveniently and
economically, the Law Society is confident that the MCPD program will be relevant, meaningful
and beneficial to each member. The self-reflection necessitated by this program will provide th e
opportunity for each m ember to con template the st ate and quality of the m ember’s practice and
will provide numerous opportunities to assist members in the a melioration of the quality of their
practices and in their professional development.
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SUGGESTED TIMELINES

Provide Discussion Paper to Council:

March 27, 2009

Solicit comments from the Bar:

April 29 – June 15, 2009

Provide collected comments to Council:

June 16, 2009

Make decision regarding program:

July 10, 2009 (at Council meeting)

Prepare FAQs & Amend Rules:

July-September, 2009

Work with CBA re delivery of courses to:
- increase quality

July

2009 –onward

- increase access
- increase number of programs available

Program Implementation:

January 1, 2010

Follow up re revisions/ amendments: February-
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March, 2011

Appendix 1:

MCPD PROGRAMS OF PROFESSIONALS IN NEW BRUNSWICK

Pharmacists
•
•
•
•
•

•

15 units annually from two or more sources to qualify for licensing the next year
1 hour of activity time = 1 unit
Continuing education is normally determined in increments of .25 units
Certain percentage of members audited annually to verify correctness of form filed
If not com pliant m ay be referred to Com plaints Committee f or possible disc iplinary
action, including sanctions of fines, require
ment to complete additional continuing
education activities, suspension of license, or combination thereof
Right to appeal within 30 days

Architects
•
•
•
•

100 points (20 professional renewal and 80 self-directed) per two year cycle
Full day activity attracts 10 points
Half day activity attracts 5 points
Two hours attracts 2 points

Chiropractors
•
•
•
•
•
•

20 credit hours of approved continuing education seminars over a two year period
One hour activity = 1 credit hour
Credit hours cannot be banked in period over
the 2 years in which obtained, except
seminars upon the approval of Committee
Seminars must be pre-approved for credit
Registration will not be renewed if requirements not met
May apply in writing to the Board for extension for extraordinary reasons

Dentists & Licensed Dental Hygienists
•
•
•

Dentists - 60 credits over 3 year period
Dental Hygienists – 36 credit hours over 3 year period
4 credits for full day attendance Board of Directors meetings
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hour per hour credit (max 3) for regional meetings
Hour per hour credit (max 6) for national meetings
.5 credit per hour for self-study courses not acco mpanied by sponsor corrected quiz (m ax
5 hours every 3 years)
Credit allowed for preparation/development of course an d credits associated with course
(2 hours per hour of instruction, to maximum of 8 hours
Audiotapes and videotapes, not accom panied by quiz qualify for credits as approved by
the Board
If pre-approval of course not sought, will receive only 1/3 of regular continuing education
credit amount for that course
Specialists must take 50% of required credits pertaining to their specialty
Falsification of reporting records constitutes professional misconduct
Cannot carry over credits beyond 3 years, unl ess exem ption by Committee/ Regis trar’s
Office
Completed reports MUST be filed
Failure to file report will result in non-renewal of license
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Appendix 2:

SUMMARY OF MCPD PROGRAMS BY PROVINCE/ TERRITORY

Yukon
•

No mandatory MCPD regime

Northwest Territories
•

No mandatory MCPD regime

Nunavut
•

No mandatory MCPD regime

British Columbia
•
•
•
•
•

Mandatory 12 hours / year with at least 2 hours in professionalism/ ethics
Mandatory annual reporting
Broad base of educational activities, traditional and non-traditional, are applicable
Exemptions exist, and there is a m
echanism by which to perm it addition al tim e to
complete the requirements, where appropriate
Membership may be suspended for non-compliance

Alberta
•
•
•
•
•

Must make a professional development plan
Not required to submit plan, unless asked for it by Law Society
Not required to report what CPD actually completed
No minimum amount of time/ specific type of activities mandated
Recommend 12 structured hours of CPD and 50 hours of self-study

Saskatchewan (Commencing January 1, 2010)
•
•
•
•

At least 36 hours CPD in approved educational activities related to the practice of law in
3 year period
Not less than 6 hours must be re lated to professional responsibi lity, ethics, client care &
practice management
Mandatory annual reporting
Failing to report or meet 36 hours could result in administrative suspension
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Manitoba
•
•
•

No mandatory MCPD regime
Suggested “minimum expectation” for CLE is 12 hours/ year
Mandatory reporting

Ontario
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No mandatory MCPD regime
Mandatory to report any self-study & CLE activities in which one participates
Voluntary m inimum e xpectation for self-study : 50 hours annually (inc ludes file related
research)
Voluntary minimum expectation for CLE: 12 hours annually (about 2 full day program s/
year)
MCPD program is less necessary to make mandatory in ligh t of the Certified Specialist
Program
New professional responsibility and practice course in articling program
Mandatory 24 hours of education/ professional development in first two years after called
to the Bar

Québec
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mandatory 30 education/ professional development hours within 2 years
No m andatory activities, is up to the m ember to choose wh at educational activities to
undertake that will be relevant to his/her practice
Activities will be prov ided by other education pr oviders, in a ddition to th e Barreau (i.e.
CBA, Canadian Institute, Montreal Young Lawyers’ Association, etc.)
Participation in educational activities can be in person or via electronic means
Accredited educational activities will be listed on the Barreau website
Other activities may be submitted to the Barreau for accreditation
No carry-over of hours is permitted from one reporting period to the next
Self-study does not count towards the mandatory 30 hours

Prince Edward Island
•

No mandatory MCPD regime
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Nova Scotia
•
•
•
•

•
•

Mandatory education program for the Nova Scotia Bar regarding introduction of new
Civil Procedure Rules in 2009
Also mandatory course for Land Registration Act
All prac ticing lawyers & artic ling clerks m ust com plete Tier 1 of Society’s Training
Program & pass online multiple choice test – no fee
Lawyers wh ose practices cons ist of 20% or m ore in com bined areas of civil litigation;
family and adm in law ( as reported in 2008 An nual Member Report) and articled clerks
must complete Tier 2 (m inimum 7 hours in person training ) No testing - $325 / person,
can do the training in-house
Recommended 12 hours structured CPD and 50 hours self-study annually
Mandatory annual reporting of CPD undertaken

Newfoundland and Labrador
•

No mandatory MCPD regime
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Appendix 3: SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEW BRUNSWICK MCPD

•

12 “credit” hours MCPD annually

•

No mandatory areas/ topics in professional development offerings

•

Self-study counts to a maxim um of 2 hours a nnually (unless specific publication perm its
credit over and above 2 hours maximum)

•

Members will report, at year end, how m

any hours of self-study completed ; 50 hours

being the recommended amount
•
•

May be possible to carry over som e or all of the hours earned in ex cess of 12 annually to
the following year, with the following year’s requirement being reduced accordingly
Credit available for broad range of prof
essional deve lopment activ ities, in cluding
participation in courses , teaching, writi ng, s tudy groups and m

eetings, and online

education
•

Mandatory annual reporting of CPD activities undertaken

•

Members could be granted extension to

April 1 of

f ollowing y ear to com plete

requirements, will result in $200 late fee
•

If do not meet requirements by April 1, could be suspended for non-compliance

•

Exemptions given for m

embers not practic ing (i.e., parental/ m

edical leave), ne w

members having com pleted the Bar Adm ission Program of a Canadian Law Society
during the reporting year, and

any other exemptions grante d by the Law Society or

MCPD Committee or on a case by case basis
•

Requirements pro-rated for months in which not practicing (1 “credit” hour per month)
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LAW SOCIETY OF SASKATCHEWAN
MANDATORY LEGAL EDUCATION POLICY
1.

PURPOSE

The Law Society of Saskatchewan regulates the Legal Profession in the public interest
by ensuring its members meet and maintain high standards of integrity and competency.
The purpose of Minimum Legal Education requirements is to ensure that members of
the Law Society of Saskatchewan meet and maintain these requirements by undertaking
legal education throughout their careers.

2.

3.

DEFINITIONS
i.

“ Accredited Educational Activities” means either educational activities
supplied by an Approved Provider or approved by the Law Society pursuant
to Section 9.

ii.

“Approved Provider” means an individual or organization accredited by the
Law Society to provide educational activities pursuant to Section 10.

iii.

“Director of Education” means a person appointed by the Executive Director
of the Law Society to perform the duties described herein.

iv.

“Law Society” means, unless otherwise stated, the Law Society of
Saskatchewan.

v.

“Minimum Education Requirements” means the number of hours in
Approved Educational Activities required by the Law Society pursuant to
Section 4.

vi.

“Provider” means an individual or organization which is not accredited by the
Law Society to provide legal education.

vii.

“Term” means each three year period to complete minimum requirements
pursuant to Section 5.

SCOPE AND EXEMPTIONS TO MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
i.

Active Members
Members with current practicing certificates are required to achieve
Minimum Educational Requirements in order to maintain practicing status.
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ii.

Inactive Members
Inactive members are not required to achieve Minimum Educational
Requirements in order to maintain inactive status. However, inactive
members who apply for active membership will be required to report all
Approved Education Activities taken between December 31, 2009 and the
date of application for re-admission. If the hours do not meet the Minimum
Education Requirement, the inactive member will be required to provide a
remedial education plan for approval by the Director of Education.

iii.

Members of Other Law Societies
Members of other Law Societies, who also hold membership in the Law
Society, are required to comply with the Minimum Educational
Requirements.

iv.

Suspended Members
Suspended members are required to maintain Minimum Education
Requirements or to submit a remedial education plan to the Director for
approval before reinstatement.

v.

New Members
Minimum Education Requirements will be adjusted to require one credit hour
for each full or partial calendar month for the remainder of the Term,
including the proportionate number of hours required for professional
responsibility.

4.

MINIMUM EDUCATION REQUIRMENTS
i.

Minimum Education Requirements are the completion of 36 hours of
Approved Educational Activities in the three-year Term referenced in
paragraph 5 of this policy.

ii.

Not less than six hours of the required 36 hours must pertain primarily to any
one or any combination of the following topics:









Professional responsibility;
Ethics;
Practice standards;
The Code of Professional Conduct;
Conflict of Interest;
Rules of the Law Society;
Client care and relations;
Practice management.
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5.

TERM
i.

6.

The first Term will commence on January 1, 2010 and end on December 31,
2012. Immediately thereafter, all Terms will run for consecutive three year
periods.

OVERALL SUBJECT MATTER REQUIREMENTS
i.

The subject matter of all educational activities will satisfy the following
criteria:
a.

The content must have significant intellectual or practical content with
the primary objective of increasing lawyers’ professional competence.

b.

The content should deal with all or any of the following:
substantive legal issues
procedural issues
the ethical obligations of lawyers
practice management
client care and relations

7.

c.

The content should be designed primarily for lawyers and not for
other professions. Courses for business, including leadership skills,
project management, marketing skills etc., will not qualify.

d.

The content should be designed and presented primarily by members
of the legal profession.

e.

The Law Society recognizes and encourages the diversity of legal
practice. Credits will be available for content which does not strictly
comply with the above criteria if the lawyer can demonstrate that it is
directly related to improving professional competence in the lawyer’s
practice.

APPROVED EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
i.

Law Society policy is to accommodate the educational needs of all
members by providing a wide range of educational opportunities. Subject
to all other terms and conditions of this policy and Section 9, educational
activities include:
a.

Attendance at traditional courses and activities;

b.

Attendance at a legal education program offered by:
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a law firm;
corporate legal department;
government agency or department;
local bar association;
CBA sections;

or similar entity, provided that the program is offered in a group
setting.

8.

9.

c.

Participation in online “real time” courses, streaming video, web
and/or teleconference courses where there is an opportunity to ask
and answer questions;

d.

Review, in a group with one or more other lawyer(s), a video repeat of
a course;

e.

Completion of an interactive self-study online course provided that a
testing component is included in the course;

f.

Teaching at a course related to law or to the practice of law;

g.

Participation in a study group of two or more, provided that the
group’s study focuses on law related activities;

h.

Writing and publishing books or articles relating to the study or
practice of law.

ACTIVITIES AND CONTENT WHICH ARE NOT APPROVED
i.

Content and activities designed for or targeted at clients;

ii.

Content and activities relating to law firm marketing or maximizing profit;

iii.

Content and activities prepared and delivered in the ordinary and usual
course of practice.

ACCREDITATION OF ACTIVITIES
i.

All credits will be approved by the Law Society in any of three ways:
a.
b.
c.

By pre-approval of the Provider as referenced in Paragraph ten of this
policy;
By an application by a member for approval of individual courses or
other educational activities; or
By an application by a Provider for approval of an educational activity.
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ii.

10.

All applications by providers and lawyers must demonstrate compliance
with the approved subject matter requirements, approved educational
activity requirements and the overall objectives of Law Society education
policy. Applications will be submitted for approval by the Director of
Education 30 days prior to the activity, although in exceptional
circumstances, credit may be approved retroactively. Credits will not be
provided after the expiration of the Term.

APPROVED EDUCATIONAL PROVIDERS
i.

Approved Educational Providers, with pre-approval to provide accredited
education, are as follows;








11.

Saskatchewan Trial Lawyers’ Association;
Canadian Bar Association;
Canadian Corporate Counsel Association;
Federation of Law Societies of Canada;
The Law Society of Saskatchewan;
Any provincial or territorial Law Society in Canada and any
educational organization affiliated with such a Law Society;
Any College of Law in Canada which is recognized by the admission
rules of the Law Society.

APPROVAL OF PROVIDERS
i.

To be approved as a Provider, and to continue to be approved as a
Provider, individuals and organizations must demonstrate:





ii.

Substantial recent experience in offering high quality continuing legal
education;
An ability to organize and effectively present continuing legal
education;
The ability to promote the policy and the educational objectives of the
Law Society;
Integrity.

Approved Providers must agree to the following:




To refrain from advertising or encouraging the use of their products or
services during accredited activities.
To provide an Attendance Declaration for Law Society members who
attend the activity to the Director of Education.
Approved providers for courses offered in Saskatchewan must provide
a copy of any published material provided to those who attend an
Educational Activity to the Law Society of Saskatchewan without
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charge and to waive any copyright to the extent necessary to allow the
Law Society to index the publication and make it available on the Law
Society website one year after the final date of publication.
iii.

12.

Any provider not approved in Paragraph 10 of this policy may apply to be
designated as an Approved Provider by applying to the Director of
Education.

CALCULATION OF CREDITS

Courses will be accredited based on the following criteria:
1.

Generally, credit will be given for the actual time of the educational session
excluding social breaks. For participating in online “real time” courses,
streaming video, web and/or teleconference courses, the actual time of
participation. Partial hours shall be rounded up or down to the closest
whole number.

2.

Approved Educational Providers or providers of Accredited Educational
Activities must seek approval of credit hours prior to advertising or
promoting the event.

3.

Education other than courses will be available for credit, based on the
following criteria:
(i)

Teaching
1. The teaching must be in compliance with the overall subject matter
requirements and must be designed for an audience that is primarily
composed of lawyers, paralegals, articling students and/or law
school students. Credit for teaching will not be available if it is
targeted primarily at clients, the public, other professions, or
students other than law students;
2. Three hours of credit will be available for each hour taught. If the
lawyer is “chairing” a program, however, the actual time spent
chairing the program is all that may be reported (not 3 hours of
credit for each hour of chairing);
3. Credit will only be available for the first time the teaching activity is
performed in the reporting year. Credit will not be available for
repeat teaching of substantially the same subject matter within the
same reporting year;

(ii) Writing
Credit will be available for writing as follows:
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1. Credit is available for writing law books or articles that are intended
for publication or to be included in course materials;
2. Credit will be based on actual time to produce the final product, to a
maximum of 6 hours per writing project;
3. Credit will be available for volunteer or part-time writing only, not as
a part of full-time or regular employment;
4. The available credit will be in addition to credit available for teaching
and preparation for teaching;
5. No credit will be available for time spent producing PowerPoint
materials.
(iii) Study Groups
Credit for study group activity will be available as follows:
1. The hours available for credit will be the actual time spent at the
study group meeting, excluding any time that is not related to
educational activities;
2. Credit will not be available for activity that is file specific;
3. A lawyer must have overall administrative responsibility for each
study group meeting and a lawyer must chair each meeting;
4. No credit will be available for time spent reading materials,
handouts or PowerPoint, whether before or after the study group
session.
(iv) Local Bar and Canadian Bar Association Section Meetings
1. Credit will be available for the actual time spent attending an
educational program provided by a local bar association, as well as
for section meetings of the Canadian Bar Association, excluding
any portion of the meeting that is not devoted to educational
activities.
(v)

Online Education
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A.

B.

Group Event
1.

Credit will be available for the actual time spent by the lawyer participating in
online “real time” courses, streaming video, web and/or teleconference
courses, but only if there is an opportunity to ask and answer questions
through the course offering;

2.

The credit available will include the actual time of a study group’s review of a
previously recorded course.

Self-Study
1.

13.

Credit will be available up to a pre-approved limit for on-line courses, as well
as for completing an audio, video or web course, provided the course
includes the following characteristics:
(a)

a quiz component (where questions are to be answered and where an
answer guide is provided to the lawyer after the lawyer completes the
course and quiz. It is not necessary for the lawyer to submit the quiz
for review);

(b)

there is an ability for the lawyer taking the course to email or telephone
a designated moderator with questions and receive a timely reply;

(c)

there is no requirement for a “listserv”;

(d)

there is no requirement for reading materials, handouts or PowerPoint
to be included in the course.

REPORTING

Lawyers will be responsible for ensuring that they comply with educational policies and
for reporting educational activities to the Law Society. Lawyers will be required to report
their own credits in one of two means as follows:
1.
2.

14.

By completing a Law Society Attendance Declaration at an Accredited
Educational Activity.
By logging onto the Law Society website and following the form required by
the Director of Education.

CREDITS CARRIED FORWARD

Credits may not be carried forward past the end of the Term.
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15.

AUDIT

Lawyers are responsible for retaining records of educational activities and to make the
records immediately available to the Law Society upon request.

16.

NON COMPLIANCE

A lawyer who does not complete Minimum Education Requirements by the end of the
Term is subject to administrative suspension, pursuant to Rule 251.
A lawyer who does not complete Minimum Education Requirements prior to the end of
the Term may submit a remedial education plan, along with the prescribed fees in part 8
of the Rules for review and approval by the Education Director. All remedial educational
activities must be completed by April 1st of the year following the end of the Term.
Under special circumstances, the Executive Director may recommend that the
suspension be delayed for a specified period of time.

17.

REINSTATEMENT

A member that has been suspended pursuant to Rule 251 may apply for reinstatement
pursuant to Rule 252.

18.

GENERAL

In the absence of policy or where there has been substantial compliance with this policy,
the Executive Director of the Law Society is authorized to make rulings which are
consistent with the objectives of this policy.

19.

APPEAL

Decisions of the Director of Education may be appealed to the Chair of the Admissions
& Education Committee of the Law Society, along with the prescribed fee in part 8 of the
Rules. The Chair may either dispose of the application or order a hearing pursuant to
Rule 230.
20.

NOTICE

Any notice required to be given a member shall be deemed effective when sent to the
member at the address the member maintains on the Law Society membership
database.

The Lawyers Weekly
Governing Barreau in Quebec adopts mandatory continuing legal education
By Luis Millan
Montreal
April 24, 2009 Issue
Following in the footsteps of the Law Society of British Columbia, the Barreau du Québec is compelling all of
its 23,000 practising lawyers to go back to school as of this month and complete no fewer than 30 hours of
approved continuing legal education courses every two calendar years to remain in good standing.
The subject of debate over the past three years, the mandatory educational requirement is a
? preventative? measure aimed at establishing, promoting and improving the standards of legal practice in
the province to help ensure the protection of the public, according to a motion that was approved by the
General Council of the Bar.
? I have 40 years of practice under my belt, and it is not a natural reflex for me to contemplate sitting
behind a school desk,? admitted Gérald Tremblay, the Barreau? s batonnier, in an interview with The
Lawyers Weekly . ? But the more one thinks about it, the more one realizes that things are changing so
quickly that it seems to me to be absolutely normal that all lawyers should maintain and bolster their
intellect as much as possible. And when I saw that other bars too demand continuing professional
development, I embarked on the project with enthusiasm.?
Like similar requirements in England, Wales, Australia and 42 American states, the Law Society of British
Columbia (LSBC) introduced a continuing professional development program in January. The LSBC now
requires its 11,000 members to complete at least 12 hours of accredited educational activities per year, with
no less than two of the hours pertaining to any combination of professional responsibility and ethics, client
care and relations, and practice management. Nova Scotia is the other Canadian jurisdiction that has
compulsory legal education requirements, but it is limited to lawyers engaging in land registration work.
Unlike in B.C. where failure to meet the continuing education requirements can lead to suspension, the
Barreau has taken it one step further ? disbarment.
? Law is an evolving
managing partner of
don? t pay attention
minimum continuing

discipline, and it is important that people stay up-to-date,? said Stuart Cobbett, the
the Montreal office at Stikeman Elliott. ? But life being what it is, some people just
to it. Therefore it is a good idea for any self-regulatory body to establish certain
education requirements. ?

The Barreau already has a 22-page list of approved educational activities, which range from lectures to
presentations to workshops delivered through a host of different vehicles, be it conferences, seminars and
so-called webinars or through the Internet. Some 30-odd presentations and workshops that will be offered
at the Barreau? s annual convention next month in Montreal have already been given the nod as approved
educational activities. Lawyers attending the convention can fulfill up to nine hours of their requirements,
which is why it is widely expected that there will be increased attendance at the convention.
The Barreau, besides encouraging smaller firms and sole practitioners to band together in small groups to
share costs and resources to cover the costs of accredited training, is also in the midst of negotiating
agreements over accrediting in-house training with law firms. Stikeman Elliott is a case in point. At least two
training seminars, ? Managing Your Staff in Tough Economic Times? and ?The New Quebec Derivatives
Act: Spotlight on the Issues,? that the firm will be offering in the near future, have been accredited by the
Barreau.
? If the Barreau was the only provider of continuing legal education activities, it would have been an
onerous project,? said Tremblay, adding that the Barreau has budgeted between $300,000 and $500,000
to launch the program. ? This project is supposed to be self-supporting ? we? ll see. But we want to
encourage all organizations who provide continuing education to do even more. We want the net to be as
wide as possible.?

While lauding the initiative, insisting that it is a lawyer? s obligation to the public to keep up-to -date, David
Collier of Ogilvy Renault believes that the Barreau will have to demonstrate flexibility in the way it
administers and manages the program for it to achieve wide acceptance.
? A lot will depend on the way the program will be administered, and the flexibility the Barreau shows in
accrediting various activities,? said Collier, a partner with the Montreal law firm who practices in all areas of
intellectual property law, with an emphasis on litigation. ? With some flexibility and creativity it shouldn? t
be onerous.?

Appendix 2

Self-Reported Continuing Legal Education Activities
2008 Members’ Annual Report

Practising lawyers1 who do not report taking any form of CLE: 18% (4,905)
Practising lawyers who report taking some form of CLE: 82% (23,173)

Average number of CLE hours taken by all (including those reporting zero hours):32 hours
Average number of CLE hours taken by all (NOT including those reporting zero hours):40 hours
Average number of CLE hours for those who report taking CLE:
Number of CLE
hours
0 4,905
1-5
6-10 2,195
11-15 3,594
16-20 4,044
21-25 2,192
26-30 1,924
>30 8,217
TOTAL 27,924

Number of lawyers

Percentage
18%
3%
8%
13%
14%
8%
7%
29%
100%

853

Most popular delivery method/format of CLE:
Format Hours
Live Programs
Discussion Group
Writing Published Texts
Telephone CLE
Interactive Online CLE
Video Replay
Prep and Teach CLE
Other 1,167
Participation in Degree
Programs
TOTAL 34,431

13,965
4,375
4,167
3,561
3,468
1,954
1,469

Taken

305 1%

Percentage
41%
13%
12%
10%
10%
6%
4%
3%
100%

Average number of CLE hours reported by year of call
1

Practising lawyers are those who pay 100% fees and are in private practice, employed in education, government or
other or are corporate counsel. The total number of lawyers in this group is 30,416. Of those, 27,924 submitted
their MAR so therefore sample size is 27,924.

Number of CLE hours
0
1-5
6-10
11-15

Years
since call
1-5
702
6- 10
567
11-15
493
16-20
589
21-25
547
26-30
640
>30
1,367
TOTAL 4,905

176
140
105
94
76
89
173
853

412
350
293
263
235
240
402
2,195

736
724
498
419
383
353
481
3,594

16-20

21-25

26-30

>30

Total

831
796
538
487
454
393
545
4.044

411
443
292
268
283
217
278
2,192

411
387
276
220
237
185
208
1,924

1,522
1,563
1,252
1,144
994
856
886
8,217

5,201
4,970
3,747
3,484
3,209
2,973
4,340
27,924

Average number of CLE hours reported by practice area
Practice Area
Number of
Percentage
hours
ADR 219
1%
Administrative 1,101
3%
Bankruptcy 677
Civil Defendant
Civil Plaintiff
Construction 445
Corporate 6,004
Criminal 2,579
Employment 2,299
Environmental 266
Family 4,095
Immigration 671
Intellectual Property
Real Estate
Securities 1,592
Tax 1,112
Wills 1,979
Workplace 151
Other 1,542

5,057
4,466

1,635
5,551

2%
12%
11%
1%
14%
6%
6%
1%
10%
2%
4%
13%
4%
3%
5%
0
4%

APPENDIX 2
CONSULTATION PROCESS
The following steps were taken to bring the CPD consultation report to the attention of lawyers
and paralegals.
•

On October 30, 2009 and December 4, 2009 the Convocation Newsletter which is sent to
approximately 32,000 lawyers and 2,600 paralegals for whom the Law Society has an email address, contained information on the CPD consultation.

•

The Law Society highlighted the report and consultation process on the latest news
section of it website at http://www.lsuc.on.ca/latest-news/a/consultation-on-continuingprofessional-development-requirement/

•

The Law Society placed a Notice to the Profession in the Ontario Reports in English and
French on November 13, 2009, November 20, 2009 and December 4, 2009 and January
8, 2010 advising of the consultation process and (where applicable) the teleseminars.

•

The approximately 32,000 lawyers for whom the Law Society has an e-mail address
received information on the CPD Report and consultation in the November e-Bulletin.

•

The approximately 2600 paralegals for whom the Law Society has an e-mail address
received information on the CPD Report and consultation in the November 19, 2009
Paralegal Update.

•

The Ontario Lawyers Gazette, Winter 2009, included an article on the CPD proposal and
consultation process.

•

The Law Society sent the Consultation Report to over 50 legal organizations and parties
and another 61 people/organizations received the report in their capacity as members of
the Equity Advisory Group or the Aboriginal Working Group.

•

The Director of Professional Development & Competence, Diana Miles, attended a
meeting of the Ontario Bar Association Council to discuss the Report and answer
questions.

•

The Treasurer addressed the CDLPA annual meeting on the CPD Report.

•

Three teleseminars were held on November 30, 2009 (paralegals), December 2, 2009
(lawyers) and December 7, 2009 (lawyers). A total of 72 paralegals and 46 lawyers
registered for the seminar, which was free of charge.

•

A number of legal publications and blogs also reported on the consultation process,
further bringing it to the attention of the lawyers and paralegals.

LIST OF SUBMISSIONS
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INDIVIDUAL COMMENTS1
Sent by e-mail
Harry Blaier
Ken Chasse
Maria De Angelis-Pater
Albert Frank
William Grimmett
Jane Hegney
Kate Henderson
Dean Ian Holloway – individual capacity
Joan Kosmenko
Scott McEachran
Gordon McKechnie
J. Noonan
Robert Patchett
Mark Quail
Bev Seney
David M. Sherman
Jonathan Spiegel
Carolyn Weafer
Teleseminar comments
Individual Comments - Letter
Paul Calarco
Jason R. Cherniak
Joseph A. De Sommer
Phil Downes
David Fernandes
Philip Friedlan
Peter Kirby
Benjamin Levinter
John Morrissey
Alan Wheable
J. Sebastian Winny
Marshall Yarmus
Article sent by Eugene Meehan
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Of the 48 individuals who made comments 11 requested that their comments not be made public and six requested
that their submissions be anonymous if made available publicly. These anonymous submissions are signified in the
public copy of the submissions by the reference “Lawyer.” There were no anonymous comments from paralegals.

INSTITUTIONAL/ORGANIZATIONAL COMMENTS
Advocates’ Society
Aird Berlis
L’AJEFO (and translation)
Borden, Ladner Gervais
Cambridge Law Association
Canadian Environmental Law Association
County and District Law Presidents’ Association
Davies
Equity and Aboriginal Issues Committee (LSUC)
Family Lawyers Association
Goodmans
Gowlings
LawPRO
Law Society of British Columbia
Legal Aid Ontario
Legal Aid Ontario (Clinic Resource Office)
Legal Aid Ontario (Provincial Learning Action Committee –on behalf of
Community Legal Clinics
McCarthy Tétrault
McMillan
Miller Thomson
Ontario Bar Association
Ontario Trial Lawyers Association
Osgoode Hall Law School
Osler
Prosecutors’ Association of Ontario
Stikeman Elliott
Toronto Lawyers Association
University of Toronto Faculty of Law

SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS

APPENDIX 4

SHOULD A CPD REQUIREMENT BE INTRODUCED
Forty-eight individuals responded in writing to the invitation to consult. Of these, close to half do
not comment on whether the requirement should be introduced, but instead ask questions or
make specific suggestions on components of the proposed program. Of the remaining individuals
there is a mixture of those who support the requirement outright, support it with qualifiers based
on implementation concerns, or oppose it. In addition, those who attended the teleseminars
generally did not oppose the requirement, but either support it or focus on implementation
questions.
Twenty-eight organizations responded to the invitation to consult. Of these only one opposes the
introduction of the program. The others either support the introduction directly or by expressing
support for CPD generally and then making suggestions on implementation issues. These
organizations reflect a broad array of groups representing diverse practice areas, geographic
locations and size of practices and also representing perspectives of Aboriginal, Francophone
and equity seeking communities.
The Law Society’s Equity and Aboriginal Issues Committee considers that the requirement has
the potential to reduce isolation of lawyers and paralegals from Aboriginal, Francophone and
equity seeking communities and to increase mentoring opportunities.
PROPOSED DEFINITION OF CPD
There are almost no comments on the definition of CPD. The Equity and Aboriginal Issues
Committee’s submission is satisfied that the definition is sufficiently broad to encompass a large
scope of activities to qualify. For those from Aboriginal, Francophone and equity seeking
communities it “can encompass areas of law and legal theory such as Aboriginal law, linguistic
rights and critical race theory.”
LAWPRO suggests expanding the definition to include practice management.
TO WHOM THE REQUIREMENT SHOULD APPLY AND EXEMPTIONS
There are few comments on to whom the requirement should apply. To the extent there are
comments they suggest either that the requirement is under inclusive or the exemptions should be
broader.
In the former group the comments suggest that the requirement should be expanded to include
those in the 50% or 25% category on the basis that if these categories return to the 100%
category they will need to be up to speed in their practice area.
Those comments concerning additional exemptions are as follows:
a. In-house counsel should be exempted because they do not provide services to the
general public and because they have narrow expertise not amenable to CPD.
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b. There should be an exemption for women for 12 months after giving birth (due to
difficulty of attending CPD when breast-feeding.)
c. There should be accommodation for senior practitioners who are semi-retired.
There should be a pro rata requirement for those working part time.
d. Those working in research/litigation support should be exempted because they
have no private clients, no retainers, no trust funds.
EIAC suggests the need for more precision in how the pro rata exemptions would operate. It also
suggests that that the wording around exemptions for special circumstances be clarified to say
“subject to exemptions provided because of accommodation under the Human Rights Code.”
NUMBER OF CREDIT HOURS
There is very little disagreement with the number of hours, per se, including from EAIC, which
considers the number reasonable. The few concerns are of the following type:
a. The number of hours should vary with the level of experience. The more experience
the lower the number.
b. The number of hours should be phased in over three years as 12 is too many all at
once.
c. 12 hours is not enough to stay current. The requirement should be higher and should
begin sooner than 2011.
d. For those in specialized areas of practice or providing legal services in narrow area it
may be difficult to find 12 hours. What is the remedy for a lawyer or paralegal who
cannot find “relevant” CPD in a given year? Must he or she take irrelevant programs
just to meet the requirement? Examples of those who express concern are
entertainment lawyers, those practising mining law, paralegals specializing in narrow
areas of practice; those in need of programming in French; senior counsel.
SCOPE OF ACTIVITIES TO FULFILL THE REQUIREMENT
This engendered a fair amount of comment. The main issues identified in this topic are as
follows:
a. Concerns and questions about whether specific programs would “qualify.” (e.g. part-time
LLM programs; international programs, specialized CLE, Canadian Tax Foundation
program, programs that qualify for CPD requirement in other jurisdictions should qualify
for Ontario).
b. A number of people raise concerns about the fact that self-study is not an eligible activity.
The argument is that educational research shows that people learn differently. Some
absorb more through lecture or other “public” learning process; other by self-study. In
those CPD regimes that allow only in-person accredited provider CLE to qualify the
2

argument against permitting self-study is that while there are a variety of ways to learn
and all are important the CLE requirement is directed at the ensuring that everyone
obtains a minimum of CLE that is done in public, through organized providers and taught
by experts. The proposed regime for Ontario is so broad that it is more difficult to make
an argument against self-study. Is it really that much more “valuable” when 2 people
discuss a case than when 1 person reads it and considers it? The self-study argument is
also raised,
• to address cost and accessibility issues.
• In the context of senior practitioners who have difficulty finding required
programs that are meaningful.
c. Legal editing should count as well as legal writing.
d. Make clear that although attendance at meetings of a legal association board or
committee is not an eligible activity, to the extent that there is a substantive component it
would count.
e. Make clear that if members of LSUC Committees are non-benchers and there are
discussions about ethics, professionalism or practice management at meetings they attend
these can be counted toward the 25%.
f. The exclusion of programming with a “marketing” focus is a mistake. There is often
significant content in such programs. Law firms will often undertake such programming
to in-house counsel to obtain company’s business – doesn’t make the education any less
valid.
g. Clarify the confusion over paragraph 61(b) on-line courses.
h. Why cap the number of hours for mentoring, writing, teaching? For those who are senior
lawyers who have difficulty finding programs this may be a compromise of sorts on selfstudy.
i. Difficult for paralegals to find hours particularly those out of Toronto. Are local law
associations prepared to include paralegals in their associations or allow them to attend
educational activities?
j. Unrealistic to expect sole and small firm practitioners to meet and organize their own
CPD programs. Nice idea but not manageable especially for those already trying to run
their practices and make money in this economy.
ETHICS, PROFESSIONALISM AND PRACTICE MANAGEMENT COMPONENT
There is little opposition to this component of the requirement. One or two submissions suggest
frustration at constantly hearing how unethical the profession is since the actual number of
people who act without civility or are otherwise unprofessional is still the minority. One
comment says it is impossible to “teach” ethics. One or two submissions suggest the 25%
requirement is irrelevant to in-house counsel.
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Of those who comment on the details of the 25% component the following are most often noted:
a. There is some misunderstanding about the way in which the component can be
satisfied and the number of hours required.
b. Some suggest the category seems somewhat amorphous and would like more
detail on the kind of content that would satisfy the component.
c. Some ask if the Law Society will develop specialized topics so that lawyers and
paralegals can learn with materials relevant to their practice area. Will they have
sufficient programs that one won’t repeat the same thing each year?
d. EAIC suggests that the final report make clear that it will include subjects and
principles related to equity and diversity. (e.g. cultural sensitivity to people with
disabilities, members of equity seeking groups, delivery of services to immigrants
and those whose primary language is not English or French, linguistic rights and
other topics that promote inclusion, equity and diversity with the profession and
client communities.)
e. Will LSUC packages be free?
PROGRAM/PROVIDER APPROVAL
The comments suggest misunderstanding around,
a. whether lawyers and paralegals must have their choices of activities pre-approved by
the LSUC,
b. whether an approved provider must only provide approved programming (must all
contain 25%) or can provide approved and unapproved programming; and
c. whether lawyers/paralegals who set up courses with peers must have them approved;
whether law society approves providers outside Ontario.
EAIC expresses a number of points:
a. The provider approval process be transparent and cognizant of the limited resources
that Francophone, Aboriginal and equity providers have.
b. Make accessibility of courses and materials a condition of approval including
physical access to programs, use of alternative delivery methods such as webcasting
at reduced cost, language of delivery and costs.
COMPLIANCE AND MONITORING
There are only a few comments on this issue as follows:
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a. On the issue of suspension for failure to meet hours there should be some
flexibility for those who fail to meet for reasons within the grounds enumerated in
the Ontario Human Rights Code.
b. There should be a formal grace period before suspending or for allowing people
to make up credits into the next year.
c. Clarify when the year begins.
d.

Provide some further information on kind of verification one needs to keep,
i. if lawyer or paralegal, to be prepared for CPD audit
ii. if provider, on required documentation.

e. Will providers be subject to documentary audits; attendance audits or both?
f. How long will the professional or provider be required to keep documentation (12
months?)
g. Will the audits have a disproportionate impact on sole practitioners and small firm
lawyers?
COMMUNICATION PLAN
There are only a few comments on the proposed communication plan as follows:
a. The Law Society should explain and highlight how it would implement the
requirement in accordance with equity and diversity principles.
b. The plan should include outreach to various groups through their community based
media outlets.
c. The Law Society should seek the assistance of legal organizations to communicate
the plan.
BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
There are no comments.
COST CONSEQUENCES TO PARALEGALS AND LAWYERS
This was the second most commented upon issue. Those who comment on this topic are not
necessarily opposed to the introduction of the CPD requirement, although there is that
connection for some.
The main comments are along these lines:
a. There should be an increase in the threshold for qualifying for a bursary. It has
not been changed in many years (LSUC threshold is $35,000). There will be
serious pressure on sole and small firm lawyers and paralegals. Financial
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burdens are already present. Large firm lawyers will be able to get quality
CPD for free in-house. While it is good that small group discussion group
activities will count there is a risk of two-tier CPD system – higher quality for
those who can afford it; lower quality for those who can’t. At least with
increased bursary level some may have access to CPD when wouldn’t
otherwise. Suggestions that threshold should be increased to $50,000; some
suggest $70,000.
b. CPD should be offered at minimal cost or free. This comment takes a variety
of forms, including,
i. There should be CPD discounts for new sole and small firm
practitioners.
ii. LSUC should offer free interactive seminars on the website.
iii. Make “BAC” materials available free on the website.
iv. Free annual conference to meet 25% component.
v. LSUC should offer distance education course of study requiring online submission to qualify for this component.
vi. Define part-time category for CPD to reduce burden to part-time
practitioners.
vii. Too far to drive to Toronto for CLE – will if have to, but make it free.
c. CPD will simply be a boon or providers; inelastic demand created; prices
could easily go up because of this; should go down.
d. Cost will be a problem for sole and small firm practitioners
OTHER
There are a few miscellaneous comments, as follows:
a. There is currently a lack of CPD programming geared to sole and small firm
practitioners and those in community clinics; LSUC should identify areas
where more programming needed and encourage providers to offer more in
these areas.
b. There should be some quality assurance or other measurement of the program
to assess whether it has had any disproportionate effect on practitioners from
particular groups.
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